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Abstract
This dissertation is concerned with the utilization of
mathematically architected Triply Periodic Minimal Surface (TPMS) based
lattices for Latent Heat Thermal Energy Storage (LHTES) systems. With
the advent of Additive Manufacturing (AM), TPMS structures can be
readily manufactured. The objective of this dissertation was to investigate
their heat transfer performance of TPMS structures vis-à-vis conventional
metal foams represented by Kelvin cell while both were impregnated with a
Phase Change Material (PCM). Numerical simulations were performed
under various boundary conditions to assess the performance. It was found
that TPMS structures outperformed the conventional metal foam.
Moreover, the effects of boundary conditions (isothermal and isoflux),
configuration (sheet and solid TPMS), porosity, and functional grading on
the performance of TPMS structures were studied. This dissertation
reported the utilization of TPMS structures for LHTES systems for the first
time in the literature. The superiority of TPMS structures make them
potential candidates for utilization in various applications related to
LHTES.
Keywords: Architected Lattices, Latent Heat Thermal Energy Storage
(LHTES), Metal Foam, Phase Change Material (PCM), Triply Periodic
Minimal Surface (TPMS).
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)Title and Abstract (in Arabic
اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﮭﯿﺎﻛﻞ اﻟﻘﺎﺋﻤﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻷﺳﻄﺢ اﻟﺒﺴﯿﻄﺔ اﻟﺪورﯾﺔ ) (TPMSاﻟﻤﺪﻣﺠﺔ ﻣﻊ ﻣﻮاد ﺗﻐﯿﯿﺮ اﻟﻄﻮر
ﻟﺘﻄﺒﯿﻘﺎت ﻧﻘﻞ اﻟﺤﺮارة

اﻟﻤﻠﺨﺺ
ﺗﮭﺘﻢ ھﺬه اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺒﻨﯿﺎت اﻟﻤﺼﻤﻤﺔ رﯾﺎﺿﯿًﺎ واﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻌﺘﻤﺪ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻷﺳﻄﺢ اﻟﺪورﯾﺔ اﻟﺜﻼﺛﯿﺔ
) (TPMSﻷﻧﻈﻤﺔ ﺗﺨﺰﯾﻦ اﻟﻄﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﺤﺮارﯾﺔ اﻟﻜﺎﻣﻨﺔ ) .(LHTESﻣﻊ ظﮭﻮر اﻟﺘﺼﻨﯿﻊ اﻹﺿﺎﻓﻲ
) ،(Additive Manufacturingﯾﻤﻜﻦ ﺗﺼﻨﯿﻊ ھﯿﺎﻛﻞ  TPMSﺑﺴﮭﻮﻟﺔ .اﻟﮭﺪف ﻣﻦ ھﺬه اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ ھﻮ
اﻟﺘﺤﻘﯿﻖ ﻓﻲ أداء ﻧﻘﻞ اﻟﺤﺮارة ﻟﮭﯿﺎﻛﻞ  TPMSﻣﻘﺎﺑﻞ اﻟﺮﻏﺎوي اﻟﻤﻌﺪﻧﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻘﻠﯿﺪﯾﺔ (Metal

foam

)اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻤﺜﻠﮭﺎ ﺧﻠﯿﺔ ﻛﻠﻔﻦ ﺑﯿﻨﻤﺎ ﺗﻢ ﺗﺸﺮﯾﺒﮭﻤﺎ ﺑﻤﺎدة ﺗﻐﯿﯿﺮ اﻟﻄﻮر ) .(PCMﺗﻢ إﺟﺮاء ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺎت اﻟﻤﺤﺎﻛﺎة
اﻟﻌﺪدﯾﺔ ﻓﻲ ظﻞ ظﺮوف ﺣﺪودﯾﺔ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﻟﺘﻘﯿﯿﻢ اﻷداء .وﺟﺪ أن ھﯿﺎﻛﻞ  TPMSﺗﻔﻮﻗﺖ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺮﻏﻮة
اﻟﻤﻌﺪﻧﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻘﻠﯿﺪﯾﺔ .ﻋﻼوة ﻋﻠﻰ ذﻟﻚ ،ﺗﻤﺖ دراﺳﺔ ﺗﺄﺛﯿﺮات اﻟﻈﺮوف اﻟﺤﺪﯾﺔ ) isothermalو
 ،(isofluxواﻟﺘﻜﻮﯾﻦ ) sheetو ،(solid TPMSواﻟﻤﺴﺎﻣﯿﺔ ،واﻟﺪرﺟﺎت اﻟﻮظﯿﻔﯿﺔ (functional
)gradingﻋﻠﻰ أداء ھﯿﺎﻛﻞ  .TPMSﺗﻮﺿﺢ ھﺬه اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ ﻷول ﻣﺮة اﺳﺘﺨﺪام ھﯿﺎﻛﻞ  TPMSﻷﻧﻈﻤﺔ
 LHTESﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺆﻟﻔﺎت اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ .إن ﺗﻔﻮق ھﯿﺎﻛﻞ  TPMSﯾﺠﻌﻠﮭﺎ ﻣﺮﺷﺤﯿﻦ ﻣﺤﺘﻤﻠﯿﻦ ﻟﻼﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻓﻲ
اﻟﺘﻄﺒﯿﻘﺎت اﻟﻤﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ اﻟﻤﺘﻌﻠﻘﺔ ﺑـ .LHTES
ﻣﻔﺎھﯿﻢ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺴﯿﺔ :اﻟﺒﻨﯿﺎت اﻟﻤﮭﻨﺪﺳﺔ ،ﺗﺨﺰﯾﻦ اﻟﻄﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﺤﺮارﯾﺔ اﻟﻜﺎﻣﻨﺔ ) ،(LHTESاﻟﺮﻏﻮة
اﻟﻤﻌﺪﻧﯿﺔ ،ﻣﺎدة ﺗﻐﯿﯿﺮ اﻟﻄﻮر ) ،(PCMاﻟﺴﻄﺢ اﻷدﻧﻰ اﻟﺪوري اﻟﺜﻼﺛﻲ ).(TPMS
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Overview and Literature Background
The unprecedented and impending challenge of climate change has
shifted the technological focus from conventional energy sources to the
renewable and sustainable ones. In this regard, thermal energy storage
(TES) has also gained attention in various applications (Nazir et al., 2019).
Further in the realm of TES, latent heat thermal energy storage (LHTES)
has garnered immense attention (Mukherjee, 2018) owing to the favorable
characteristics offered by LHTES as opposed to sensible TES like high
energy storage density, near isothermal (constant temperature) heat
charging/discharging, non-toxicity, etc. to name a few. Phase change
materials (PCMs) are considered a pivotal element of a LHTES system.
Solid-liquid PCMs melt (charging cycle of a PCM) and freeze (discharging
cycle of a PCM) at nearly isothermal temperature while releasing enormous
amount of latent heat of fusion. Such PCMs therefore store thermal energy
at near isothermal temperature during the charging cycle and can dispose off
that stored heat also at nearly isothermal temperature during the discharging
cycle. Hence, any application (Da Cunha & Eames, 2016) that requires a
cyclic performance and/or a supporting mechanism for TES can be realized
via PCMs. Few relevant examples (but not limited to these only) could be
solar concentrated plants (CSP) TES units (Ahmadi et al., 2021; Manoj
Kumar et al., 2020), battery cooling (Qu et al., 2014; Veismoradi et al.,
2020), heat sinks for electronics chips (Kandasamy et al., 2008; Singh et al.,
2021), buildings thermal energy management systems (Thambidurai et al.,
2015), space applications (Collette et al., 2011; Quinn et al., 2011), etc.
PCMs can be categorized into organic, inorganic and composite
PCMs. Within organic PCM category, paraffin waxes have been extensively
studied owing to their favorable characteristics like high latent heat of
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fusion, low-cost, ease of handling, non-toxicity etc. to name a few.
However, most paraffinic PCMs suffer from a major drawback of low
thermal conductivity. The low thermal conductivity which is usually in the
range of 0.1-0.4 W/m/K (Feng et al., 2015), poses a serious issue in efficient
heat transfer since the PCM acts like a thermal insulator denying any
appreciable heat transfer to take place. The low thermal conductivity of
PCM in a LHTES system manifests itself as a contributor to an unwantedly
large PCM charging and discharging times under isothermal boundary
condition whereas it manifests itself as a contributor to a non-homogenous
temperature distribution under isoflux (constant applied heat flux) boundary
condition (Feng et al., 2015). These drawbacks limit their direct utilization
in LHTES systems. Therefore, alternate mechanisms to improve the heat
transfer performance of paraffins are often required in LHTES systems.
While this drawback poses a problem in the direct utilization of
PCMs in LHTES systems, several approaches have been proposed in the
literature (Fan & Khodadadi, 2011). Such approaches are classified as
Thermal Conductivity Enhancement (TCE) approaches. Research has been
conducted in incorporating high thermal conductivity nano-particles (Kibria
et al., 2015) in PCMs to enhance the heat transfer performance of PCMs.
Similarly, graphitic matrices have also been utilized to improve the thermal
performance of PCMs (Ji et al., 2014; Lafdi et al., 2008; Mills et al., 2006).
Few researchers (Mustaffar et al., 2015) have also tested the impregnation
of PCMs inside metal mesh to achieve superior performance.
However, the most commonly utilized and researched approach has
remained the utilization of open-celled conventional metal foams inside
PCMs as TCE for the PCMs (Chen et al., 2014). The porous metal foam is
impregnated with PCM that results in a composite-phase change material
(CPMC) having superior thermo-physical properties than that of the metal
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foam alone. (Zhao et al., 2010) found that incorporating metal foams in
otherwise PCM only configuration aids in mitigating temperature nonhomogeneity and in controlling peak temperatures. Similarly, several other
studies (Almajali et al., 2013; Chamkha et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2014) also
built on the idea of utilizing metal foam in order to improve the heat transfer
characteristics of PCMs. Conventional metal foams are industrially
manufactured (Kim & Lee, 2014) injecting a gas or mixing a foaming agent
into molten metal. Owing to the simplicity of the process, metal foams can
be easily manufactured with overall controlled porosity and pore size. Most
commonly utilized metal foam as TCE for PCMs are aluminum (Fleming et
al., 2015; Hong & Herling, 2007), copper (Ali, 2018; Chamkha et al., 2020)
and nickel (Hussain et al., 2016). These metals are available in abundance,
cost-effective and offer good thermal conductivity value. The utilization of
metal foam has proven to be very effective in reducing the PCM
charging/discharging times as well as improving the temperature
homogeneity within PCM (Zhao et al., 2010). Therefore, the heat transfer
characteristics of a metal foam-PCM composite are superior to that of PCM
alone. Besides, the effect of geometric characteristics of metal foam on the
heat transfer performance are well investigated in the literature. Dinesh &
Bhattacharya (2019) studied the effects of the pore size and porosity on the
thermal energy storage characteristics of MFPCM composites. Abishek et
al. (2018) investigated the effect of the microstructural/topological
properties, including the strut, pore, cell size, and specific surface area, on
the PCM melting time using a pore-scale computational analysis. Hong &
Herling (2007) studied the effect of surface area density of metal foam on
thermal conductivity of the metal foams.
At this stage, it is imperative to highlight that the conventional
metal foam is modeled using Kelvin cell proposed first by Lord Kelvin
(Thomson, 1887). The Kelvin cell is essentially is tetrakaidecahedron
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having 6 quadrilateral and 8 hexagonal surfaces. The work of Lord Kelvin
was a response to the question that how space could be partitioned into cells
of equal volume with the least surface area between them (i.e., the most
efficient bubble foam). A typical Kelvin cell having 90% porosity is
depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Kelvin cell (a representation of conventional metal foam).
While conventional metal foams provided a solution for managing
the poor thermal conductivity problem of PCMs, research progress in
further heat transfer improvement remained rather halted owing to the
complexity in manufacturing topologies other than conventional metal
foam. With the advancements in additive manufacturing (AM) which is also
commonly referred to as 3D-Printing, the restriction of manufacturing
complicated topologies is completely obliterated. AM allows fabrication of
arguably any complicated architecture with unprecedented ease. In AM, the
complexity of the part to be fabricated does not matter as the layer-by-layer
manufacturing is adopted instead of the conventional tooling operations, for
example, drilling/milling/cutting etc. With the advent of AM, research focus
saw a shift in utilization of additively manufactured lattices for a myriad of
applications. In particular, periodic cellular materials gained utmost
attention owing to the fact that those periodic materials could be patterned
in the three mutually perpendicular direction resulting in a three-
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dimensional lattice. Similarly, AM allowed full control on the porosity, unit
cell size, and the material of the to-be-printed lattices. Triply Periodic
Minimal Surface (TPMS) are a class of periodic cellular structure than can
be mathematically modeled and additively manufactured. TPMSs are
essentially minimal surfaces with a mean curvature of zero at all points.
Mathematically, it denotes that the sum of the two principal curvatures at
any point on a TPMS surface is always zero. The patterning of TPMS
structures allows TPMS cells to be grown in the three mutually
perpendicular directions, leading to a 3D array of TPMS cells. It merits
mention here that the term ‘minimal surface’ does not refer to the total
surface area of the structure being minimum for a given unit cell size; in
fact; the surface areas of TPMS structures are significantly higher than that
of Kelvin cell. Another important characteristic of TPMS structures is that
they are smooth and edge-free. Furthermore, they can be modelled
mathematically and their geometrical characteristics can be totally
controlled using approximate equations that represent TPMS structures (i.e.,
the level set equations). Hence, TPMS structures can be completely
customized and functionally controlled that allows great flexibility in
design. Some of the earliest TPMS structures were reported by Schwarz
(Schwarz, 1890) namely TPMS Primitive and TPMS Diamond. Then later
on, Schoen (Schoen, 1970) reported several other TPMS structures with the
most famous ones being Gyroid and I-graph and Wrapped Package-graph
(IWP). The mathematical modeling of TPMS surface (a 2D surface, not a
3D lattice) is realized using level-set equations (Michielsen & Kole, 2003).
The 2D surfaces so obtained are then thickened by controlling the constant
term in the level set equation. The governing equations for TPMS structures
are also stated and explained in the articles authored by the dissertation
author attached herein (Qureshi, Al-Omari, et al., 2021a, 2021b; Qureshi,
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Elnajjar, et al., 2021; Qureshi et al., 2022). The famous TPMS structures are
depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Some commonly investigated TPMS structures (a) Diamond (b)
Gyroid (c) IWP and (d) Primitive.
It is also important to highlight that TPMS structures can be created
in either sheet or solid configuration. The sheet configurations are simply
created by thickening the 2D TPMS surface whereas a solid configuration
can be created by taking the Boolean (negative operation) of the
corresponding TPMS sheet structure. The sheet and solid configurations are
explained in Figure 3. The sheet configurations result in high surface cells
whereas solid configurations results in smaller surface area cells. However,
smaller surface area disadvantage could still be traded off by a smaller flow
resistance to natural convection of PCM.
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Figure 3: (i) 2D TPMS surface (ii) Solid configuration (iii) Sheet
configuration for (a) Gyroid and (b) IWP.
Since the realization of TPMS via AM occurred, there has been a
recent surge in the investigation of TPMS structures as candidates for a
wide range of application. TPMS structures have been utilized as feed
spacers for reverse osmosis for flux enhancement and bio-fouling mitigation
(Sreedhar et al., 2018). They outperformed the conventional feed spacers by
exhibiting enhanced RO flux and reduced bio-fouling. Similarly, TPMS
structures were compared with strut-based structures for their mechanical
properties (Al-Ketan et al., 2018). It was found that the TPMS structures
exhibited superior mechanical properties than that of conventional strutbased topologies. Other applications of TPMS structures that have been
investigated/reported in the literature include scaffolds for bone/tissue
engineering (Castro et al., 2019), RO/UV applications (Sreedhar et al.,
2018; Thomas et al., 2019), meta-materials (Al-Ketan & Abu Al-Rub,
2019), interpenetrating phase composites (Al-Ketan et al., 2017), and many
others.
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However, it is pertinent to mention that heat transfer related
applications of TPMS structures did not gain much attention. It is envisaged
that TPMS structures could offer an improved performance than
conventional metal foams in CPCM for LHTES applications. This is owing
to the fact that they possess higher surface area than Kelvin cell which is
generally a benefit for heat transfer applications. Besides, TPMS structures
are also mathematically modeled which may allow better liquid PCM flow
characteristics than the strut-based Kelvin cell which may hinder the natural
convective PCM flow. Therefore, this study is aimed at utilizing TPMS
structures impregnated with PCM and a comparison is performed with
conventional metal foams to see the enhancement in heat transfer
performance. Both isothermal and isoflux cases were considered in the
study. Furthermore, the effect of PCM natural convection/buoyancy are
quantified using a difference between heat transfer performance of CPCM
under pure conduction (no natural convection) and under natural
convection.
1.2 Statement of the Problem
In the light of the above-stated overview, this dissertation focuses
on utilizing novel TPMS structures in LHTES system as an improvement on
conventional metal foams. In this regard, numerical work has been
performed to gain insights into the heat transfer performance on
conventional metal foam vis-à-vis TPMS structures embedded in a LHTES
system.
A system comprising of 90% porosity unit cell with a cell size of 7
mm is considered. This porosity and unit cell sizing is selected based on the
efficacy of AM of the TPMS structures at these values reported in earlier
works (Al-Ketan et al., 2018). Four cells are stacked in the vertical
direction. The resulting left-over volume (available in the volume left by
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porous TPMS cells) is assumed to be occupied by PCM. Paraffinic PCM is
considered in the study with a poor thermal conductivity value of 0.2
W/m/K. The CPCM based on TPMS cell is studied in both un-finned and
finned configuration as shown in Figure 4 (shown in figure for Kelvin cell).

Figure 4: CPCM utilizing TPMS structures (a) Un-finned (b) Finned and (c)
Finned filled with PCM.
Due to the obvious symmetries encountered in the geometry, the
geometry is simplified to a single column of 4 cells. The simplified
geometry is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Simplified geometry for numerical study.
Besides, the CPCM is studied under both isothermal and isoflux
boundary conditions to comprehensively study the effect of TPMS structure
on LHTES performance. Furthermore, the study is advanced to study the
effect of sheet and solid configurations. Later, the effect of porosity and
functional grading of porosity are also studied.
1.3 Research Objectives
The research objectives that are set to be achieved through this
dissertation can be laid down.
The first objective of this dissertation is to investigate whether the
TPMS structure outperforms conventional Kelvin cell in LHTES system.
Afterwards, the next objective of the research is to quantify the differences
between sheet and solid configurations of TPMS structures. Furthermore,
another objective is to investigate the effects of porosity and functional
grading of porosity on the heat transfer performance of CPCMs. These
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objectives will aid in understanding the overall response of TPMS structures
in LHTES systems.
1.4 Research Questions and Scope of the Dissertation
The research questions were set up and are as followed:
 Do the TPMS cells outperform Kelvin cell under isothermal and
isoflux condition in clean/un-finned configuration?
 Do the TPMS cells outperform Kelvin cell under isothermal and
isoflux condition in a finned configuration?
 Are there appreciable differences between sheet and solid TPMS
configurations?
 What is the effect of geometrical parameters (porosity and
functional grading) of TPMS structure on their heat transfer
performance?
 Do different TPMS structure offer distinct thermal conductivity
values while impregnated with PCM?
 Can TPMS structures be utilized in high heat flux applications; for
example; electronics cooling?
1.5 Research Methodology
The following research methodology was adopted to seek answers
to the research questions framed above.
 Firstly, computer aided design (CAD) files were created for both
Kelvin and TPMS structures as per the required level of porosity
and unit cell size.
 Later on, numerical model was setup to perform numerical
simulations related to effective thermal conductivity and PCM
phase change characteristics (under isothermal and isoflux
conditions).
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 The numerical model was validated using published works.
 Post-CFD analysis was performed in order to obtain the required
key performance indicators (i.e., PCM liquid fraction, temperature
homogeneity, etc.). The analyzed results were utilized to draw
meaningful conclusions.
 3D Printing of samples were performed in order to perform PCM
impregnation, conduct measurement related to thermal conductivity
and to perform phase change experiments for experimental
validation of the numerical work.
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Chapter 2: General Discussion
2.1 Model Details
To perform the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation of
PCM melting inside TPMS based CPCMs, the famous enthalpy-porosity
model proposed Voller and Prakash is utilized (Voller & Prakash, 1987). In
this model, the PCM cells are considered as porous medium. The enthalpyporosity approach has been found to converge rapidly, and is capable of
producing accurate results for both the position and morphology of the melt
front at different times with relatively modest computational requirements
(Brent et al., 1988). In this model, the sharp interface of melting is replaced
by a mushy zone where the value of PCM liquid fraction is between 0
(completely solid) and 1 (completely fluid) i.e., it is a mixture/mush. This
model has been extensively utilized in the CFD of PCMs in the literature
and has been validated against experimental results (Brent et al., 1988). The
governing equations, numerical setup, mesh characteristics, and other
relevant details can be easily found in the articles attached in this
dissertation (Qureshi, Al-Omari, et al., 2021a, 2021b; Qureshi, Elnajjar, et
al., 2021; Qureshi et al., 2022).
2.2 Overview of the Main Results
In this section, a short overview of the main findings is provided.
The detailed results can be found in the articles attached in this dissertation
(Qureshi, Al-Omari, et al., 2021a, 2021b; Qureshi, Elnajjar, et al., 2021;
Qureshi et al., 2022) and are encouraged to be referred to whenever
required. Table 1 below highlights the published articles with their details.
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Table 1: Contents of the published works.
Article

Title

Content

Using triply periodic minimal surfaces
(TPMS)-based metal foams structures as
skeleton for metal-foam-PCM composites
for thermal energy storage and energy
management applications
Heat transfer performance of a finned
metal foam-phase change material (FMFPCM) system incorporating triply periodic
minimal surfaces (TPMS)
Thermal characterization of 3D-Printed
lattices based on triply periodic minimal
surfaces embedded with organic phase
change material
On the effect of porosity and functional
grading of 3D printable triply periodic
minimal surface (TPMS) based architected
lattices embedded with a phase change
material
Nature-inspired triply periodic minimal
surface-based structures in sheet and solid
configurations for performance
enhancement of a low-thermal
conductivity phase-change material for
latent-heat thermal-energy-storage
applications
Architected Lattices Embedded with Phase
Change Materials for Thermal
Management of High-Power Electronics:
A Numerical Study

Comparison of TPMS
versus Kelvin (Unfinned)

#
1

2

3

4

5

6

Comparison of TPMS
versus Kelvin
(Finned)
Thermal conductivity
evaluation of selected
TPMS structures
Effect of porosity and
functional grading of
TPMS structures

Differences between
sheet and solid
configurations of
TPMS structures

On TPMS structures
performance under
high heat flux
conditions

2.2.1 TPMS versus Kelvin for Un-finned and Finned CPCMs
The first set of results are discussed to draw comparison between
TPMS structures and Kelvin as this would form the basis of establishing the
superiority/inferiority of TPMS structures over conventional metal foams. It
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was found that under both isothermal and isoflux conditions, TPMS
structures outperformed the Kelvin cell. In isothermal condition, the two
indicators that have been utilized to judge heat transfer performance are
PCM melting time and average heat transfer coefficient (AHTC). The
definition of AHTC utilized herein can be found in the published article
(Qureshi, Elnajjar, et al., 2021).
Figure 6 shows the PCM melting inside Kelvin cell and TPMS
lattices for finned CPCMs at 30 s under isothermal boundary condition. It
can be seen readily that the TPMS cells show higher PCM melt fraction than
the Kelvin one.

Figure 6: Comparison of PCM melting at equal time (30 s).
The same can also be deduced by looking at Figure 7 where PCM
liquid fraction is plotted as a function of time. It can be noticed that TPMS
structure show improved heat transfer performance as compared to Kelvin
cell. This is owing to the superior heat transfer phenomenon that occurs in
TPMS structures.
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Figure 7: Evolution of PCM liquid fraction for TPMS structures versus
Kelvin cell.
The earlier argument of better heat transfer performance by TPMS
structures as compared to Kelvin cell is also evident by visualizing the
CPCM’s bottom surface heat flux as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Evolution of bottom heat flux for TPMS structures versus Kelvin
cell.
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It can be seen that the bottom surface heat flux is the least for
Kelvin cell based CPCM (the worst case) while all TPMS structures exhibit
superior heat transfer characteristics by providing higher values of bottom
surface heat flux. This is also the core reason for enhanced PCM melting
time for TPMS structures as opposed to Kelvin cell.

Figure 9: Effect of PCM buoyancy on AHTC for TPMS and Kelvin cell.
To quantify the effects of natural convection, the simulations were
repeated with considering buoyancy effects into account. Even with the
buoyancy effects of liquid PCM were taken into consideration, Kelvin cell
still could not outperform the TPMS structures in CPCM in terms of PCM
melting time and AHTC (Figure 9).
It is also pertinent to note that in the un-finned configurations too,
the TPMS structures clearly outperformed Kelvin cell. Besides, also under
isoflux case, the TPMS structures outperformed Kelvin cell by maintaining
better temperature homogeneity in the PCM domain. Further details of
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TPMS versus Kelvin cell can be found in the two published articles of the
dissertation author (Qureshi, Al-Omari, et al., 2021b; Qureshi, Elnajjar, et
al., 2021).
2.2.2 Sheet Versus Solid TPMS CPCMs
After establishing the heat transfer performance superiority of
TPMS structures over Kelvin cell, research work was steered towards
evaluating the comparison between TPMS sheet and solid configurations
under isothermal and isoflux cases. Figure 10 shows the evolution of PCM
melting fraction for sheet and solid configurations of IWP and Gyroid
CPCMs whereas Figure 11 depicts the AHTC for the same.

Figure 10: Evolution of PCM liquid fraction for sheet and solid
configurations.
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Figure 11: Comparison of AHTC values for sheet and solid configurations.
It can be noticed that sheet based TPMS structures outperformed
their solid based counterparts as evident by their smaller PCM melting time
and higher values of AHTC. However, this comparison is shown for the
benchmark case only and if the boundary conditions are changed, the
superiority of sheet-based configuration over solid ones is not maintained.
The details of other results pertaining to the effect of boundary conditions,
natural convection, etc. related to sheet and solid configurations can be
found in the article published by the dissertation author (Qureshi, Al-Omari,
et al., 2021a).
2.2.3 Effect of Porosity and Functional Grading on TPMS CPCMs
The effect of TPMS structure porosity and functional grading of
porosity was also studied as a part of the research work being presented in
this dissertation. Figure 12 and Figure 13 depict the geometries used to
perform study on the effects of porosity and functional grading respectively.
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Figure 12: Primitive cells with porosity value of (a) 60% (b) 75% and (c)
90%

Figure 13: Functional grading of porosity (a) Uniform (no grading) (b)
Positive grading and (c) Negative grading.
From Figure 12, it can be seen that the porosity of the Primitive cell
changes from 60% to 75% and then from 75% to 90%. Similarly, Figure 13
illustrates the functional grading of porosity. The left most picture in Figure
13 represents a uniformly porous structure of 75% porosity, while the
middle one represents a positively graded structure with a porosity gradient
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of 10% per unit cell, and lastly, the right most picture represents a
negatively graded structure with a porosity gradient of -10% per unit cell.
However, the overall porosity of all three configurations in is the same i.e.,
75%. Therefore, the three configurations in Figure 13 contain the same
amount of PCM despite of the differences in grading type.
Figure 14 depicts the results for the effect of porosity whereas
Figure 15 depicts the results for the effect of functional grading.

Figure 14: The effect of porosity on the performance of TPMS CPCMs.

Figure 15: The effect of functional grading on the performance of TPMS
CPCMs.
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It can be observed the decreasing the porosity from a value of 90%,
the PCM melting time gets reduced whereas as the AHTC increases. It is
owing to the thermal conduction enhancement effect by adding more
metallic content at the expense of PCM. However, this performance
enhancement comes with a trade-off made on the thermal energy storage
density as PCM amount that can be disposed in a 60% porous CPCM would
be much smaller than a 90% porous CPCM. Hence, the selection of correct
porosity value is a matter of the design requirements. Furthermore,
functional grading also has a big impact on the heat transfer performance of
TPMS CPCM. The positively graded TPMS CPCMs clearly outperform
both uniform (ungraded) and negatively graded TPMS CPCMs. This is an
important finding as for all three configurations, the PCM amount that can
be disposed is the same. Besides, the weight of all three configurations is
also the same owing to the configurations having the same porosity value.
Therefore, the functional grading provides a better performance without any
weight penalty or a compromise on the thermal energy storage density of
the LHTES system. The details of the overall results can be found in the
published article by the dissertation author (Qureshi et al., 2022).
2.2.4 Thermal Conductivity Evaluation of TPMS CPCMs
The thermal conductivity evaluation of 3D printed TPMS
impregnated with CPCMs was also performed. The details of the AM
technique, the thermal conductivity measurement method, and other
relevant aspects are mentioned in the published article of the dissertation
author (Qureshi et al., 2021).
Figure 16 represents the normalized thermal conductivity (thermal
conductivity of TPMS CPCM divided by the thermal conductivity of PCM).
It can be clearly seen that there is an architecture effect at work. What is
meant here is that at same level of porosity, the TPMS structures exhibit
different thermal conductivity. This is due to the differences in the intrinsic
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topology of one structure with another one. Hence, the architecture effect is
successfully captured.

Figure 16: Normalized thermal conductivity of TPMS CPCMs.
2.2.5 TPMS CPCMs under High Heat Flux for Electronics Cooling
The TPMS CPCMs are also assessed for their performance in
electronic cooling application. For that, a numerical study was conducted
at higher heat flux value applied at the base of TPMS CPCMs i.e., 100
kW/m2. Two PCMs are considered i.e., an organic one (paraffin) and a
metallic one (gallium). The results are shown in Figure 17 for the case of
gallium and in for the case of organic PCM. The legend ‘ga’ represents
gallium whereas ‘par’ represents paraffin.
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Figure 17: Evolution of TPMS heat sink maximum temperature at 100
kW/m2 flux using gallium.

Figure 18: Evolution of TPMS heat sink maximum temperature at 100
kW/m2 flux using paraffin.
The results indicate that metallic PCM aids in temperature
mitigation of electronics by keeping a lower temperature at the TPMS
CPCM heat sink base. However, paraffin fails to do so. This is owing to the
fact that metallic PCM possess higher thermal conductivity than the paraffin
although the latent heat of fusion is still higher for paraffin. Interestingly,
there is no effect of TPMS architecture (between IWP and Primitive
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structure as shown in Figure 17) when gallium is utilized but there is a clear
architecture effect using paraffin (Figure 18). The details and further
commentary/discussion for these high flux cases are available in the
submitted manuscript attached as Article 6 in this dissertation.
2.2.6 Numerical Validation
In order to perform numerical validation of our utilized model, the
results reported by (Feng et al., 2015) were reproduced. It was found that
our model successfully replicated the findings of the work reported by
Feng et al. with almost no difference between the two results. Figure 19
below highlights the numerical validation performed.

Figure 19: Numerical validation.
2.2.7 Experimental Validation
While numerical validation indeed strengthen the findings
reported by the CFD results, it is imperative to mention here that the
work of (Feng et al., 2015) is essentially numerical in nature and does
not report any experimental validation. Therefore, it became vital to
perform an experimental validation of the numerical results.
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In order to perform the experimental validation, a sample of TPMS
Primitive having unit cell of 7 mm size was 3D printed using AlSi10Mg
powder having a total of 11 x 11 x 6 cells in length, width and height
directions. Furthermore, a clearance of 8 mm was kept in the height
direction in order to avoid any possible PCM spillage owing to volumetric
expansion. The sides of the 3D printed sample were insulated and a Kapton
heater of known power was pasted onto the back of the TPMS sample.
Furthermore, liquid PCM was poured into the TPMS sample and was
allowed to fill the TPMS sample completely since the TPMS sample was
kept at a temperature higher than the PCM melting temperature (in order to
avoid any solidification of PCM during impregnation that may hinder the
impregnation).
Afterwards, a pre-calibrated K-type thermocouple was inserted that
touched the base of the TPMS-PCM composite. The temperature measured
by thermocouple was compared with the one obtained by CFD in order to
assess the validation. The thermocouple was connected to a data logger that
recorded the temperature measurement after every 10 seconds. Furthermore,
the Kapton heater was powered by a DC power supply supplying a constant
voltage of 20 Volts DC. The DC current consumed by the Kapton heater
was also measured by a digital multimeter and the measurement was
recorded using Putty software after connecting the digital multimeter to the
software. Hence, by knowing the voltage and current, the power of Kapton
heater was measured as a function of time. This method helped in
characterizing the heater since the Kapton heater used in this study were
customized ones. A negligible less than 1% uncertainty was measured in the
heater power. Furthermore, Kapton heater was sprayed with thermochromic
liquid crystals that revealed the temperature homogeneity of the heater.
Good temperature homogeneity was found on the heater surface. The
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experimental uncertainty was also measured and found to be less than 7%.
The experimental setup pictures are shown from Figure 20 to Figure 23.

Figure 20: 3D Printed sample insulated.

Figure 21: Kapton heater attached to the back of TPMS-PCM composite.
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Figure 22: Kapton heater thermochromic liquid crystal characterization.

Figure 23: Experimental setup.
Figure 24 below shows the results for temperature as obtained from
CFD and experiment. Good qualitative and quantitative agreement was
obtained between CFD and experiment. The differences noticed can be
attributed to a variety of error sources including uncertainties in the
measurements related to temperature and power, less than 100%
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impregnation of PCM in experiments, 3D printing defects, the slight
anisotropy of 3D printing powder etc. These error sources could be further
mitigated however, doing so falls outside the scope of this validation.

Figure 24: Experimental validation.
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Chapter 3: Conclusion and Future Perspectives
Based on the results achieved, it can be concluded that TPMS
structures indeed outperformed conventional metal foam represented by
Kelvin cell in LHTES systems. The effective thermal conductivity of all
TPMS-PCM composites was found to be higher than that of Kelvin cellPCM composite. The percentage increase in the effective thermal
conductivity due to the utilization of the TPMS cells instead of the Kelvin
cell was approximately 65% for the Primitive, 57% for the IWP, and 49%
for the Gyroid structures, respectively. Under isothermal condition, all
TPMS structures exhibited smaller PCM melting time highlighting superior
heat transfer characteristics. Under pure conduction, IWP structure showed
the best performance whereas Kelvin showed the worst performance. The
PCM melting time was reduced by 31% for Gyroid, 40.3% for IWP, and
35.3% for Primitive based TPMS-PCM as compared to the Kelvin one.
When liquid PCM natural convection effects taken into account, Primitive
showed the best performance whereas Kelvin cell still showed the worst
performance. This was concluded in finned and un-finned configurations
alike. Hence, it establishes the superiority of TPMS structures over
conventional metal foams represented by Kelvin cell. Under isoflux
condition, Kelvin cell still came out as the worst performer as it showed
maximum temperature non-homogeneity in the PCM domain as opposed to
TPMS structure. On an average, the difference between the maximum and
minimum temperature of PCM was almost 5 K higher than the same
difference obtained in the case of the IWP-based TPMS-PCM composite
during the entire PCM melting process.
Furthermore, sheet-based configurations may or may not
outperform solid based configuration under both isoflux and isothermal
boundary conditions depending on the applied boundary conditions. The
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effect of TPMS cell porosity indicate that an increase in TPMS cell porosity
increases the PCM melting time whereas a positively graded TPMS lattice
showed enhanced performance than that of a uniformly porous TPMS
structure under both isothermal and isoflux conditions, as well as under both
pure conduction and natural convection modes. Negatively graded
configuration offers the worst performance even inferior than that of
uniform (ungraded) lattices. In pure conduction case, the best case among
all cases is the positively graded IWP with a PCM melting time of 109.1 s
and an average HTC value of 1366.9 W/(m2.K). On the other hand, the
worst case comes out to be negatively graded Gyroid structure with a PCM
melting time of 162.9 s and an average HTC value of 891.0 W/(m2.K).
Keeping the IWP as the baseline case, these values represent enormous percentage differences in PCM melting time and average HTC value by 49.3%
and 34.8% respectively. Similarly, in natural convection cases, the best case
comes out to be positively graded Primitive configuration with a PCM
melting time of 97.1 s and an average HTC value of 1509.6 W/(m2.K),
whereas the worst case comes out to be negatively graded Gyroid with a
PCM melting time of 146.5 s and an average HTC value of 970.6 W/(m2.K).
These correspond to percentage differences in PCM melting time and
average HTC value by 50.9% and 35.7% respectively. These significantly
large percentage differences establish the importance of the correct selection
of TPMS structure as well as the functional grading. The thermal
conductivity measurements indicate that the thermal conductivity of TPMS
lattices is a function of their architecture. Furthermore, TPMS CPCMs can
aid in temperature mitigation for high flux heat sinks. Good numerical and
experimental validation was obtained to ascertain the results reported
herein.
The results presented in the dissertation adequately address the
research questions set prior to conducting the research. It was found that
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TPMS cells outperform Kelvin cell in terms of effective thermal
conductivity, and heat transfer in both pure conduction and natural
convection cases, and both for un-finned and finned configurations. It was
also found that sheet and solid based TPMS configurations provide very
different heat transfer performances under both isothermal and isoflux
conditions and their utility appropriateness is indeed a matter of careful
design choice. It was also found that the impact of porosity and functional
gradient on TPMS cell performance is of significant value. A lower porosity
usually results in better heat transfer characteristics, however, at the cost of
reduced PCM energy storage capacity. On the other hand, a positively
graded configuration always outperforms ungraded and negatively graded
configurations even though all three configurations possess same PCM
amount and same surface area density. It was also revealed that thermal
conductivity value of TPMS structure is a function of TPMS architecture.
Furthermore, TPMS can have a potential utility in electronics cooling
applications.
The key contributions of this dissertation can be stated as follows.
The author introduced TPMS structures as lattices for PCM performance
enhancement for the first time in the literature. Besides, the same were
compared to Kelvin cell for the first time thereby benchmarking their
superiority over conventional metal foams for the first time. Similarly,
various extensions of TPMS lattice study i.e., sheet and solid configuration
comparison, effects of porosity and functional grading, measurement of
thermal conductivity of TPMS lattices impregnated with PCM, and possible
utilization of TPMS lattices in electronics cooling application are all
addition to the existing knowledge.
The guidelines provided in this dissertation could aid in enhancing
the thermal performance of LHTES systems. Since the study is largely
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numerical in nature, it can be easily extended to incorporate intensive
experimental work. AM can easily assist in manufacturing TPMS lattices
which can be tested under the conditions tested in the numerical work.
Furthermore, prototypes (like a heat sink) can be manufactured using TPMS
structure and characterized for its performance. Incorporation of other
effects (like the effect of unit cell size, material, etc.) can also be
investigated both numerically and experimentally. Hence, the study can be
steered in multiple directions to unravel any other effects not covered in this
dissertation.
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Organic phase change materials (PCMs), such as paraffin wax, have shown great potential for their utilization in
latent heat thermal energy storage systems (LHTES). However, due to their low thermal conductivity, they are
often hybridized with high thermal conductivity metal foam, resulting in metal foam-PCM composites (MFPCMs)
with enhanced heat transfer features. Conventional metal foam is usually idealized using the Kelvin cell. Owing
to the recent advances in 3D printing, any complicated topology can however be easily manufactured, which
paves a pathway for other complex cell types to be utilized in such energy systems other than Kelvin cell. In this
exploratory work, three Triply Periodic Minimal Surfaces (TPMS), i.e., Gyroid, I-graph and wrapped packagegraph (IWP), and Primitive cells, are (to the best of the knowledge of the present authors), used for the first
time, as skeleton for MFPCMs composites to enhance the effective thermal conductivity of conventional PCMs.
Transient numerical simulations were performed to compare the thermal energy storage performance of the used
TPMS-based PCM composites with their counterpart based on the conventional Kelvin cell. All structures were
tested at the same porosity level and unit cell size of 90% and 7 mm, respectively. Simulations were done under
two boundary conditions namely isothermal and isoheat flux conditions. Steady state simulations were also
performed to assess the effective thermal conductivity of the used MFPCM composites at temperatures below the
melting temperature of used PCM (pure conduction). The obtained results stress that the effective thermal
conductivity of MFPCMs strongly depends on the cell type and its unique architecture and not only on the cell
porosity where significant increase in the effective thermal conductivity of the MFPCMs composites was achieved
when the three TPMS structures are used. Under isothermal condition while considering the Kelvin-based
MFPCM as the baseline case, the PCM melting time was reduced by approximately 31% for the Gyroid, 40.3%
for the IWP, and 35.3% for the Primitive-based MFPCMs. In isoflux case, the PCM melting time did not show
dependence on the type of metal foam structure. However, by considering the temperature homogeneity as a
performance indicator (quantified by the maximum and minimum temperature difference in PCM domain),
Kelvin-based MFPCM showed the highest value for the difference (least homogenous) whereas, IWP-based
MFPCM on average was almost 5 K lesser than the Kelvin-based MFPCM during the entire melting process.
Therefore, TPMS structures showed superior performance than the Kelvin cell, let alone than the case of PCM
alone, which makes them promising candidates for potential utilization in LHTES applications.

1. Introduction
Organic phase change materials (PCMs), such as paraffin wax, offer
several favorable thermophysical properties, including the high latent
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: s.omari@uaeu.ac.ae (S.A.B. Al-Omari).
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icheatmasstransfer.2021.105265
Available online 10 April 2021
0735-1933/© 2021 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

heat of fusion, good cyclic stability, ease of handling, and non-toxicity,
which make them suitable candidates for utilization in latent heat
thermal energy storage (LHTES) applications. However, unlike LHTES
systems based on high conductivity phase change materials [1–3],
organic PCMs are marred by their low thermal conductivity, which
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Nomenclature
A
B
C
Cp
c
fL
g
h
K
k
L
l
P
Q̇
q′′
S
T
Tliq
Tm
Tsol
t
tmelt

u
Velocity (mm/s)
x, y and z Coordinate axes (mm)
Greek symbols
ρ
Density (kg/m3)
β
Thermal expansion coefficient (1/K)
Δ
Differential operator
∇
Nabla operator (1/m)
μ
Dynamic viscosity (Pa.s)
δ
Arbitrary small value
Subscripts
0
Initial value
avg
Average
eff
Effective
f
Phase change material
max
Maximum
min
Minimum
s
Metal
Abbreviations
CAD
Computer-aided design
CFD
Computational fluid dynamics
HTC
Heat transfer coefficient
LHTES
Latent heat thermal energy storage
MFPCM Metal foam–phase change material
PCM
Phase change material

Source term used in the momentum equation (Pa/m)
Fitting constant in Bhattacharya model
Mushy zone constant (Pa.s/m2)
Specific heat (J/kg.K)
Constant value in level-set equations
Liquid fraction
Acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2.K)
Absolute permeability (m2)
Thermal conductivity (W/m.K)
Latent heat of fusion (J/kg)
Length of flow channel (m)
Pressure (Pa)
Volumetric flow rate (m3/s)
Heat flux (W/m2)
Flow surface area (m2)
Temperature (K)
Liquidus temperature (K)
Melting temperature (K)
Solidus temperature (K)
Time (s)
Melting time of PCM (s)

inhibits their direct utilization in LHTES systems. To overcome this
problem, PCMs are often hybridized with high thermal conductivity
materials to form composite PCMs, which exhibit superior heat transfer
performance in comparison with pure PCMs. Lin et al. [4] published an
excellent review of the thermal conductivity enhancement, thermal
properties, and applications of PCMs. Although several PCM hybridi
zation techniques have been employed by researchers to tackle the
afore-mentioned drawbacks, including incorporating thermal conduc
tivity enhancers like graphitic matrix [5,6], metal meshes [7], and nanoparticles [8], the most common technique has been the hybridization of
PCMs with metal foam, which from here onwards will be referred to as
metal foam-PCM (MFPCM) [9]. In the domain of the research related to
MFPCMs, the effects of the metal foam macroscopic/geometric param
eters, (such as the porosity, pore size, surface area density, etc.) on the
MFPCM heat transfer performance have been extensively investigated.
Dinesh and Bhattacharya [10] studied the effect of the pore size and
porosity on the thermal energy storage characteristics of MFPCM com
posites. Also, Abishek et al. [11] investigated the effect of the micro
structural/topological properties, including the strut, pore, cell size, and
specific surface area, on the PCM melting time using a pore-scale
computational analysis. In addition, Yang [12] numerically investi
gated the thermal performance of PCM‑copper foam composites that
have a porosity gradient. In a nutshell, the heat transfer enhancement of
PCMs by using MFPCMs is a well-understood subject.
The unit cell of conventional metal foam is idealized using the tet
rakaidecahedron cell [13], which is commonly referred to as the Kelvin
cell. The Kelvin cell is named after Lord Kelvin, who worked on the
problem of partitioning a space into cells of equal volume with the least
surface area between them [14]. Hence, in spite of the myriad of
research work performed on the effect of the macroscopic and geometric
parameters of metal foams on the heat transfer enhancement, the
fundamental building block in those studies has always remained the
same, i.e., the Kelvin cell being the unit cell. The sheer impossibility of
manufacturing intricate unit cells using conventional manufacturing
technologies remained the principal limitation on exploring the effect of
the unit cell architecture on the performance of MFPCMs. However, the
recent developments in additive manufacturing have completely elimi
nated this limitation, thereby enabling the architecture of arguably any

complexity to be produced with ease. Therefore, due to this paradigm
shift in the manufacturing technology, a pathway has been paved for
other possible candidate unit cell architectures that can be incorporated
in LHTES systems. Periodic cellular materials, especially triply periodic
minimal surfaces (TPMS), have had a recent surge in research interest. A
minimal surface can be defined as a surface on which, at each point, the
two principal curvatures are equal in value but have opposite signs, i.e.,
it has a zero mean curvature at all points. It merits mention here that the
term ‘minimal surface’ does not refer to the total surface area of the
structure being minimum for a given unit cell size; in fact; the surface
areas of TPMS structures are significantly higher than that of conven
tional foam i.e., Kelvin cell at the same value of porosity and unit cell
size. TPMS structures can be mathematically modeled, and as the name
suggests, they can be repeatedly patterned in three mutually perpen
dicular directions. This patterning results in a three-dimensional array of
the TPMS cells. Some of the classical TPMS structures had been initially
reported by Schwarz (Schwarz Primitive and Schwarz Diamond). Later,
Schoen [15] reported several other TPMS architectures, the most famous
ones being Schoen Gyroid and Schoen I-graph and wrapped packagegraph (IWP). TPMS structures have already demonstrated their supe
rior performance in comparison with conventional strut-based topol
ogies in a number of applications. Al-Ketan et al. [16] studied the
topology-mechanical property relationship of TPMS structures and
found that they have superior mechanical properties in comparison with
all the other tested structures in their study. Also, TPMS structures have
been utilized in scaffold and tissue engineering applications [17–20],
and TPMS structures-based feed spacers [21] have been utilized in
Reverse Osmosis (RO) and Ultra-filtration (UF) technologies to enhance
the flux and mitigate biofouling. However, little attention has been
given toward the detailed thermal characterization and heat transfer
applications of TPMS structures. Smith et al. [22] also experimentally
investigated the thermal conductivity of TPMS-air composites that were
manufactured via laser powder bed fusion, and they found that the
thermal conductivity was a function of both the relative density and
architecture of TPMS structures. Al-Ketan et al. [23] investigated the
heat transfer performance of 3D printable architected heat sinks based
on TPMS structures. They found that the heat transfer performance of
heat sinks was not only a function of the architecture’s porosity and that
2
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Fig. 1. (a) Actual MFPCM arrangement, and (b) Simplified geometry (for
Kelvin cell).
Fig. 2. Boundary conditions for isothermal and isoflux cases.

Table 1
Thermophysical properties of the materials [24,25]
Material

ρ (kg/
m3)

Cp (J/
kg.K)

k (W/
m.K)

β (1/
K)

L (J/kg)

Tm
(K)

μ (kg/

PCM
AlSi10Mg

880
2670

2000
900

0.2
175

0.0001
–

165,000
–

314
–

0.0235
–

Primitive-based MFPCMs, was performed using steady-state heat
transfer simulation. For effective thermal conductivity calculation of the
MFPCM, the bottom and top surfaces of the MFPCM were held at fixed
temperatures of 310 K and 300 K, respectively, whereas all the other
sides, i.e., the left, right, front, and back sides, were kept insulated.
Therefore, heat transfer only occurred in one direction, i.e., from the
bottom to the top (in the Y direction). By evaluating the heat transfer
rate from the bottom to the top under steady conditions, the effective
thermal conductivity of the MFPCM could be directly computed using
Fourier’s law of heat conduction.
In the second study, a transient heat transfer performance analysis of
each of the MFPCM types was performed under an isothermal boundary
condition at the MFPCM bottom surface. The used boundary and initial
conditions for the isothermal case are depicted in Fig. 2.
The bottom surface of the MFPCM, which essentially has two com
ponents, i.e., cell and PCM, was subjected to an isothermal condition of
Tbottom = 344 K; a 30 K higher temperature than the melting point of the
PCM, whereas the top surface was considered adiabatic. All the four
remaining sides were subjected to the symmetry boundary condition
owing to the presented simplifications in Fig. 1. The initial temperature
of the entire domain was set to T0 = 300 K. Finally, in the third study, a
transient heat transfer performance analysis of each of the MFPCM types
was performed under the isoflux condition at the MFPCM bottom sur
face. The same boundary and initial conditions like those in the
isothermal case were applied for simulating the isoflux case, and the
only difference was an applied constant heat flux of q” = 1000 W/m2 at
the bottom surface instead of an isothermal condition. In both
isothermal and isoflux cases, the Kelvin-cell-based MFPCM was viewed
as the baseline case, and all the other TPMS-based MFPCMs were
compared with it. In addition, a case in which only the PCM was used
without any metal foam was also investigated under both the isothermal
and isoflux conditions. However, it is worth noting that this case was not
considered as the baseline case owing to the fact that the principal aim of
the study is the juxtaposition of different MFPCM types (based on unit
cell architecture) with respect to the heat transfer performance.

m.s)

it depended on the architecture itself. The utilization of TPMS cells with
PCMs has not been reported yet to the best knowledge of the authors of
this study. Also, so far, TPMS cells have not been compared with con
ventional metal foam, i.e., the Kelvin cell, for their heat transfer per
formance in LHTES systems. Therefore, the aim of this study is to
understand the heat transfer characteristics of TPMS-cell-based MFPCM
composites in LHTES systems. Three TPMS structures, i.e., Gyroid, IWP,
and Primitive, were studied. Also, the effective thermal conductivity of
MFPCMs incorporating the Kelvin cell as well as the TPMS cell was
computed. Moreover, transient computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
simulations were performed under both isothermal and isoflux condi
tions to assess their heat transfer performance, and the obtained key
performance indicators were compared with the ones obtained using the
Kelvin-cell-based MFPCMs. The variation in the results between the
Kelvin-cell-based MFPCM and the TPMS-cell-based MFPCM can be
directly attributed to the TPMS cell architecture, as the other inputs
were kept constant.
2. Problem statement
The problem under investigation is an MFPCM-based LHTES system,
as shown in Fig. 1 (shown in the figure for Kelvin cell only).
The MFPCM depicted in Fig. 1(a) is a Kelvin-cell-based MFPCM, and
it has an arrangement of 7-mm-sized (i.e., unit cell size) Kelvin cells with
11 cells in both the X and Z directions and 4 cells in the Y direction. The
porosity of each unit cell, and therefore of the entire domain, is kept at
90%. The rest of the volume, i.e., 10%, is occupied by the PCM, which
was completely impregnated inside the voids of the cells. Owing to the
nature of the MFPCM geometry in X and Z directions, the MFPCM ge
ometry can be simplified so that it only has a middle column containing
4 cells in the Y direction as depicted in Fig. 1(b). The same 4-cell
arrangement was studied for the TPMS structures as well with the
same cell size (7 mm) and porosity (90%). The metal cells were assumed
to be made up of AlSi10Mg powder, which is extensively used in the 3D
printing of aluminum parts. The considered PCM in this research work is
RT42 by RUBITHERM GmbH. The material properties of the metal
(AlSi10Mg powder) and PCM were obtained from [24,25], and are
summarized in Table 1.
The previously explained simplified geometry was utilized to
perform three distinct studies. First, the evaluation of effective thermal
conductivity of each MFPCM type, i.e., Kelvin, Gyroid, IWP, and

3. CAD and numerical modeling
3.1. CAD model
The computer-aided design (CAD) of the Kelvin cell can be easily
performed using the well-known tetrakaidecahedron model [13]. The
Kelvin cell is a strut-based model, and it cannot be mathematically
represented. On the contrary, the CAD modeling of the TPMS can be
performed using approximate level-set equations for each of the TPMS
foams [26]. The level-set equations for the TPMS foam are mentioned
below.
Primitive:
3
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Fig. 5. Cells’ voids filled with the PCM results in the Kelvin-based MFPCM.

After mathematically generating the unit cell, each cell was
patterned in the Y direction three times, resulting in a four-cell stack.
Finally, the gaps in the cell were filled by the PCM using the fill oper
ation. Then, the geometric operations were performed, and the resultant
geometry are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 below (for Kelvin cell only).
Fig. 3. TPMS cells: (a) Kelvin, (b) Gyroid, (c) IWP, and (d) Primitive.

3.2. Model assumptions for the isothermal and Isoflux cases
Table 2
CAD models summary.

To simplify the model, the following assumptions were made:

Foam type

Unit cell size (mm)

Porosity (%)

Surface area per unit cell (mm2)

Kelvin
Gyroid
IWP
Primitive

7
7
7
7

90
90
90
90

188.3
326
370.5
255

(a) The fluid flow (for molten PCM by buoyancy effects) was
assumed to be Newtonian, incompressible, and laminar.
(b) The Boussinesq approximation is used to simulate the effects of
buoyancy.
(c) The sharp melting interface was represented by a mushy zone,
where the PCM was neither solid nor liquid but a mixture of both.
(d) The physical properties of both metal and PCM were assumed to
be constant.
3.3. Governing equations for the isothermal and Isoflux cases
On the basis of the above-mentioned assumptions and simplifica
tions, the governing equations of the problem were reduced as follows
[29].
∇.→
u =0

(4)

Eq. (4) represents the continuity equation. Furthermore, the mo
mentum equation can be stated as:
Fig. 4. Stacking of the Kelvin based unit cell to generate four cells.

cosx + cosy + cosz = c

ρf
(1)

A=

(2)

IWP:
cosx.cosy + cosy.cosz + cosz.cosx − cosx.cosy.cosz = c

(5)

where A is a source term expressed as

Gyroid:
sinx.cosy + siny.cosz + sinz.cosx = c

(
)
∂→
u
+ ρf (→
u + ρf →
g β Tf − Tm − A→
u = − ∇P + μf ∇2 →
u
u .∇)→
∂t

C(1 − fl )2
δ + fl 3

(6)

where f1 represents the liquid fraction of the PCM, which varies from
0 (completely solid) to 1 (completely liquid), and C is the mushy zone
parameter for which a FLUENT default value of 105 was used. Eq. (6) is
the modified form of the Carman-Kozeny equation that is derived from
Darcy’s law of the flow in porous mediums. The original Carman-Kozeny
equation gives an infinite value for A at the zero liquid fraction value.
The modified form avoided this discontinuity, as a small arbitrary con
stant value δ was introduced in the denominator with a value of 10− 3.
The heat transfer phenomenon in the PCM domain can be expressed as in
Eq. (7) below:

(3)

where x, y, and z denote the Cartesian coordinate system. The constant
‘c’ appearing in the TPMS equations is a constant that controls the
porosity of the TPMS cell. Putting a zero value for this constant leads to a
zero-thickness TPMS surface. However, by controlling this constant, the
TPMS surface can be ‘thickened’ to obtain a solid foam. The detailed
process for the TPMS foams generation can be found in [27]. Using this
approach, the following CAD models were generated as depicted in
Fig. 3 using an in-house TPMS generating software named ‘MSLattice’
[28]. MSLattice software has the capability to generate TPMS cells of
any user-defined porosity and cell size. The geometric parameters of the
generated TPMS cells are mentioned in Table 2.

ρf Cpf

(
)
∂Tf
∂fl
+ ρf Cpf →
u .∇Tf = ∇. kf ∇Tf − ρf L
∂t
∂t

(7)

The liquid fraction, which depends on the PCM temperature, was
updated according to Eq. (8):
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Table 3
Mesh parameters and time step setting for each foam.
MFPCM
type

Number of
cells

Minimum orthogonal
quality

Average orthogonal
quality

Kelvin
Gyroid
IWP
Primitive

191,241
217,368
233,272
207,731

0.68
0.62
0.61
0.67

0.88
0.87
0.85
0.87

Fig. 6. Mesh independence analysis.

⎧
0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨( T − T )
f
sol
fl =
⎪
Tliq − Tsol
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
1

Tf ≤ T sol
Tsol ≤ Tf ≤ T liq

(8)

Tf ≥ Tliq

where Tsol and Tliq are the solidus and liquidus temperatures of the PCM,
respectively. The value for the solidus temperature was taken as 313.9 K,
which is slightly lower than the melting point of the PCM (314 K),
whereas the value for the liquidus temperature was taken as 314.1 K.
The heat transfer phenomenon in the metal can be expressed as in Eq.
(9):

ρs Cps

∂T
= ∇.(ks ∇Ts )
∂t

Fig. 7. MFPCM meshes (only cells shown with no PCM): (a) Kelvin, (b) Gyroid,
(c) IWP, and (d) Primitive.

(9)

Finally, the consideration of the temperature and heat flux continuity
at the PCM-cell interface necessitates Eq. (10) and Eq. (11):
Tf = Ts
kf

∂Tf
∂Ts
= ks
∂n
∂n

(10)
(11)

3.4. Problem setup for the isothermal and Isoflux conditions
The commercially available CFD package ANSYS FLUENT 18.0 [29]
was used to solve the governing equations using double-precision, and
parallel computing was performed using a 14-core processing unit. The
enthalpy-porosity model of Voller et al. [30] was utilized to perform the
phase change simulations, and the governing equations of the model
were discretized using a pressure-based finite volume method. For the
pressure-velocity coupling, a segregated solver was used with a PISO
algorithm [31]. A second-order upwind scheme was used for discretizing
the convective terms in the governing equations, and the pressurevelocity coupling was performed using the PRESTO algorithm. The re
siduals were set to 10− 4 for the continuity, 10− 5 for the momentum, and
10− 9 for the energy equations, respectively. The number of iterations per
time step was set to 40; however, only in the first few time steps, the
solver needed these many iterations to converge. The rest of the time
steps converged after 8 iterations, and a time step sensitivity analysis
was performed by performing the same simulation using two different
time steps, i.e., 0.01 s and 0.005 s. The liquid fraction of the PCM was
compared at equal physical times using these two different time step
sizes, and the difference in the results was less than 0.5%. For the results
presented in this work, a time step of 0.005 s was used. Also, unstruc
tured meshing was performed using a face size of 0.2 mm for the TPMS
and Kelvin cells. To perform a grid sensitivity/independence analysis,

Fig. 8. Cut-away view of the Kelvin cell based MFPCM mesh.

two grids were generated, containing nearly 200,000 and 400,000 cells
for the Kelvin-cell-based MFPCM. The output of the primary liquid
fraction was plotted for both the grid sizes, as shown in Fig. 6, and the
difference in the obtained results from both the grid sizes was within 1%.
A grid independence test was performed for each of the MFPCM types,
and the resulting final mesh parameters used for each of the MFPCM
types are summarized in Table 3. The meshed geometries are shown in
Fig. 7, whereas a detailed cut-away view of the Kelvin-cell-based
MFPCM mesh is shown in Fig. 8.
In order to ascertain the validity of our model, we performed a
comparison of PCM liquid fraction evolution obtained through our
model with the results reported by Feng et al. [32] for metal foam-PCM
composite under isothermal condition. Excellent agreement was
5
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Fig. 10. Steady-state temperature contours for the MFPCMs: (a) Kelvin, (b)
Gyroid, (c) IWP, and (d) Primitive.

Fig. 9. Validation of the numerical model.

observed which established the accuracy of the model for utilization in
the study. The comparison of the results is depicted in Fig. 9.
4. Results and discussion
The results obtained from the steady-state simulation and both
isothermal and isoflux simulations are discussed in this section.
4.1. Effective thermal conductivity
It is obvious that the hybridization of PCM with a high thermal
conductivity metal foam results in an increased effective thermal con
ductivity. For composites like MFPCM, the threshold of the effective
thermal conductivity is bounded by the series (lower bound) and par
allel (upper bound) models, which are also commonly referred to as
Wiener bounds [33]. The parallel and series models are mathematically
expressed using Eq. (12) and Eq. (13), respectively.
k‖ = εks + (1 − ε)kf
1

k⊥ = (
ε
kf

)

+ 1−ks ε

Fig. 11. Effective thermal conductivity of all MFPCM types along-with bounds.

(12)

solid state. The heat transfer rate from the bottom to the top under
steady conditions can directly provide the effective thermal conductivity
of the MFPCM using Fourier’s law of heat conduction. The temperature
contours resulting from the steady-state simulation for each MFPCM
type are shown in Fig. 10.
The values for the series and parallel models were computed to be
0.22 W/m.K and 17.68 W/m.K, respectively. Among the tested TPMS
structures, the Primitive structure showed the highest effective thermal
conductivity (11.70 W/m.K), followed by the IWP (11.16 W/m.K) and
then the Gyroid (10.54 W/m.K) structures. The effective thermal con
ductivity of the Kelvin-cell-based MFPCM came out to be 7.09 W/m.K.
Also, the percentage increase in the effective thermal conductivity due
to the utilization of the TPMS cells instead of the Kelvin cell was
approximately 65% for the Primitive, 57% for the IWP, and 49% for the
Gyroid structures, respectively. In comparison with the thermal con
ductivity value of the pure PCM (0.2 W/m.K), the addition of the metal
matrix in the form of the Primitive, IWP, Gyroid, and Kelvin cells
resulted in an increase in the thermal conductivity of the resulting
composite by 58.5, 55.8, 52.7, and 35.4 times, respectively. The sum
mary of the effective thermal conductivity is depicted in Fig. 11.
It should be noted that the effective thermal conductivity of the
MFPCM is a strong function of the unit cell architecture since the
porosity of all the MFPCM types was kept constant at 90%. This is
important because by merely changing the type of the MFPCM cell, an
increased effective conductivity can be obtained, which may aid in
improving the conductive heat transfer performance. Also, it is worth
knowing that the increase in the effective thermal conductivity cannot

(13)

where k‖ and k⊥ are the parallel and series thermal conductivities,
respectively, and ksand kf are the thermal conductivities of the constit
uents of the composites, i.e., the PCM and the metal foam material,
respectively. ε represents the porosity of the metal foam. Krischer [34]
argued that since the value of the effective thermal conductivity of
composites falls between the Wiener bounds, then the effective thermal
conductivity can be modeled as a weighted harmonic mean of series and
parallel structures. In particular reference to conventional metal foams,
Bhattacharya et al. [35] also proposed an empirical model for the
effective thermal conductivity of metal foams saturated with water, and
their model, which is represented by Eq. (14), was also a weighted
model between series and parallel models, including a fitting constant.
keff = Bk‖ + (1 − B)k⊥

(14)

where B=0.35 is the fitting constant, and keff is the effective thermal
conductivity of the MFPCM composite. The effective thermal conduc
tivity of each of the MFPCM types was obtained using steady-state
simulation in the following manner. The bottom and top surfaces of
the MFPCM were held at fixed temperatures of 310 K and 300 K,
respectively, whereas all the other sides were assumed to be insulated.
Recall that these temperature limits are below the melting temperature
of used PCM and hence the PCM in this temperature range remains is in a
6
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Fig. 12. Metal skeleton: (a) Kelvin, (b) Gyroid, (c) IWP, and (d) Primitive.

Fig. 14. Liquid fraction at 160 s for (a) Kelvin, (b) Gyroid, (c) IWP, and
(d) Primitive.

Fig. 13. Liquid fraction at 80 s for (a) Kelvin, (b) Gyroid, (c) IWP, and
(d) Primitive.

Fig. 15. Liquid fraction at 230 s for (a) Kelvin, (b) Gyroid, (c) IWP, and
(d) Primitive.

be directly associated with the surface area of the unit cell. The ranking
of the MFPCMs in descending order of their effective thermal conduc
tivities (Primitive, IWP, Gyroid, and Kelvin) does not correspond to the
descending order of the cell types with respect to their surface areas
(IWP, Gyroid, Kelvin, and Primitive, as previously mentioned in
Table 2). Therefore, the architecture of the cell itself definitely governs
the value of the effective thermal conductivity of the resulting MFPCM.
This can be viewed as how much an architecture is geometrically close
or far from the structure of the bounds, i.e., parallel and series models.
However, at this stage, we could not find a method to geometrically
quantify the extent of the TPMS cells being close or far from the bounds.
It is also pertinent to mention that the Kelvin-cell-based MFPCM’s
effective thermal conductivity was 12% lower than the predicted value
of Bhattacharya’s model. The reason for this deviation is due to the fact
that Bhattacharya’s empirical model was developed for metal foams
saturated with water (fluid state) and for porosities higher than 90%.
The Kelvin based MFPCM in this study did not involve the liquid state as
opposed to the experimental work of Bhattacharya.

an isothermal case may occur in many physical processes like boiling,
condensation, and evaporation. Therefore, performance assessment of
all MFPCMs types under isothermal condition may provide a hint toward
their potential utilization in these applications. For simulating the heat
transfer performance under the isothermal case, the used boundary and
initial conditions are already depicted in Fig. 2. The bottom surface of

4.2. Isothermal case
4.2.1. Melting visualization
An isothermal boundary condition signifies that the temperature of
the surface is to be held at a constant value regardless of the amount of
heat transfer needed to do so. Hence, the performance under isothermal
condition can be gauged by assessing the resulting heat transfer ob
tained by imposing such a temperature at the base. In realistic scenario,

Fig. 16. Evolution of PCM liquid fraction under isothermal condition for all
MFPCM types.
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Primitive-based MFPCMs came out to be approximately 402 s, 277 s,
240 s, and 260 s, respectively, thus representing a reduction in the PCM
melting time by 8, 12, 13.4, and 12.3 times, respectively, as compared to
the PCM-only case. More importantly, while considering the Kelvinbased MFPCM as the baseline case, the PCM melting time was reduced
by approximately 31% for the Gyroid, 40.3% for the IWP, and 35.3% for
the Primitive-based MFPCMs. Therefore, all the TPMS-based MFPCMs
showed a significant reduction in the melting time in comparison with
the Kelvin-cell-based MFPCMs. The IWP based MFPCM showed the
highest reduction in the melting time, followed by the Primitive based
MFPCM and Gyroid based MFPCM.
4.2.3. Bottom heat flux and average heat transfer coefficient
The bottom surface of all the MFPCMs comprises of two components:
cell and PCM. The heat flux through the entire bottom surface (termed as
‘bottom heat flux’ from here onwards) as a function of the liquid fraction
in all the cases is shown in Fig. 18.
It is pertinent to mention that the bottom heat flux is plotted as a
function of the PCM liquid fraction in Fig. 18 and not as a function of
time because the time-scale for melting is different for each MFPCM case
(refer to Fig. 16). The bottom heat flux plots would appear considerably
cluttered if plotted from a zero PCM liquid fraction value, as shown in
Fig. 18 (small figure). Therefore, the plots were not drawn from the zero
value of the PCM liquid fraction but from a slightly higher value than
0 so with the sole purpose of clearly highlighting the differences in the
bottom heat flux values between different MFPCM types as shown in
Fig. 18 (large figure). It can be observed from Fig. 18 that the bottom
heat flux in all the MFPCM types was very high during the early stage of
the melting process, which is due to the availability of a larger potential
of heat flow owing to the difference in the initial temperature of the
domain and the applied isothermal temperature at the bottom. How
ever, this potential decreased as the melting process progressed, so the
curve for the bottom heat flux became flatter compared with its initial
sharp shape. It can also be noticed that the heat flux for the IWP-based
MFPCM remained highest until a PCM liquid fraction value of 0.4. From
thereon, the Primitive-based MFPCM showed a slightly higher bottom
heat flux than the IWP and Gyroid MFPCMs until the end of the process.
This could be owing to the heat transfer enhancement that due to natural
convection, which is discussed in the next sub-section. The Kelvin-cellbased MFPCM showed a significantly smaller value of the bottom heat
flux than the TPMS-based MFPCMs throughout the PCM melting process
depicting an inferior heat transfer performance than the TPMS-based
MFPCMs. In order to quantify the heat transfer performance of each
foam spanning of the entire melting process, an average heat transfer

Fig. 17. PCM melting time under isothermal condition for all MFPCM types.

the MFPCM, which essentially has two components: cell and PCM, was
subjected to an isothermal condition of Tbottom = 344 K, a temperature
value that is 30 K higher than the melting point of the PCM, whereas the
top surface was considered adiabatic. All four sides are subjected to the
symmetry boundary condition owing to the previously explained sim
plifications in Fig. 1. The 4-cell stack of each cell type as well as the
volume rendering for the liquid fraction of all foams at 80 s, 160 s, and
230 s are shown from Figs. 12 to 15. As previously mentioned, the liquid
fraction value varied from 0 to 1, where 0 refers to the solid phase of the
PCM, 1 refers to the liquid phase, and the values between 0 and 1
represent the mushy zone. The presence of metal cells in the MFPCM
assisted in the melting process, as the heat was rather rapidly transferred
from the bottom of the foam in comparison with the PCM-only case. This
heat was transferred to the PCM in contact with the foam, causing a
melting process at the PCM-foam interfaces, which was clearly visible in
the liquid fraction volume renderings for all the MFPCM types.
4.2.2. Evolution of the PCM liquid fraction
Fig. 16 represents the evolution of the PCM liquid fraction as a
function of time, whereas Fig. 17 shows a comparison of the PCM
melting time for all the MFPCM types.
In the PCM-only case (not shown in Fig. 17), the PCM melting time
came out to be 3212 s. By incorporating a metal matrix in the form of
TPMS and Kelvin cells, the melting time of the PCM was expected to
decrease. The PCM melting time for the Kelvin, Gyroid, IWP, and

Fig. 18. Bottom heat flux.
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initial condition. The difference between these two temperatures,
therefore, represents the initial ‘Temperature head’ available for the heat
flow. The average HTC values for all the MFPCM types are shown in
Fig. 19.
In the PCM-only case (not shown in Fig. 19), the average HTC value
was found to be approximately 39 W/m2.K, a value significantly smaller
in comparison with the MFPCMs. For the MFPCMs, the values of the
average HTCs were found to be approximately 311 W/m2.K for the
Kelvin, 462 W/m2.K for the Gyroid, 523 W/m2.K for the IWP, and 487
W/m2.K for the Primitive-based MFPCMs. This corresponds to an in
crease by approximately 8, 11.8, 13.4, and 12.5 times, respectively, in
comparison with the PCM-only case. In comparison with the TPMSbased MFPCMs with the baseline MFPCM, i.e., Kelvin-based MFPCM,
this corresponds to an increase in the average HTC by approximately
49% for the Gyroid, 68% for the IWP, and 57% for the Primitive
MFPCMs. Therefore, the IWP-based MFPCM showed the highest per
formance in terms of the average HTC followed by the Primitive and
Gyroid MFPCMs. Moreover, all the TPMS-based MFPCMs showed higher
values of the average HTC than the Kelvin-based MFPCM. This suggests
that the utilization of TPMS structures in MFPCM for isothermal cases
could be promising.

Fig. 19. Average HTC values for all MFPCM types.

4.2.4. Maximum buoyancy velocity magnitude
To assess the role of buoyancy, the maximum buoyancy velocity
magnitude of the liquid PCM was plotted as a function of the liquid
fraction, as shown in Fig. 20 for all MFPCM types.
The maximum buoyancy velocity magnitude obtained during the
entire melting process was found to be highest in the case of the Kelvin
MFPCM (0.120 mm/s), followed very closely by the Primitive (0.119
mm/s), Gyroid (0.068 mm/s), and IWP (0.055 mm/s) MFPCMs,
respectively. In PCM-only case (not shown), the maximum buoyancy
velocity magnitude was found to be 0.95 mm/s which is higher than the
values for all MFPCMs as there was no restriction to the liquid PCM flow
(unlike in the case of MFPCMs). It merits mention here that the
maximum buoyancy velocity magnitude alone is not a wholesome in
dicator of the convective performance of MFPCMs, as a single occur
rence of the maximum buoyancy velocity magnitude is insufficient to
explain the events in the entire melting process. Therefore, a more
appropriate indicator can be the average of the maximum buoyancy
velocity magnitude values over the entire melting process, which came
out to be 0.049 mm/s for the Kelvin, 0.048 mm/s for the Primitive,
0.029 mm/s for the Gyroid, and 0.020 mm/s for the IWP-based
MFPCMs. Also, this average was 0.6 mm/s for PCM-only case, higher
than the averages for MFPCMs owing to no flow restrictions in PCM-only
case as explained previously. By closer inspection, it was found that the
descending order of both the maximum velocity and the average of the
maximum velocity in MFPCM types over the entire melting process was
the same as the ascending order of the cell types with respect to their

Fig. 20. Magnitude of the maximum velocity versus the liquid fraction for all
MFPCM types.

coefficient (HTC) over the entire melting process can be defined as [32]:
∫tmelt
q’’(t)dt
havg =

0

tmelt .(Tbottom − To )

(15)

where havg represents the average HTC over the entire melting process, q
" (t) is the bottom heat flux varying as a function of time t, tmelt is the
complete PCM melting time, Tbottom is the bottom surface temperature, i.
e., the boundary condition, and To is the initial temperature, i.e., the

Fig. 21. Velocity streamlines and Absolute permeability values for the (a) Kelvin, (b) Gyroid, (c) IWP, and (d) Primitive MFPCMs.
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surface areas, i.e., the Kelvin MFPCM, followed by the Primitive, Gyroid,
and IWP MFPCMs (Table 2). This is rational because, at the same value
of porosity and unit cell size, a higher surface area of a cell signifies more
spreading of the cell architecture, which may result in more resistance to
the buoyant flow. Thus, the flow resistance would tend to suppress the
buoyancy. One of the ways to quantify the flow resistance of a structure
is to obtain the absolute permeability of that structure. Absolute
permeability signifies how ‘permeable’ a structure is for the fluid flow.
The higher the absolute permeability, the lesser the flow resistance of
the structure will be. In order to obtain the absolute permeability of each
cell type and qualitatively compare it with the obtained findings using
the maximum buoyant velocity magnitude, a quick steady-state CFD
simulation was performed in which an applied pressure differential of
0.1 Pa acted as the driving force for the fluid between the bottom (inlet)
and top (outlet) surfaces without any gravitational effects, i.e., Darcy
flow. Using a working fluid with a density of 1000 kg/m3 and a viscosity
of 0.001 Pa.s and by knowing the volumetric flow rate for each cell type
at the same pressure differential, the absolute permeability was calcu
lated using the integral form of Darcy’s law below:
Q̇ =

KSΔP
μl

Fig. 22. PCM liquid fraction evolution under isoflux condition for all MFPCM
types and PCM-only case.

(16)

MFPCM type was carried out, and the results were compared with those
of the Kelvin-cell-based MFPCM. The case of the PCM-only was also
studied.

where Q̇ is the volumetric flow rate, ΔP is the applied pressure differ
ential, S is the outlet surface area, l is the length of the flow channel
(being equal to the height of 4 unit cells i.e., 28 mm), and K is the ab
solute permeability. The results for the absolute permeability are shown
using the velocity streamlines in Fig. 21.
From Fig. 21, it can be concluded that the maximum flow velocities
are encountered in the Kelvin-based MFPCM, followed by the Primitive,
Gyroid, and IWP MFPCMs. The absolute permeability results qualita
tively follow the same order of cells being flow resistant as the average
buoyancy velocity magnitude results, i.e., the IWP-based MFPCM being
the most flow resistant, followed by the Gyroid, Primitive, and Kelvin
MFPCMs (least flow resistant). Although it is obvious that the buoyancy
driven-flow of the PCM cannot be compared with the fluid flow problem,
as the fluid flow happens in the entire domain at the same time (unlike
the buoyancy flow of the PCM that keeps evolving as the PCM melts), the
absolute permeability results still qualitatively point toward the same
trend. However, the buoyancy alone does not govern the PCM melting
process, and the conduction also has a significant role in the total heat
transfer. Consequently, since the higher surface area is usually a favor
able characteristic in heat transfer, the IWP-based MFPCM, despite
generating the smallest buoyancy velocities, still ends up exhibiting the
least PCM melting time and the highest average HTC. Moreover, the
Primitive-based MFPCM is the second-best performer in terms of both
the PCM melting time and the average HTC after the IWP-based MFPCM
despite the Primitive cell having a smaller surface area than that of the
Gyroid cell. This can be attributed to the significantly higher buoyancy
velocities for the Primitive-based MFPCM than Gyroid-based MFPCMs
as evident from Fig. 20. However, the Kelvin-based MFPCM, despite
being the least flow resistant, showed the least heat transfer perfor
mance under the isothermal condition in comparison with all the TPMSbased MFPCMs.

4.3.1. Evolution of the PCM liquid fraction
The evolution of the PCM liquid fraction was plotted in Fig. 22. First,
upon comparison with the isothermal case (refer to Fig. 16), it can be
noticed that in the isothermal case, the PCM started to melt immediately
upon the application of the boundary condition, as the applied tem
perature was higher than the PCM melting point. However, in the isoflux
case, the PCM did not start to melt immediately, as the applied flux still
had to bring the PCM temperature to the melting point for the PCM
liquid fraction to start evolving. Upon the closer inspection of Fig. 22, it
can also be noticed that the onset of the PCM melting happened earliest
in the case of the PCM-only, approximately at 71 s. This was followed by
the Primitive (318 s), Kelvin (330 s), Gyroid (335 s), and IWP (416 s)
cases.
The early onset of melting in the PCM-only case can be explained by
the fact that under the isoflux condition, owing to the small value of the
PCM thermal conductivity, the PCM could not quickly dissipate the
incoming heat from the bottom to the neighboring PCM, thereby causing
a localized rise in temperature, which initiated the liquid fraction evo
lution earlier, but at the same time, significantly rendered the temper
ature distribution in the PCM as non-homogenous. It is also well known
[36] that the presence of metal foam helps in homogenizing the tem
perature distribution and keeping the maximum temperature at a lower
value in the PCM domain in comparison with the case of the PCM-only.
This is corroborated by the results of all the MFPCM types, which delay
the onset of the PCM melting, as the metal cells tend to homogenize the
temperature distribution, thereby avoiding the localized heating of the
PCM. However, when the PCM melting process started in the MFPCMs,
further evolution of the liquid fraction happened at a much faster rate in
comparison with the PCM-only case, which was evident by the larger
slope of the PCM liquid fraction for all the MFPCM types in comparison
with the PCM-only case from Fig. 22. This is due to the fact that the rapid
volumetric dissipation of heat in the MFPCM had already brought the
PCM to a higher temperature, whereas in the PCM-only case, the low
thermal conductivity of the PCM served as a barrier against the heat
transfer to the PCM layers above. Regarding the charging time of the
PCM (time to completely melt the PCM), it took 5344 s in the PCM-only
case and 4705 s, 4696 s, 4623 s, and 4643 s in the cases of the Kelvin,
Gyroid, IWP, and Primitive MFPCMs, respectively. Therefore, despite
the IWP-based MFPCM started melting late in comparison with the other
MFPCM types and the PCM-only case, it finished the PCM melting pro
cess in the fastest time. It should also be noticed that the differences in

4.3. Isoflux case
Unlike isothermal case where the heat flux is evolving, in isoflux
case, a surface is exposed to an isoflux (constant heat flux) value, irre
spective of the temperature it may attain upon application of that isoflux
condition. A realistic example of such process could be solar energy
absorption by a surface. Similarly, heat generated from electronic de
vices can also be replicated by imposing an isoflux condition. In order to
assess the heat transfer performance of the MFPCMs under the isoflux
condition, a constant heat flux of 1000 W/m2 was applied at the bottom
surface (consisting of cell and PCM). The performance analysis of each
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Fig. 23. PCM temperatures: (a) Maximum, (b) Minimum, (c) Average, and (d) Difference between the maximum and the minimum.

the charging times of the PCM for different MFPCM types was not very
significant, so the PCM charging time is not as a strong function of the
cell architecture.

PCM-only case that would render the temperature distribution in the
domain as non-homogenous. Regarding the minimum temperature of
the PCM domain in MFPCMs, it can be seen from Fig. 23(b) that all
MFPCM types presented a sharp rise in the evolution of the minimum
temperature of the PCM as compared to PCM-only case, which is
because of the faster spread of heat in the PCM domain due to the
presence of metallic skeleton. After the minimum PCM temperature
reached the melting point of the PCM, it stayed almost constant due to
the latent heat of fusion of the PCM. On the contrary, in the PCM-only
case, the PCM minimum temperature kept on evolving because of the
poor transfer of heat through the PCM domain, which led to a sustenance
of cold zones. The trend of average temperature as shown in Fig. 23(c) is
similar to that of the maximum temperature. The key performance in
dicator, i.e., the extent of the temperature homogenization in the PCM
domain, can be better explained using the difference between the
maximum and minimum temperature of the PCM, i.e., using Fig. 23(d).
The difference between the maximum and minimum temperature
quantifies the level of spread of the temperature in the PCM. A smaller
value of this difference signifies a sufficient uniformity of the tempera
ture distribution in the PCM, whereas a larger value represents a drift
from the uniform temperature distribution. Since LHTES systems should
ideally operate near isothermal conditions, a small value of this differ
ence is deemed advantageous. The IWP-based MFPCM clearly exhibited
the least difference between the maximum and minimum temperatures
of the PCM over the entire PCM melting process. This was followed by
the Gyroid and Primitive MFPCMs being very close to each other. The
Kelvin-based MFPCM showed the highest value for the difference, such

4.3.2. Temperature evolution in the PCM domain
A benefit of adding metal foam to the PCM under the isoflux con
dition is the homogenization of the temperature distribution in the PCM
domain. Hence, it is imperative to quantify the extent of the temperature
homogeneity in the PCM as a function of time during the entire PCM
charging process. Fig. 23(a), (b), and (c) show the evolution of the
maximum, minimum, and average temperatures, respectively, in the
PCM domain, whereas Fig. 23(d) shows the difference between the
maximum and minimum temperature values in the PCM domain for all
the MFPCM types and the PCM-only case.
It can be noticed from Fig. 23(a) that the maximum temperature of
the PCM came out to be the highest in the PCM-only case owing to the
previously explained reasons. The next highest value of the maximum
temperature of the PCM was in the case of the Kelvin cell, followed by
the Primitive, Gyroid, and IWP MFPCMs. Therefore, all MFPCMs were
able to keep the maximum temperature of the PCM domain to a smaller
value than that of PCM-only case with the IWP-based MFPCM showing
the least value of PCM maximum temperature. Regarding the PCM
minimum temperature, in the case of PCM-only, it evolved quite lately
because of the low thermal conductivity of the PCM. The low thermal
conductivity of PCM brought the adverse effect of the heat not being
transmitted to the farther regions of PCM thereby those regions not
being heated up. Hence, there would always be colder regions in the
11
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Fig. 24. Maximum buoyancy velocity magnitude evolution for (a) PCM-only case and (b) for all MFPCMs types.

that this difference, on average, was almost 5 K higher than the differ
ence obtained in the case of the IWP-based MFPCM during the entire
PCM melting process. Hence, although the role of the MFPCM cell type
was not very significant in terms of the PCM melting time, the temper
ature homogeneity was found to have a significant dependence on the
MFPCM cell type. The PCM-only case was obviously the worst case
where the differences were found to be highest.

for the IWP, and 35.3% for the Primitive-based MFPCMs. The values of
the average HTCs were found to be approximately 311 W/m2.K for the
Kelvin, 462 W/m2.K for the Gyroid, 523 W/m2.K for the IWP, and 487
W/m2.K for the Primitive-based MFPCMs. Therefore, within the MFPCM
types, the IWP-based MFPCM showed the best performance, as it
exhibited the smallest PCM melting time and the highest average HTC.
In the isoflux study, all the MFPCM types almost performed equally in
terms of the PCM charging time. Hence, the PCM charging time did not
depend on the MFPCM type. However, when the temperature homoge
nization of the PCM domain was considered as a key performance in
dicator, the role of the MFPCM cell architecture became very evident.
The IWP-based MFPCM proved to be the best candidate in homogenizing
the temperature distribution within the PCMs among all the other
MFPCM types. Therefore, it can be concluded that in the realm of this
study, the use of TPMS cells is beneficial in LHTES systems. Neverthe
less, this study can be extended to include the effects of a number of
input variables, such as the unit cell size, porosity, porosity gradient,
type of PCM, and the applied boundary conditions. This way, a whole
some picture can be drawn regarding the heat transfer performance
characteristics of TPMS-based MFPCMs in LHTES systems. Also, with the
technological advancements in the 3D printing industry resulting in the
increased accuracy of 3D printing, less printing costs, and reduced
length scale/minimum feature sizes of printed parts, there is virtually no
limit to the extent of the experimental work that can be accomplished
vis-à-vis the numerical simulations.

4.3.3. Maximum buoyancy velocity magnitude
The maximum velocity magnitude values for the PCM-only case and
each MFPCM type are shown in Fig. 24.
The PCM-only case exhibited the highest value for the maximum
buoyancy velocity magnitude with the value being 0.73 mm/s, and it
also showed a rise around 1500 s as evident from Fig. 24(a). This rise in
the maximum buoyancy velocity improved the heat transfer due to
natural convection, which was also evident by a drop in the PCM
maximum temperature for the PCM-only case at approximately 1500 s in
Fig. 23(a). Regarding the MFPCMs, they did not exhibit significant
buoyancy velocities as can be observed from Fig. 24(b). In all the
MFPCM types, the maximum buoyant velocity started evolving gradu
ally after the onset of the PCM melting process. Subsequently, it stayed
almost constant throughout the melting process except in the final stages
of the PCM melting process when it exhibited a rise owing to availability
of more molten PCM i.e., a high PCM liquid fraction value.
5. Conclusions and outlook
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a b s t r a c t
Metal foams have been used extensively to enhance the thermal conductivity of phase change materials
(PCMs) in thermal energy storage (TESs) systems and thermal management systems (TMSs). The conventional metal foam structure, referred to commonly as the Kelvin cell, has been characterized well and
the effects of its geometric and macroscopic parameters, such as porosity, pore size, and surface area
density, on the performance of metal foam–PCM composites have been investigated extensively. With the
advent of additive manufacturing technology, any intricate and complex architecture can be manufactured easily, thereby opening doors for the utilization of several other candidate foams and structures in
TES systems and TMSs. In this work, three triply periodic minimal surface (TPMS)-based foams (Gyroid,
IWP, and Primitive) were used in a ﬁnned metal foam–PCM (FMF–PCM) system, and their heat transfer performances were compared with that of the conventional metal foam. Pure conduction and natural
convection-based transient phase change simulations were performed under isothermal conditions. The
results indicated that all TPMS structures exhibited enhanced heat transfer performance by reducing the
melting time of the PCM and increasing the average heat transfer coeﬃcient. Hence, TPMS-based foams
offer great promise for use in TES systems and TMSs.
© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Environmental challenges due to global warming have directed
efforts toward renewable and sustainable energy technologies, such
as thermal energy storage (TES), which can provide thermal energy in the absence of a principal thermal source. TES systems rely
on a thermal energy storage-and-release medium in the form of
sensible heat or latent heat, or more commonly a combination of
both. In the domain of latent heat thermal energy storage (LHTES),
phase change materials (PCMs) are incorporated as the energy storage medium.
PCMs, especially paraﬃn wax, have been employed widely in
TES systems as well as in thermal management systems (TMSs)
owing to their thermophysical properties, such as high latent heat
of fusion and thermal cyclic stability (non-degradation of latent
heat over time), and nontoxicity [1–3]. However, a major drawback of paraﬃn wax is its low thermal conductivity. This low
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thermal conductivity severely inhibits their heat transfer performance in TES systems, which is reﬂected as a high base temperature in iso-ﬂux conditions and a lower PCM charging–discharging
rate in isothermal conditions [4]. Hybridizing the PCM with a
high-thermal-conductivity metal matrix is employed to avoid these
drawbacks. In high-thermal-conductivity matrices, metal foams impregnated with PCMs have been investigated extensively [5].
Apart from the metal foam impregnated with PCM to enhance
the heat transfer characteristics of PCMs, a modiﬁed conﬁguration
termed “ﬁnned metal foam” (FMF) has also captured recent research interest owing to its superior heat transfer performance in
TES systems and TMSs compared to the relatively simpler metal
foam–PCM (MF–PCM) and ﬁn–PCM (F–PCM) counterparts. The pictorial representation of these three conﬁgurations is depicted in
Fig. 1. In the MF–PCM conﬁguration, the metal foam is impregnated with PCM without any ﬁns. In F–PCM, the space between
the ﬁns is impregnated with PCM without using a metal foam. The
governing idea behind the FMF–PCM is to amalgamate the previous two conﬁgurations by sandwiching a metal foam between
the ﬁns and subsequently, impregnating it with PCM. Feng et al.
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der impinging air jet cooling condition, Feng et al. [7] found that,
under either at a given ﬂow rate or at a given pumping power,
the heat transfer of ﬁnned-metal foam heat sinks could be 1.5–
2.8 times than that of the metal foam heat sinks having the same
height. Bianco et al. [8] numerically investigated both non-ﬁnned
and ﬁnned metal foam heat sinks to maximize heat transfer rate
and to minimize pumping power. They found that the ﬁnned metal
foam heat sink could enhance dissipated heat rates of about 3.3–
3.5 times the metal foam heat sink at equal pumping power. Andreozzi et al. [9] reported a numerical analysis of heat transfer and
pressure drop in a heat sink under impinging air jet cooling for
a metal foam heat sink and a ﬁnned metal foam heat sink. They
found that when the impinging jet diameter was set equal to the
heated plate side, both the heat transfer coeﬃcient and pressure
drop in the ﬁnned metal foam heat sink were larger than those
in the metal foam heat sink. Bhattacharya and Mahajan [10] also
experimentally showed that the heat transfer was signiﬁcantly enhanced when ﬁns were incorporated in metal foam. The ﬁnned
metal foam heat sinks outperformed the longitudinal ﬁnned and
normal metal foam heat sinks by a factor between 1.5 and 2, respectively. DeGroot et al. [11] performed a numerical study to explore the details of forced convection heat transfer in ﬁnned aluminum foam heat sinks. They found that the addition of aluminum
ﬁns to the heat sink signiﬁcantly enhanced the heat transfer with
only a moderate pressure drop penalty.
Although FMF–PCM systems have been studied extensively, the
effects of metal foam unit cell architecture have not been investigated systematically. The metal foam unit cell is idealized using
the tetrakaidecahedron cell [12], also referred to as the Kelvin cell,
which is named after Lord Kelvin, who worked on how space could
be partitioned into cells of equal volume with the least area of
surface between them (i.e., the most eﬃcient bubble foam) [13].
Kelvin cell is a regular geometry that consists of six square and
eight hexagonal face and it partitions space into equal volume cells
with minimal surface energy. As a counter example to Kelvin cell,
Weaire and Phelan [14] proposed a two dodecahedrons and six
tetrakaidecahedrons based unit cell structure that represents the
conventional metal foam. The surface area of the Weaire–Phelan
structure cell is 0.3% less than that of the Kelvin cell, hence an
improved solution to the Kelvin problem. However, the WeairePhelan structure is not only geometrically more complicated than
Kelvin cell, but it was found that there were negligible differences
in heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics [15] between
Kelvin cell and Weaire-Phelan cell; with Kelvin cell being geometrically much easier to model than Weaire-Phelan cell. Few researchers [16,17] also utilized more advanced techniques like x-ray
computed microtomography to capture the more realistic physical
structure of the metal foam. Myriad of research work has also been
done in exploring the effect of several morphological features of
Kelvin cell on heat transfer and ﬂuid-ﬂow performance. The shape
of Kelvin cell struts has been studied extensively. It is pertinent to
mention that the conventional Kelvin cell metal foam has circular
or triangular struts [18]. However, several other strut shapes have
been studied by researchers [17,19]. Moon et al. [18] investigated
ﬁve strut shapes and found that the elliptical strut shape reduced
the pumping work by 32% as compared to the circular struts. Other
morphological features of the Kelvin cell like ligament tapering has
also been studied [20,21]. A strong decrease of thermal conductivity was found by increasing ligament tapering [20]. Similarly, cell
anisotropy has also been investigated [22–24]. Since Kelvin cell is
geometrically regular, anisotropy was introduced by stretching the
foam along three orthogonal directions, at equal cell volume. It was
found [24] that the introduction of anisotropic features in Kelvin
cell affected the heat transfer and ﬂuid ﬂow characteristics.
However, despite the abundant research work performed on the
macroscopic and geometric parameters of metal foams, such as

Nomenclature
A

source term used in the momentum equation
(Pa/m)
b
unit cell size (mm)
C
mushy zone constant (Pa.s/m2 )
Cp
speciﬁc heat (J/kg.K)
D
curve-ﬁtting constant
c
constant value in level-set equations
d
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fl
liquid fraction
g
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h
heat transfer coeﬃcient (W/m2 .K)
k
thermal conductivity (W/m.K)
L
latent heat of fusion (J/kg)
r
heat ﬂux ratio
q’’
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T
temperature (K)
Tliq
liquidus temperature (K)
Tm
melting temperature (K)
Tsol
solidus temperature (K)
t
time (s)
tmelt
melting time of PCM (s)
u
velocity (mm/s)
x, y and z coordinate axes (mm)
Greek symbols
ρ
density (kg/m3 )
β
thermal expansion coeﬃcient (1/K)
∇
Nabla operator (1/m)
μ
viscosity (kg/m.s)
δ
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ε
porosity
Subscripts
0
initial value
avg
average
eff
effective
f
phase change material
max
maximum
s
metal (AlSiMg10 powder)
Abbreviations
CAD
computer-aided design
CFD
computational ﬂuid dynamics
FMF–PCM ﬁnned metal foam–phase change material
F–PCM
ﬁn–phase change material
HTC
heat transfer coeﬃcient
LHTES
latent heat thermal energy storage
MF–PCM metal foam–phase change material
PCM
phase change material
TES
thermal energy storage
TMS
thermal management system

[4] numerically investigated three conﬁgurations, FMF–PCM, F–
PCM, and MF–PCM, under isothermal conditions. They found that
the average heat transfer coeﬃcient (HTC) over the entire melting
process increased by 24% in the case of the FMF–PCM conﬁguration compared to that of the F–PCM conﬁguration and increased
about seven times compared to that of the MF–PCM conﬁguration.
Similarly, Huang et al. [6] found that the FMF–PCM exhibited superior heat transfer performance than the F–PCM. They showed
that a metal foam porosity of 90% enhanced the performance of
the FMF–PCM. In another work on comparative performance analysis of ﬁnned metal foam and un-ﬁnned metal foam heat sinks un2
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Fig. 1. The three conﬁgurations: (a) MF–PCM, (b) F–PCM, and (c) FMF–PCM; and (d) FMF–PCM (with the ﬁlled PCM).

porosity, pore size, porosity gradient, and surface area density [25–
28] as well as the morphological features like strut shape, ligament
tapering and anisotropy, the fundamental building block of metal
foam in those studies always remained the same (i.e., the Kelvin
cell itself). One of the obvious reasons behind this uncharted avenue was the practical nonviability of producing complicated architectures through conventional manufacturing techniques that fail
to manufacture highly intricate and complex geometries. However,
recent advances in additive manufacturing technologies, such as
3D printing, enabled the printing of any complex architecture. In
the domain of metal 3D printing, powder bed fusion technologies,
such as selective laser sintering, selective laser melting, and selective electron beam melting, are the techniques used most commonly. 3D printing not only enables the manufacturing of intricate geometries but also ensures minimal material wastage. Moreover, the scale of the parts produced covers the entire spectrum
of length from printing large objects, such as a complete house, to
printing nanoscale objects. Therefore, owing to this paradigm shift
in manufacturing technology, the physical hindrance of manufacturing complex topologies has been obliterated completely, allowing complete liberty to design and build arguably any structure.
Hence, a pathway has been paved for extensive attention diversion
toward other candidate architectures that can be incorporated in
TES systems and TMSs. For FMF–PCM, 3D printing eliminates any
contact resistance between the metal foam and ﬁn as the integral
FMF module can be printed as a single part. Otherwise, utilizing a
metal foam would need meticulous care to eliminate the nuisance
of contact resistance between the ﬁn and metal foam of FMF.
Periodic cellular materials, especially triply periodic minimal
surfaces (TPMSs), have attracted immense research interest largely
because of the advent of additive manufacturing. TPMSs are essentially minimal surfaces with a mean curvature of zero at all
points. The TPMS structures can be modeled mathematically and
can be patterned repeatedly in three directions. The patterning al-

lows TPMS cells to be grown in the three mutually perpendicular directions, leading to a 3D array of TPMS cells. It merits mention here that the term ‘minimal surface’ does not refer to the total surface area of the structure being minimum for a given unit
cell size; in fact; the surface areas of TPMS structures are signiﬁcantly higher than that of Kelvin cell (surface areas per unit
cell are also summarized later in Table 2). This higher surface
area could prove to be beneﬁcial in enhancing the PCM charging/discharging performance of TES systems. Some classical TPMS
structures were reported initially by Schwarz (Schwarz Primitive
and Schwarz Diamond). Later, Schoen [29] reported several other
TPMS architectures, the most famous being Schoen Gyroid and
Schoen I-graph and wrapped package-graph (IWP). TPMS structures have shown superior performance compared with conventional strut-based topologies. Al-Ketan et al. [30–32] studied the
topology–mechanical property relationship of TPMS structures and
found that the TPMS structures showed superior mechanical properties among all the structures tested in the study. In addition,
they have been utilized in scaffold and tissue engineering applications [33–36]. TPMS-based structures feed spaces [37,38] have
been utilized in reverse osmosis and ultraﬁltration technologies to
enhance ﬂux and mitigate biofouling. However, little attention has
been paid to the thermal characterization and heat transfer behavior and applications of TPMS structures. Abueidda et al. [39] numerically investigated the effective conductivities of TPMS structures using ﬁnite element–based simulations. They found that effective conductivities (electrical and thermal) were a function of
both the relative density and the architecture of the TPMS structure. Smith et al. [40] also experimentally investigated the thermal conductivity of TPMS structures manufactured via laser powder bed fusion. Ali et al. [41,42] investigated the heat transfer performance of 3D printable architected heat sinks based on TPMS
structures using steady-state simulations. They found that the convective heat transfer performance of heat sinks was not only a
3
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Fig. 2. (a) Actual FMF–PCM; (b) simpliﬁed geometry after applying symmetries.

function of the porosity of the architecture but also dependent on
the architecture itself. However, the utilization of TPMS structures
with PCM has not been reported. TPMS structures are not compared with conventional metal foam i.e., the Kelvin cell, in regards
to their heat transfer performance in PCM-based TES systems and
TMSs. As the fundamental aim of the present work, an effort has
been made to understand the heat transfer characteristics of TPMS
cell–based FMF–PCM systems. Three TPMS structures referred to as
TPMS foams (gyroid, IWP, and primitive) were studied, and their
heat transfer performances were compared with the Kelvin cell.
Transient computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) simulations of both
pure conduction and natural convection-based phase change were
performed, and the results were compared with those obtained
using the Kelvin cell. By maintaining all other input variables related to geometry and physical properties (including PCM mass
and metal-cell porosity, material properties, and boundary and initial conditions) as constant, the performance of each studied TPMS
foam against the conventional metal foam can be attributed strictly
to the TPMS cell architecture.
2. Problem statement

Fig. 3. Boundary and initial conditions.

composed of AlSi10Mg powder that is used extensively in the 3D
printing of aluminum parts. The PCM considered is RT42 by RUBITHERM GmbH. The material properties of the metal (AlSi10Mg
powder) and PCM have been obtained from references [43] and
[44] and are summarized in Table 1.
The boundary and initial conditions are depicted in Fig. 3. The
bottom surface of the FMP–PCM, comprising the ﬁn, cell, and PCM,
is subjected to an isothermal boundary condition of Tbottom = 344
K (30 K higher than the PCM melting temperature) whereas the
top surface of the ﬁn, cell, and PCM is considered adiabatic. All the
four sides are subjected to symmetry boundary conditions owing
to the simpliﬁcations explained previously. The initial temperature
of the entire domain is T0 = 300 K.

We studied an FMF–PCM system, as depicted in Fig. 2(a). The
particular foam shown in Fig. 2 is Kelvin type; however; TPMS
foams i.e., Gyroid, IWP, and Primitive are also studied (not shown
in Fig. 2).
The FMF–PCM under consideration has four cells having a unit
cell size of 7 mm each, stacked in the height dimension (y-axis),
an alternate arrangement of six ﬁns of thickness 0.5 mm, and ﬁve
sets of two cells in the length dimension (z-axis) and ten cells in
the width dimension (x-axis). Owing to the geometric symmetries
encountered in the domain, the geometry was simpliﬁed, resulting
in only one cell column containing four cells and a half-thick ﬁn,
as depicted in Fig. 2(b). The PCM was assumed to be impregnated
completely inside cell voids. The ﬁn and cells are assumed to be
Table 1
Thermophysical properties of the materials [27,28].
Material

ρ (kg/m3 )

Cp (J/kg.K)

k (W/m.K)

β (1/K)

L (J/kg)

Tm (K)

μ (kg/m.s)

PCM
AlSi10Mg

880
2670

2000
900

0.2
175

0.001
-

165000
-

314
-

0.00365
-

4
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Fig. 4. Foams used in this study: (a) Kelvin, (b) Gyroid, (c) IWP, and (d) Primitive.

Table 2
Summary of CAD models used.

3. Numerical modeling
3.1. CAD model
The computer-aided design (CAD) modeling of the Kelvin cell
can be performed easily using the tetrakaidecahedron model
[12,13]. A conventional Kelvin cell with circular struts is modeled
owing to its geometric simplicity yet reasonably good depiction of
the metal foam structure as discussed in the preceding paragraphs.
The CAD modeling of TPMS can be performed by using approximate level-set equations for each of the TPMS foams [45]. The
level-set equations for the TPMS foams are mentioned below:
Primitive:

cos x + cos y + cos z = c

(1)

(2)

IWP:

cos x. cos y + cos y. cos z + cos z. cos x − cos x. cos y. cos z = c

Unit cell
size(mm)

Porosity(%)

Surface area per
unit cell(mm2 )

Kelvin
Gyroid
IWP
Primitive

7
7
7
7

90
90
90
90

188.3
326
370.5
255

Surface area to
unit cell volume
ratio(mm−1 )
5.49
9.50
10.80
7.43

After generating the unit cell, each cell was patterned in the
y-direction three times, resulting in a four-cell stack. The ﬁn was
modeled separately and subsequently attached to the four-cell
stack using the Boolean operation. Finally, the gaps in the cell were
ﬁlled by PCM using the ﬁll operation. The geometric operations
were performed, and the resultant geometry is shown in Figs. 5
and 6 for Primitive cell as an example.

Gyroid:

sin x. cos y + sin y. cos z + sin z. cos x = c

Foam type

3.2. Model assumptions

(3)
To simplify the model, the following assumptions have been
made:

where x, y, and z represent the Cartesian coordinate system. The
constant “c” appearing in the TPMS equations is a constant that
controls the porosity of the TPMS cell. When this constant is zero,
it leads to a zero-thickness TPMS surface. By controlling the constant, the TPMS surface can be “thickened” to obtain a solid foam.
The detailed process for TPMS foam generation can be found in AlKetan et al. [31]. Using this approach, CAD models were generated
as depicted in Fig. 4, and their geometric parameters are provided
in Table 2.

(a) The ﬂuid ﬂow of molten PCM is assumed to be Newtonian, incompressible, and laminar.
(b) The physical properties of both the metal and PCM are assumed
to be constant.
(c) The sharp interface of melting is represented by a mushy zone
where the PCM is neither solid nor liquid, but a mixture of
both.
5
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PCM domain can be expressed as Eq. (7):

ρ f Cp f

∂ Tf
∂f
 .∇ T f = ∇ . ( k f ∇ T f ) − ρ f L l
+ ρ f Cp f u
∂t
∂t

(7)

The liquid fraction, which depends on the PCM temperature, is
updated according to Eq. (8):

fl =

⎧
⎨0

(T f −Tsol )

⎩ Tliq −Tsol
1

ρsCps

(d) Boussinesq approximation is used to simulate the effects of
buoyancy.

kf

(4)

∂ Tf
∂ Ts
= ks
∂n
∂n

(10)
(11)

The commercially available CFD package ANSYS FLUENT 18.0
[46] was used to solve the governing equations using double precision. Enthalpy porosity model by Voller et al. [47] was utilized to
perform the phase change simulations. The governing equations of
the model were discretized using a pressure-based ﬁnite-volume
method. For pressure–velocity coupling, a segregated solver was
used with the PISO algorithm. The second-order upwind scheme
was used to discretize the convective terms in the governing equations. Pressure–velocity coupling was performed using the PRESTO
algorithm. The residuals were set to 10−4 for continuity, 10−5 for
momentum, and 10−9 for energy equations, respectively. The number of iterations per time step was set to 40; however, only in the
ﬁrst few time steps, the solver needed these many iterations to
converge. The rest of the time steps converged after only 12 iterations. It was ensured that every time step achieved convergence
based on the mentioned residuals. Parallel computing was performed using a 4-core processing unit. The average physical time

(5)

where A is the source term expressed as
2

δ + fl 3

(9)

3.4. Problem setup

Eq. (4) represents the continuity equation. Furthermore, the
momentum equation can be stated as

C (1 − f l )

∂T
= ∇ .(ks ∇ Ts )
∂t

T f = Ts

Based on these assumptions and simpliﬁcations, the governing
equations of the problem are reduced to the following [18]:

A=

(8)

Finally, the consideration of temperature and heat ﬂux continuity at the PCM–ﬁn and PCM–cell interfaces necessitate Eqs.
(10) and (11):

3.3. Governing equations

∂ u
 .∇ )u
 = −∇ P + μ f ∇ 2 u
 + ρ f gβ (T f − Tm ) − Au

ρf
+ ρ f (u
∂t

Tsol ≤ T f ≤ Tliq
T f ≥ Tliq

where Tsol and Tliq are the solidus and liquidus temperatures of the
PCM, respectively. The value for the solidus temperature is taken
as 313.9 K, which is slightly lower than the melting point of PCM
(314 K), whereas the value for the liquidus temperature is taken
as 314.1 K. The heat transfer phenomenon in metals (i.e., ﬁn and
metal foam cells) can be expressed as Eq. (9):

Fig. 5. Stacking of the primitive unit cell in the y-direction to generate four cells.

∇ .u = 0

T f ≤ Tsol

(6)

where fl represents the liquid fraction of PCM and varies from 0
(completely solid) to 1 (completely liquid). C is the mushy zone
parameter for which the FLUENT default value of 105 is used. Eq.
(6) is the modiﬁed form of the Carman–Kozeny equation, which is
derived from the Darcy law for ﬂow in porous media. The classic
Carman–Kozeny equation returns an inﬁnite value for A at zero liquid fraction value. However, the modiﬁed form introduces a small
arbitrary constant value δ in the denominator with a value of 10−3
to avoid the discontinuity. The heat transfer phenomenon in the

Fig. 6. Depiction of (a) ﬁn, (b) four-cell stack, (c) outer PCM, (d) inner PCM, and (e) ﬁnal geometry for Primitive based FMP-PCM.
6
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Fig. 7. Meshed geometries (ﬁn and cells shown only): (a) Kelvin, (b) Gyroid, (c) IWP, and (d) Primitive.

Fig. 8. Kelvin FMF–PCM mesh: (a) mesh with cut-plane AA’, (b) cut-view isometric, and (c) front view.

taken to perform a complete simulation for one FMF-PCM type was
about 12 days.
Time step sensitivity analysis was conducted by performing the
same simulation using two different time steps: 0.01 and 0.005
s. The differences in liquid fraction evolution with time observed
at equal physical times between the two time steps were less
than 0.5%. For the results presented in this work, a time step of

0.005 s was used. Unstructured meshing was performed using a
face size of 0.2 mm for the TPMS and Kelvin cells, two-layer inﬂation, and growth rate of 1.2. The meshed geometries are shown in
Figs. 7 and 8. To perform grid sensitivity and independence analyses, two grids were respectively generated approximately containing 20 0,0 0 0 and 40 0,0 0 0 cells for the case of the Kelvin cell. The
output variable of primary interest, that is, the liquid fraction was
7
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Table 3
Mesh parameters and time step setting for each foam.

Foam

Number
of cells

Minimum
orthogonal quality

Average orthogonal
quality

Time
step(s)

Kelvin
Gyroid
IWP
Primitive

197400
219866
222017
207353

0.58
0.54
0.51
0.53

0.86
0.84
0.84
0.85

0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005

velocity vectors at 120 s are also shown in Fig. 14. The liquid fraction value varies from 0 to 1, where 0 refers to the completely solid
state of the PCM and 1 refers to the completely liquid/molten state.
For all foams, the melting process was augmented due to the presence of metal cells. The heat was transferred rapidly from the bottom of the foam, thereby causing melting at the PCM–foam interfaces. Also, ﬁns aid in the melting process, which can be seen from
the layer of molten PCM originating from the ﬁn–PCM interface.
Fig. 9. Mesh independence analysis (Kelvin cell only).

4.2. Evolution of liquid fraction

plotted for both grid sizes, as shown in Fig. 9. The difference in
the results obtained from both grid sizes was less than 1%. The
grid independence test was performed for each foam, and the resulting ﬁnal mesh parameters used for each foam are summarized
in Table 3.

Figs. 15 and 16 represent the evolution of the liquid fraction
as a function of time for conduction and convection cases respectively.
In conduction case, IWP exhibited the best performance with
the shortest PCM melting time (172.8 s), followed closely by Gyroid with a PCM melting time of 177.4 s. Primitive cell showed intermediate performance with a PCM melting time of 198.1 s, but
it still performed signiﬁcantly better than the baseline case of the
Kelvin cell that had a PCM melting time of 261.6 s. In terms of the
percentage reduction, the PCM melting time decreased by 33.9%
for IWP, 32.2% for Gyroid, and 24.3% for Primitive as compared
to the Kelvin cell. This result highlights that the heat conduction
performance of TPMS structures is signiﬁcantly better than that of
the Kelvin cell. While the co-relations for effective thermal conductivity of Finned metal foam are not available for TPMS structures,
yet a numerical study on evaluating the effective thermal conductivity of TPMS cells without ﬁns i.e. by Abueidda et al. [39] proposed correlation for thermal conductivity of TPMS cells as a function of their porosity. The effective thermal conductivity of TPMS

4. Results and discussion
The results obtained from the simulations are explained and
discussed in this section. The Kelvin case is referred to as the baseline case, and the results of the TPMS foams were compared with
it. In addition, from hereon, conduction refers to the pure conduction case and convection refers to the case with total effects i.e.,
conduction and natural convection.
4.1. Melting process visualization
Volume rendering plots for the liquid fractions of all foams at
30, 60, 90, and 120 s are shown in Figs. 10–13 respectively. The

Fig. 10. Liquid fraction at 30 s.
8
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Fig. 11. Liquid fraction at 60 s.

Fig. 12. Liquid fraction at 90 s.

cell alone is also a good indicator for comparison with Kelvin cell
as the only difference between the Kelvin cell based MFPCM and
TPMS based MFPCM is the cell type. So, it is indeed important
to highlight the effective thermal conductivity differences between
TPMS cells and Kelvin cell. The effective thermal conductivity of
both TPMS and Kelvin cells can be represented by the following
equation:

ke f f ( ε ) = D ( ε ).ks

the cell material. It merits mention here that a value of curveﬁtting constant of 0.063 to 0.067 (for 90% porosity) is proposed
for TPMS cells. On the other hand, for a 90% porosity Kelvin cell,
the proposed values of curve-ﬁtting constant is reported by several researchers, albeit, very close to each other. For 90% porosity of Kelvin cell, the work of Iasiello et al. [23] yields a value of
0.0329, Ozmat et al. [48] a value of 0.0346, Yang et al. [49] a value
of 0.0360 and Bhattacharya [50] a value of 0.035; thereby all values being very close to each other with negligible differences. It
can be noticed that the reported value of curve-ﬁtting constant for
Kelvin cell is signiﬁcantly smaller than the ones reported for TPMS
cells hinting towards the inferior effective thermal conductivity of
Kelvin cell as compared to TPMS cells. It is obvious that the smaller

(12)

whereke f f represents the effective thermal conductivity of a cell
type (any TPMS cell or Kelvin cell), ε represents the cell porosity, D(ε )represents a curve-ﬁtting constant which depends on the
cell type and cell porosity, and ks is the thermal conductivity of
9
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Fig. 13. Liquid fraction at 120 s.

Fig. 14. Velocity vectors at 120 s.

value of curve-ﬁtting constant for Kelvin cell affects the conductive
heat transfer behavior of Kelvin based MFPCM. This is the reason
that the PCM melting time is longer, representing poor conductive
heat transfer performance, for Kelvin base MFPCM as compared to
the TPMS based MFPCMs.
When natural convection effects are taken into consideration
i.e. the convection case, Primitive cell showed the best performance with a PCM melting time of 137 s, followed closely by Gyroid and IWP with PCM melting times of 139.3 s and 140.7 s, respectively. The Kelvin cell showed a signiﬁcant improvement from

its pure conduction case such that the PCM melting time became
nearly 154 s, but still could not outperform the TPMS foams in the
case of natural convection. Table 4 summarizes the PCM melting
time for all foams in both conduction and convection cases.
4.3. Heat ﬂux and average HTC
The bottom surface comprises the ﬁn, foam, and PCM. The heat
ﬂux through the entire bottom surface, referred to as the “bottom
heat ﬂux,” was monitored as a function of time for both pure con10
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Table 4
Melting time comparison.

Foam

PCM melting time
Conduction(s)
Decrease from baseline case (%)

Convection(s)

Decrease from baseline case (%)

Kelvin (baseline)
Gyroid
IWP
Primitive

261.6
177.4
172.8
198.1

153.9
139.3
140.7
137.0

9.5
8.6
11.0

32.2
33.9
24.3

Table 5
Comparison of average HTCs.
Average heat transfer coeﬃcient
Foam
Kelvin (baseline)
Gyroid
IWP
Primitive

Conduction(W/m2 .K)

Increase from baseline case (%)

Convection(W/m2 .K)

Increase from baseline case (%)

484.1
705.4
727.2
638.7

45.7
50.2
31.9

781.7
873
869.8
886.4

11.7
11.3
13.4

Fig. 15. Evolution of the PCM liquid fraction in conduction case.

Fig. 17. Bottom heat ﬂux comparison in conduction case.

the temperature applied at the bottom. This potential decreased
as the process progressed and subsequently, the curve for bottom
heat ﬂux became ﬂatter from its initially sharp shape. To quantify
the heat transfer performance of each foam spanning the entire
melting process, an average HTC over the entire melting process
can be deﬁned as [4]

hav g =

 tmelt 
q (t )dt
0
tmelt .(Tbottom − To )

(13)

where havg represents the average HTC over the entire melting process, q (t ) is the bottom surface (comprising the ﬁn, foam, and
PCM) heat ﬂux varying as a function of time t, tmelt is the PCM
melting time, Tbottom is the bottom surface temperature (i.e., the
boundary condition), and To is the initial temperature (i.e., the initial condition). The difference between these two temperatures,
therefore, represents the initial “temperature head” available for
heat ﬂow. The average HTC values for all foams in both conduction and convection cases are shown in Fig. 19.
In conduction case, the TPMS foams performed signiﬁcantly
better, with the average HTC of IWP being 50% more than that of
the Kelvin cell, followed by Gyroid (46%) and Primitive (32%). In
the case of natural convection, the TPMS foams still showed superiority to the Kelvin cell; however, the level of superiority became
relatively smaller than the pure conduction case. Nevertheless, all

Fig. 16. Evolution of the PCM liquid fraction in convection case.

duction and natural convection. Figs. 17 and 18 depict the bottom
heat ﬂux in conduction and convection cases respectively.
The bottom heat ﬂux in both cases, irrespective of the foam
type, was very high during the early stage of the melting process
because of the availability of large potential of heat ﬂow owing to
the difference between the initial temperature of the domain and
11
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Fig. 18. Bottom heat ﬂux comparison in convection case.

Fig. 19. Comparison of average HTC values.

the TPMS foams exhibited at least 11% higher average HTC than

Fig. 20. Heat transfer rates of the components of the bottom surface in conduction and convection cases: (a) Kelvin, (b) Gyroid, (c) IWP, and (d) Primitive.
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Fig. 21. Comparison of bottom heat ﬂuxes in conduction and convection cases as a function of liquid fraction for (a) Kelvin, (b) Gyroid, (c) IWP, and (d) Primitive.

4.4. Component-wise heat transfer rates
Fig. 20 shows the heat transfer rates through the three components of the bottom surface, namely, the ﬁn, foam, and PCM.
Fig. 20 shows that the heat transfer rates are the highest for
the foam, followed by those of the ﬁn in all cases and foam types.
Owing to the small thermal conductivity of the PCM, very little
heat transfer takes place through the PCM in pure conduction case.
However, in convection case, evidently, the heat transfer rate from
both the foam and the PCM increases signiﬁcantly, especially in
the case of the Kelvin and Primitive foams. The obvious reason behind the increase in heat transfer rate from the PCM lies in the
mixing effect within the different regions of molten PCM, resulting in enhancement through convective heat transfer. On the other
hand, the ﬂuid ﬂow also causes an increment in the interstitial
heat transfer occurring between the PCM and the foam because
of the same reason. The heat transfer rate through the ﬁn remains
unaffected by these changes because the ﬁn surface is not being
impinged by the liquid PCM ﬂow. However, a small reduction in
heat transfer in the ﬁn can be attributed to the reduction in the
heat transfer potential owing to the rise of a hotter PCM layer in
the vicinity of the ﬁn.

Fig. 22. Heat ﬂux ratio as a function of the liquid fraction for all foams.

that of the Kelvin cell. Table 5 summarizes the average HTC values
for each foam type in both conduction and convection cases.
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Fig. 23. Magnitude of maximum buoyancy velocity as a function of the liquid fraction.

Table 6
Maximum of Vmax and average of Vmax comparison.

4.5. Effectiveness of natural convection
Fig. 21 represents the bottom heat ﬂux in both conduction and
convection cases as a function of liquid fraction for all foams.
The effectiveness of natural convection in the foam shown in
Fig. 21 is due to the gap between heat ﬂuxes of pure conduction
and natural convection for the same value of the liquid fraction.
The more pronounced the gap, the more effective the natural convection. As shown in Fig. 21, the gap and, therefore, the natural
convection is the most pronounced in the case of the Kelvin cell
and the least pronounced in the case of IWP.
To quantify the effect of natural convection, a heat ﬂux ratio
can be deﬁned, which is simply the ratio of the bottom net heat
ﬂux (including the foam, ﬁn, and PCM) when natural convection
is considered and the bottom heat ﬂux when natural convection is
not considered (i.e., pure conduction case at equal liquid fraction
values). It is imperative to mention that a value of the heat ﬂux
ratio higher than 1 signiﬁes convective heat transfer enhancement.
Moreover, the higher the value of the heat ﬂux ratio, the more
the convective heat transfer enhancement. The heat ﬂux ratio was
evaluated at equal liquid fraction values instead of equal times because the timescale of PCM melting in pure conduction and natural
convection cases is different. Therefore, it is appropriate to use the
ratio at equal liquid fraction values instead of equal time. This approach is similar to the convective enhancement factor deﬁned by
Vogel and Johnson [51] in their study of natural convection during
melting in vertical ﬁnned tube latent TES systems. The heat ﬂux
ratio can be written mathematically as

q  ( f )
r ( fl ) =  conv l
q cond ( fl )

Foam

Max[Vmax (t)] (mm/s)

Avg[Vmax (t)] (mm/s)

Kelvin
Gyroid
IWP
Primitive

18.0
10.0
8.9
10.4

7.3
6.5
5.1
6.6

rectly to their unit cell architecture as the buoyancy ﬂow during
the melting process appears to be a strong function of the geometry of the unit cell when other factors, such as porosity, cell size,
and problem conditions, are held the same. On the other hand, the
heat ﬂux ratio of the Kelvin cell increased constantly up to a liquid fraction value of 0.45. Above this value, a slight decrease took
place, followed by an almost steady increase up to a liquid fraction
value of 0.9. Thus, the Kelvin cell exhibited signiﬁcant convective
heat transfer enhancement in the last phase of PCM melting, as
did TPMS foams.
Another way to interpret the effectiveness of natural convection is through the maximum buoyancy velocity magnitude at
each time point during the melting process. However, since the
timescale of melting is different for each foam type, it is appropriate to view the maximum velocities of each foam at equal liquid
fraction values, as for the heat ﬂux ratio. The plot of the maximum
buoyancy velocity magnitude of PCM as a function of the liquid
fraction is depicted in Fig. 23.
The highest maximum velocity over the entire melting process
occurred in the case of the Kelvin cell with a value of 18 mm/s.
For Primitive, the highest maximum velocity obtained was 10.4
mm/s, whereas the values were 10 and 8.9 mm/s for Gyroid and
IWP, respectively. However, the highest maximum velocity alone
does not explain the performance because a high velocity in the
PCM may occur only once without any signiﬁcant maximum velocities during the rest of the process. Thus, one appropriate indicator could be the average of maximum velocity over the entire
melting process. The average of maximum velocities showed that
the Kelvin cell exhibited the highest average value of 7.3 mm/s,
whereas Primitive, Gyroid, and IWP showed average values of 6.6,
6.5, and 5.1 mm/s, respectively. This explains why the Kelvin cell
showed the highest improvement from pure conduction to natural convection. However, the overall heat transfer performance remained superior for TPMS foams. Table 6 summarizes the maximum and average maximum buoyancy velocities of all foams.

(14)

where r ( fl ) is the heat ﬂux ratio as a function of liquid fraction
fl , q conv and q cond are the bottom heat ﬂuxes in the convection
and conduction cases at the same liquid fraction value of f l . Fig.
22 shows the evolution of the heat ﬂux ratio as a function of the
PCM liquid fraction.
Fig. 22 shows that during the initial stage of PCM melting until
an fl value of 0.35, the heat ﬂux ratio stays almost constant and
slightly higher than 1 for all TPMS foams. Hence, natural convection is not signiﬁcant below this value of the liquid fraction. For
the later stages of melting beyond an fl value of 0.85, all TPMS
foams exhibited signiﬁcant improvements in the heat ﬂux ratio.
The highest improvement in TPMS foams was obtained for Primitive. These deductions could be conﬁrmed visually from Fig. 21.
The convective performance of TPMS foams can be attributed di14
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Table 7
Final ranking of all foams.
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to the least PCM melting time and the highest average HTC attained.

5. Conclusions and prospects
In the present work, the performance of TPMS foams and conventional metal foam were compared in an FMF–PCM system. This
study aimed to assess the performance of all foams in pure conduction and natural convection. We found that TPMS foams outperformed the conventional metal foam in conduction (no buoyancy) as well as natural convection-based simulations depending on the PCM melting time and the value of the average HTC
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porosity, to investigate the performance of various TPMS foams in
PCM-based heat transfer applications.
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Owing to their high latent heat of fusion and thermal stability, organic phase change materials
(PCMs) are lucrative candidates for utilization in latent heat thermal energy storage systems
(LHTES). However, since their low thermal conductivity inhibits their direct usage in such sys
tems, they are often impregnated into a thermally conductive metallic matrix, which exhibits an
effective thermal conductivity superior to that of PCM alone. In this study, metallic lattices based
on Triply periodic minimal surfaces (TPMSs) are utilized as thermal conductivity enhancers for
organic PCMs. TPMS are a class of periodic cellular materials that have been recently studied in
several structural, thermo-mechanical, and other applications showing promising performance.
However, their utilization with PCM in LHTES systems is a relatively uncharted area of research.
Using selective laser sintering technique; four metallic TPMS structures were fabricated, i.e.,
diamond, gyroid, I-graph and wrapped package-graph (IWP), and primitive, and were later
impregnated with two organic PCMs (i.e., RT62HC and RT64HC). The thermal conductivity of
both PCMs and TPMS-PCM composite were measured using Transient Plane Source (TPS) method.
It was found that the TPMS structures enhanced the thermal conductivity of the PCMs. Moreover,
for a fixed porosity and unit cell size, the effective thermal conductivity was found to be a
function of the TPMS architecture. A preliminary numerical analysis to compare the heat per
formance of PCM-alone and PCM embedded with TPMS (primitive) showed clear superiority of
the TPMS-PCM composite over the PCM-alone case. Therefore, the utilization of TPMS structures
in LHTES could be promising in a bid to increase the performance of organic PCMs.

1. Introduction
The increasing demand for more efficient and reliable systems for renewable and sustainable technologies to mitigate the cata
strophic implications of climate change has attracted considerable research interest. Particularly, in solar-energy-based systems, a
thermal energy storage (TES) sub-system provides an uninterrupted heat source that can be used by a heat transfer fluid in the absence
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Nomenclature
A
a
C

Cp

c
D
fl
g

k
L
m
P
R
T
Tliq
Tm
Tsol
t
u
V
x, y, and z

Source term used in the momentum equation (Pa/m)
Radius of sensor (mm)
Mushy zone constant (Pa.s/m2)
Specific heat (J/kg.K)
Constant value in level-set equations
Dimensionless time-dependent function
Liquid fraction
Acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
Thermal conductivity (W/m.K)
Latent heat of fusion (J/kg)
Mass (kg)
Power (W)
Resistance (Ω)
Temperature (K)
Liquidus temperature (K)
Melting temperature (K)
Solidus temperature (K)
Time (s)
Velocity (m/s)
Volume (m3)
Co-ordinate axes (m)

Greek symbols
Temperature coefficient of resistivity (1/K)
α
ρ
Density (kg/m3)
β
Thermal expansion coefficient (1/K)
▽
Nabla operator (1/m)
μ
Viscosity (kg/m.s)
δ
Arbitrary small value
ϕ
Impregnation ratio
Δ
Differential operator
φ
Porosity
Θ
Characteristic time (s)
τ
Relationship between t and Θ
κ
Thermal diffusivity (m2/s)
Subscripts
0
ave
f
s

Initial value
Average value
Phase change material
Metal (AlSiMg10 powder)

Abbreviations
CAD
Computer-aided design
DSC
Differential scanning calorimetry
LHTES
Latent heat thermal energy storage
NTC
Normalized thermal conductivity
SEM
Scanning electron microscopy
TES
Thermal energy storage
TPMS
Triply periodic minimal surface
TPMS–PCM Triply periodic minimal surface–phase change material
TPS
Transient plane source
PCM
Phase change material
of sunlight. Latent heat TES (LHTES) systems are a special category of TES systems in which a phase change material (PCM) is
thermally charged (heat storage cycle) and later discharged (heat release cycle) to provide uninterrupted heat supply. A major benefit
of LHTES lies in its nearly isothermal heat charging and discharging cycle. PCMs can be classified into organic, inorganic and eutectic
PCMs. In inorganic PCMs, metallic PCMs have been studied extensively for thermal energy storage and thermal load management
2
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applications [1–6]. In an effective LHTES system, the working PCM should possess certain beneficial properties, such as high latent
heat of fusion, thermal stability (no degradation of thermophysical properties) over a large number of charging–discharging cycles,
ease of handling, nontoxicity, and suitable thermal conductivity to sustain reasonable charging and discharging times. With regards to
organic PCMs (such as paraffin waxes), these PCMs possess several of these properties and are suitable candidates for LHTES systems.
References [7,8] provide excellent recent reviews on the subject whereas Zalba et al. [9] provides a benchmark review. However, the
small thermal conductivity of organic PCMs limits their direct use in the aforementioned applications. To realize PCM-based materials
with high thermal conductivity, such PCMs are often hybridized with a thermal conductivity material.
Several PCM thermal conductivity/performance techniques have been investigated and proposed. An excellent summary of various
thermal conductivity enhancers for low-conductivity PCMs is presented in Ref. [4]. The authors of [10,11] utilized graphitic matrices
to enhance the thermal conductivity of PCMs. However, the intrinsic anisotropy of graphite poses a problem in their utilization for
thermal conductivity enhancement. Chiew et al. [12] proposed a robust macro-encapsulation design of a low-temperature phase
change material based thermal energy storage unit to eliminate the need for the additional air void space catered for the volumetric
expansion of the phase change material. A new hierarchical structure (i.e., porous graphene foam-carbon nanotube hybrid structure)
with PCM has also been studied [13,14] and was found to be highly efficient in terms of thermal energy storage. Metal foam has been
popularly researched as a thermal conductivity enhancer for PCMs [15]. Metal foam reduces the charging time of PCMs by improving
their heat transfer characteristics [16]. The effects of metal foam microstructures and geometric parameters (such as pore density, pore
size, and ligament structure) on the TES characteristics of PCMs have also been investigated [17,18]. The related literature therefore
reveals that metal foam–PCM composites have been extensively investigated. The structure of metal foams is idealized using the Kelvin
cell [19] (named after Lord Kelvin). Because of the simplicity of industrial manufacturing of metal foams and the inability of con
ventional manufacturing techniques to produce intricate and complicated architectures, very few other candidates have been
considered as thermal conductivity enhancers for PCMs, and the performances of such alternative materials in LHTES systems has
received little attention.
Additive manufacturing technology, commonly referred to as three-dimensional (3D) printing, has obliterated manufacturing
limitations, thereby allowing the fabrication of any architecture (regardless of its complexity) with ease. Using this technology, it is
possible to fabricate and embed various architectures (apart from the conventional metal foam) into PCMs and study their effects. A
detailed review article by Jafari and Wits [20] discusses the state of the art in utilization of selective laser melting technologies on heat
transfer devices for thermal energy conversion and storage applications. Periodic cellular materials especially have recently gained
considerable attention in the domain of additively manufacturable materials. In particular, a subclass of periodic cellular materials,
called triply periodic minimal surface (TPMS) structures, have been utilized in a myriad of applications. TPMS structures are math
ematically architected, additively manufactured, and can be patterned in three mutually perpendicular directions to generate a lattice.
In this way, TPMS cells can be patterned into a three-dimensional array. In mathematical terms, a minimal surface is defined as a
surface on which the two principal curvatures at each point are equal in value but have opposite sign, i.e., it has zero mean curvature at
all points. Some classical TPMS structures, initially reported by Schwarz [21], are Schwarz primitive and Schwarz diamond. Later,
Schoen [22] reported several other TPMS architectures, with the most famous ones being the Schoen gyroid and Schoen I-graph and
wrapped package-graph (IWP) structures. TPMS structures have exhibited superior performance compared to conventional strut-based
topologies and metal foam cell in various applications. Al-Ketan et al. [23] studied the topological–mechanical property relationship of
TPMS structures and found that their mechanical properties were superior to those of all other tested structures. TPMS structures have
also been utilized in scaffold and tissue engineering applications [24–27] and as feed-spacers in RO and UV filtration applications for
flux enhancement and bio-fouling mitigation [28]. Despite of their superior performance in several applications, the possible heat
transfer applications of TPMS structures have received little attention. By performing steady-state simulations with air as the working
fluid, Al-Ketan et al. [29] investigated the heat transfer performance of 3D-printable architected heat sinks based on TPMS structures.
They found that the convective heat transfer performance of the heat sinks depended not only on the porosity of the architecture but
also on the architecture itself. Owing to their superior characteristics already proven in various applications, and also owing to their
high surface area density than conventional structures [23], it is expected that TPMS structures may also exhibit excellent heat transfer
performance in LHTES systems whereby they are impregnated with a PCM to make a TPMS-PCM composite. Qureshi et al. [30,31]
numerically investigated the performance of TPMS-PCM composites in un-finned and finned heat sink configurations and compared
their performance with Kelvin cell. They found that the TPMS-PCM outperformed the Kelvin cell based PCM composite. To the best of
our knowledge, TPMS structures embedded with PCMs have not been characterized experimentally for their heat transfer performance
in LHTES systems. As a small footstep in this direction, in this study, four TPMS structures (diamond, gyroid, IWP, and primitive) were
mathematically developed and 3D printed. Later, their post-printing quality was assessed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
technique. Subsequently, they were impregnated with PCM and the extent of PCM impregnation into the TPMS structure was also
assessed. Finally, the effective thermal conductivity of TPMS structures embedded with PCM was experimentally measured. To explore
their potential utility in LHTES systems, a preliminary numerical analysis was also performed to compare the heat transfer charac
teristics of the phase change process that occurs in the TPMS-PCM composite with that of the PCM-alone case.
2. CAD model, printing process, and experimental methods
This section presents the materials and experimental techniques used in this study. First, the mathematical equations used in the
CAD modeling of TPMS structures are presented. Then, the 3D printing process, post-printing quality assessment, and other relevant
experimental methods for characterizing the printed samples are explained, along with the PCMs.
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2.1. CAD models of the TPMS structures
The CAD models of the four TPMS structures were developed using the following level-set equations which are hard coded in the inhouse developed MSLattice software [32]:
Diamond:
(1)

sin x.sin y.sin z + sin x.cos y.cos z + cos x.sin y.cos z + cos x.cos y.sin z = c
Gyroid:

(2)

sin x.cos y + sin y.cos z + sin z.cos x = c
IWP:

(3)

cos x.cos y + cos y.cos z + cos z.cos x − cos x.cos y.cos z = c
Primitive:

(4)

cos x + cos y + cos z = c

The constant c in the level-set equations controls the thickness of the TPMS structure. When c is zero, the TPMS structure has zero
thickness and zero volume. The porosity of the TPMS structure can be easily computed as the material volume of TPMS structure
divided by the total volume of the cube encompassing the TPMS structure. By carefully controlling the volume of the TPMS structure,
any porosity structure can be designed with ease. In this study, the unit cell was 7 mm along each side and its porosity was 90%. This
porosity (leaving 90% of the total volume for PCM impregnation) was selected to balance the trade-off between reasonable matrix
volume (required for good thermal conductivity) and PCM impregnation (which maintains the PCM energy density at a reasonable
level). The geometric parameters of TPMS structures are mentioned in Table 1.
The CAD file of each TPMS structure was prepared according to the designed values of porosity and unit cell size. The files were
then linearly patterned by sequentially packing the unit cells in the three mutually perpendicular directions. After designing the CAD
files of the three-dimensional array (11 × 11 × 6 cells; sample dimensions 77 mm × 77 mm × 42 mm) for all TPMS lattices, the CAD
files were converted into stereolithographic files ready to be fed to the 3D printer. The previous steps were conducted in MSLattice
[32]. Before printing the samples, it was deemed appropriate to analyze the printing powder, as explained next.
2.2. Printing powder characterization
The TPMS samples were fabricated from EOS Aluminum AlSi10Mg gas-atomized powder provided by EOSINT (Munich, Germany).
This powder is commonly utilized for manufacturing thin-walled parts and in applications requiring both good thermal properties and
low weight. In the present study, this powder was selected for its high thermal conductivity. The chemical composition of the powder is
given in Table 2.
Prior to 3D printing, the particle size distribution of the powder must be determined because it affects the 3D printing quality. Here,
the particle size distribution was determined by the analysis of powder’s SEM image. The SEM images were post-processed using
ImageJ freeware [34]. First, the SEM image of the powder was converted into a binary (black and white) image to distinguish the
powder particles from the air/voids. The particle size distribution was later obtained by outlining the particles and thresholding the
image, marking the particles through watermarking, and finally calculating the areas of the marked circles. The particle diameter can
be easily calculated from the determined area. Moreover, the average particle size and standard deviation can be readily calculated by
plotting the particle size distribution. The geometrical shape of the powder was similarly examined by the above-mentioned image
processing technique. The geometrical shapes were determined by computing the “circularity” values of all particles in the image. The
circularity varies from 0 (non-circular) to 1 (perfect circle). The circularity distribution was also plotted, and the average circularity
and standard deviation were computed.
2.3. 3D printing
After characterizing the printing powder, the stereolithographic files generated for the TPMS lattices were printed by a metalpowder 3D printer (Model EOSINT M270, EOS GmbH, Germany). This 3D printer utilizes a 200-W Ytterbium fiber laser with a
beam diameter of 100–500 μm. The printing layer thickness was maintained at 20 μm. The samples were printed layer-by-layer using
the laser-based powder bed fusion (LPBF) technique, which melts and binds the powder particles under a laser beam. After printing the
Table 1
Geometric parameters of the TPMS structures.
Architecture

Porosity (%)

Unit cell size (mm)

Cell Surface area (mm2)

Diamond
Gyroid
IWP
Primitive

90
90
90
90

7
7
7
7

424.2
(326)
(370.5)
255
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Table 2
Chemical composition of EOS Aluminum AlSi10Mg powder [33].
Element

Min weight (%)

Max weight (%)

Al
Si
Fe
Cu
Mn
Mg
Ni
Zn
Pb
Sn
Ti

Balance
9
–
–
–
0.25
–
–
–
–
–

11.0
0.55
0.05
0.45
0.45
0.05
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.15

first single layer, the subsequent layer was spread on the first layer using a re-coating blade. Subsequent layers were added and fused to
generate the desired part. The minimum feature size that can be 3D printed using this system is approximately 250 μm. The loose and
unfused powder was finally removed during post-processing under compressed air. Two samples of each TPMS structure were printed
because their bulk thermal conductivities were determined by the transient plane source (TPS) method (see later), which requires two
identical samples. Two samples of each TPMS lattice type (diamond, gyroid, IWP, and primitive) were deemed sufficient as the
variabilities between two printed parts of the same lattice type (explained in subsequent paragraphs) were insignificant. The single
unit cells of TPMS structures and subsequently printed TPMS lattices are shown in Fig. 1.
2.4. Printing quality assessment
Although 3D printing technology can be used to manufacture parts of any complexity with ease, the 3D-printed part may
geometrically differ from the designed part. Intuitively, the magnitude of these differences depends on several factors, including (but
not limited to) the topology/complexity of the printed part, the employed 3D printing technology, the 3D printing process parameters
(such as laser power and layer thickness) and the material properties of the powder from which the samples are formed. To ensure that
the printed part matches the designed part as closely as possible, these differences must be qualitatively and quantitatively assessed
and then minimized and controlled. Accordingly, the 3D printed samples are subjected to a quality assessment that checks their
compliance with the intended design. In this study, the printing quality of the samples was quantitatively and qualitatively assessed via

Fig. 1. CAD models for unit cells for (a) Diamond (c) Gyroid (e) IWP (g) Primitive; and 3D Printed TPMS lattices for (b) Diamond (d) Gyroid (f) IWP
and (h) Primitive.
5
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two methods discussed below.
2.4.1. Designed vs printed porosity
The quality of printed TPMS lattices can be directly estimated by evaluating the differences between the designed and printed
(obtained) porosities. In the ideal situation, there are no manufacturing discrepancies during the printing process, and the designed
and printed porosities should be equal. However, small deviations of printed part from the designed one are always expected in any 3D
printing process. As the designed porosity of all samples was pre-known (90%), the printed porosity values provide a good quantitative
estimate of the extent of compliance of the printed part vis-à-vis the designed part. To calculate the porosity of the printed sample, we
weighed it on a precision mass balance (Model GA200D, OHAUS, Switzerland) with an accuracy of ±0.001 g. The sample density was
computed by dividing the mass of the sample by its volume. The relative density of the sample was obtained by dividing the sample
density calculated previously by the powder density. The porosity of the sample was then directly obtained because summation of
relative density and porosity is equal to unity. Thus, the deviation of the obtained porosity from the designed porosity can be used to
quantify the printing differences.
2.4.2. SEM imaging
The above-mentioned quantitative comparison between the designed and printed samples was augmented by a qualitative analysis
based on SEM imaging. In the SEM images, 3D printing inaccuracies can be detected from the appearance of the fused powder at
various locations in the sample. The SEM images of the TPMS structures reveal defects such as cracks, holes, and loose/unfused powder
at various magnifications. The SEM images of the TPMS lattices were acquired by an FEI Quanta 250 SEM instrument.
2.5. Differential scanning calorimetry analysis of PCMs
In this study, the TPMS lattices were impregnated with two PCMs i.e., RT62HC and RT64HC. Both PCMs are paraffin waxes with
identical thermal conductivities (as reported by the manufacturer) but different percentages of volume expansion during melting (i.e.,
RT64HC having a larger volume expansion than RT62HC). The important thermophysical properties of both PCMs [35,36] are given in
Table 3.
The melting and solidification characteristics of the PCMs were obtained by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). This analysis
determines several parameters of prime interest, including the peak melting and solidification temperatures and latent heat of fusion.
DSC was performed using a DSC 25 calorimeter (TA instruments, USA). DSC 25, which operates over a temperature range
− 180 ◦ C–725 ◦ C with a precision of ±0.01 ◦ C. The analyzed mass of the PCM samples was 9 mg. The samples were weighed on a
precision mass balance (Model CX220, Citizen, USA) with a measurement accuracy of ±0.1 mg. The DSC experiments were performed
in standard aluminum sample pans and lids. The PCM sample was placed in the pan, which was sealed by covering with a lid. The pan
containing the sample was positioned in the sample pan holder of the equipment. A reference (empty) pan was also sealed and placed
in the reference pan holder. After heating from 20 ◦ C to 90 ◦ C at a rate of 10 ◦ C/min, the samples were isothermally held at 90 ◦ C for 2
min and then cooled to 20 ◦ C at a rate of − 10 ◦ C/min. The obtained heat flow curves were analyzed using TRIOS software provided by
TA Instruments (USA). The heat flow curves were post-processed to obtain the melting and solidification characteristics of the PCMs.
The heating, isothermal hold, and cooling schemes for both PCMs were kept similar.
2.6. Extent of PCM impregnation into the TPMS lattices
The PCMs were impregnated into the TPMS lattices using the following procedure. First, the solid PCM obtained from the
manufacturer was placed in an open-topped aluminum container. After layering the solid PCM bed with the TPMS sample, the
container was transferred to a heating furnace (Model LDO-030E, DAIHAN LabTech, South Korea), which was heated to 90 ± 1 ◦ C at
30 ◦ C/h. The furnace was maintained at this temperature until the PCM was completely melted. During this process, the samples slowly
sank into the molten PCM bath. The samples were kept in the molten PCM for 30 min to allow sufficient time for the impregnation of
the liquid PCM into the sample. After 30 min, the PCM was set by placing the container in ambient conditions. Later, the PCMimpregnated samples were removed from the container and were properly cleaned later to remove any surplus PCM. Each TPMS
lattice was impregnated three times to ascertain the consistency of the PCM impregnation level.
The extent of PCM impregnation inside TPMS lattices was assessed by two techniques i.e., a surface-based and a volume-based
technique. In the surface-based analysis, the surfaces of impregnated samples were imaged using a digital camera (Model EOS
1300D, CANON, Japan). The PCM and metal areas in the images were segregated by ImageJ freeware. Next, the ratio of PCM area to
total area was calculated, and the result was compared with the designed area ratio calculated from the CAD file. Besides signifying the
extent of surface impregnation, the obtained ratio also indirectly indicates the extent of the surface-based printing (2D) defects.
In the volume-based approach, the impregnation ratio [37] was calculated as the quotient of the actual PCM mass impregnated into
Table 3
Thermophysical properties of the RT62HC and RT64HC PCMs [35,36].
PCM

Density (kg/m3)

Peak melting point (◦ C)

Thermal conductivity (W/m⋅K)

Volume expansion (%)

Latent heat (kJ/kg)

RT62HC
RT64HC

850
880

63
64

0.2
0.2

2
11

230
250
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the sample and the ideal mass that can be impregnated into the sample:
ϕ=

mactual mimpregnated − mempty
,
=
mideal
ρpcm Vsample φ

(5)

where the impregnation ratio ϕ varies from 0% to 100%. The ideal impregnation ratio is 100% (meaning that the voids/cavities are
completely filled in the TPMS–PCM composite). However, the ideal impregnation ratio cannot be reached because of the trapped air
and/or PCM volume shrinkage as the PCM transitions from liquid to solid state. mactual and mideal are the actual and ideal PCM masses
impregnated into the sample, respectively. mactual is computed as the mass difference between the empty sample (mempty) and PCMfilled sample (mimpregnated). Further, mideal was calculated as the product of the sample porosity φ, solid-state PCM density ρpcm, and
total volume of the sample (Vsample). Each sample was impregnated three times, thus providing three impregnation ratios per sample.
The average and standard deviation of the three ratios was then computed. Moreover, as two samples of each TPMS type were printed,
the impregnation ratios were reported for six individual samples.
2.7. Thermal conductivity measurements by the TPS method
Finally, the bulk thermal conductivities of the TPMS–PCM composites were measured by the well-established TPS method, which
utilizes a transiently heated plane sensor [38,39]. The most common adaptation of the TPS method is the hot disk thermal constants
analyzer. The hot disk sensor comprises an electrically conducting double spiral made of a thin metal foil. The spiral is sandwiched
between two thin sheets of an insulating material (usually Kapton/Mica). In this study, the hot disk analyzer (Model TPS-500S,
Thermtest Instruments, Sweden) was employed with a 5501 Kapton sensor with a radius of 6.4 mm. During a thermal conductivity
measurement, the plane surfaces of two identical samples were put in contact using the sensor. Because the TPS method requires two
identical samples, two TPMS samples were 3D-printed for each TPMS structure type. When the sensor is heated by passing an electrical
current, its resistance increases over time. Hence, the sensor plays a dual role as it acts both as a heat source and a dynamic temperature
sensor. The time-dependent sensor resistance is given by:
(6)

R(t) = Ro [1 + αΔTave (t)],

where Ro represents the sensor resistance at time t = 0 (immediately before heating), α denotes the temperature coefficient of re
sistivity of the sensor, and ΔTave(t) denotes the spatially averaged temperature increase of the sample surface, which is given by the
following equation:
ΔTave (τ) =

Po

π2/3 ak

(7)

D(τ),

where τ represents the relationship between the measurement time t and characteristic time Θ, Po represents the power output from the
sensor, a is the sensor radius, kdenotes the thermal conductivity of the test sample, and D(τ) is a dimensionless time-dependent function
expressed by a dimensionless time τ given as:
√̅̅̅̅
t
τ=
,
(8)
Θ
where t is the time measured from the start of transient recording, and Θ is the characteristic time represented by the following
equation:
Θ=

a2
,
κ

(9)

where κ represents the thermal diffusivity of the tested sample. Based on the above-mentioned procedure and equations, the thermal
conductivity of the sample can be readily measured by fitting the experimental data to the straight line given by Eq. (7). An important
parameter in the TPS method is the probing depth of heat. The thermal conductivity equation assumes that the sensor is placed in an
infinite medium. Consequently, when the sensor detects any influence from the boundaries beyond the two samples, the transient
recording must be stopped immediately. For accurate measurements of thermal conductivity, the heat dissipated from the sensor to the
sample must not exceed the physical boundaries of the samples. The minimum distance between the sensor and the sample edges,
measured in the three mutually perpendicular directions, is called the physical probing depth. During the experiments, the measured
probing depth must not exceed the physical probing depth to obtain reliable results. In the present study, the physical and measured
probing depths of the samples were determined as 32 mm and approximately 20 mm, respectively.
The TPS method can be used to measure thermal conductivities in the range of 0.005–500 W/m⋅K, which includes the thermal
conductivity range of the TPMS–PCM composite samples. The accuracy and reproducibility of the TPS method (specified by the
manufacturer) are 5% and 2%, respectively. However, as TPS is a contact-based method, extreme care needed to be exercised to create
a proper contact between the sensor and the two flanking samples. To maintain this contact, the samples were surface-finished by mild
polishing when required, and loaded with 25-N weights during each measurement.
In addition to TPMS-PCM composites, the thermal conductivities of both PCMs were also calculated by the TPS method. First, the
PCMs were ground to a fine powder (fineness 30–200 mesh) using a 1.3-kW grinder (Model YF-150; JS Machine, China). Grinding was
7
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deemed necessary to reduce the large size (2–15 mm) of the PCMs supplied by the manufacturer, which cannot be properly compacted
inside the sample holder of the TPS setup. Air gaps in a poorly compacted sample cause erroneous thermal conductivity measurement
of PCM. The manufacturer has already ascertained that grinding does not degrade the thermophysical properties of the PCM. Prior to
filling in the sample holder for thermal conductivity measurements, the PCM powder was compressed by physical tapping and further
by tightening using a compressive load. The thermal conductivities of the TPMS–PCM composites and PCMs were measured five times,
and the average and standard deviations of the five measurements were computed. Table 4 gives the experimental settings of the TPS500S, which was used for the measurements.
3. Results and discussion
This section summarizes and discusses the results of the experimental techniques described in the previous section.
3.1. Particle size and circularity distribution of the printing powder
To evaluate the particle size distribution of the printing powder, an SEM image of the powder particles was converted into a binary
image of black powder particles against a white background (Fig. 2).
From the black-and-white image, the particle size and circularity distributions were obtained. The particle size of the AlSi10Mg
powder varied from 4 to 34 μm, with an average and standard deviation of 13.3 and 8.6 μm, respectively. Parts printed from fine
powder particles tend to have high packing density [40]. For high-quality 3D printing, the powders should be below 50 μm in size. In
the present study, the average particle size of the AlSi10Mg powder forming the TPMS lattices was well below the threshold. Further,
the circularity of the particles was assessed on a scale of 0–1 (where 1 denotes a perfect circle as explained previously). The average and
standard deviation of the powder-particle circularity were 0.69 and 0.19, respectively. The particle shape directly affects the printing
quality; in particular, spherical particles ensure good flow, high coating ability, and high packing density, which minimizes the void
content. Although to the best of our knowledge, no yardstick of the recommended circularity range has been published, an average
circularity of 0.69 is reasonable, as the powder particles are approximately spherical and expected to flow well during the printing
process. The same conclusions are reached by a quick visual inspection of the SEM image.
3.2. Printing quality assessment
This subsection assesses the printing quality by comparing the designed and printed porosities and examining the SEM images of
the printed samples.
3.2.1. Designed vs. printed porosity
The designed and printed porosities of the TPMS lattices (diamond, gyroid, IWP, and primitive) are compared in Table 5. The actual
(printed) porosity was measured by air-weighting the samples and calculating the apparent density. The relative density (RD) is
defined as the apparent density over the density of a 3D printed solid block. The porosity is then defined as 1-RD in %.
The porosities of the printed samples were consistently below the designed value (90%). This result can be explained by intrinsic
process-based inaccuracies. The deviation from the designed porosity in the printed TPMS lattices ranged from 3.75% to 5.25%. The
achieved porosities were 86.61% and 86.51% in samples D1 and D2, respectively (diamond lattices); 85.97% and 85.89% in samples
G1 and G2, respectively; (gyroid lattices), 85.28% and 85.33% in samples IWP1 and IWP2 (IWP lattices), respectively; and 86.40% and
86.60% in P1 and P2, respectively (primitive lattices). Evidently, the porosities of any two samples with the same TPMS structures
were not significantly different. The minute difference between the two samples of each kind was accepted as a decent consistency
indicator of the printing process and results from unavoidable process-related defects caused by the lack of fusion of powder particles
to the bulk of the walls. Although more samples would quantify the standard deviations in the porosities of the printed TPMS lattice
types, this investigation was omitted to avoid the high cost of the 3D printing.
3.2.2. SEM imaging
Fig. 3 shows the SEM images of the TPMS structures.
The printing defects can be easily visualized in the SEM images. Inset arrows in the SEM images in Fig. 3 point to a number of these
defects. Minor cracks and loose powder particles were particularly present in the IWP structure (Fig. 3, third row). It was also observed
that the defect density was the highest in the walls lying horizontally on the loose powder during printing, because once these walls are
fused by the laser, they cannot be supported by the underlying powder and were easily detached from the remaining sample by
gravitational forces. Fusion may also fail when the laser power degrades during the printing process due to potential overheating,
especially as one print job may take several days.
Table 4
Experimental parameters for TPS measurements.
Sample

Power (mW)

Temperature coefficient of resistance (Ω)

Measurement time (s)

Physical probing depth (mm)

TPMS–PCM composite
PCM

500
50

12.71
12.71

10
10

32
15
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Fig. 2. (a) SEM image of the printing powder, showing the size and shape distribution of its particles and (b) a binarized image of the SEM image
in ImageJ.
Table 5
Designed and printed porosities of TPMS lattices.
TPMS Lattice type
Designed porosity (%)
Printed porosity (%)

D1

D2

G1

G2

IWP1

IWP2

P1

P2

90
86.61

90
86.51

90
85.97

90
85.89

90
85.28

90
85.33

90
86.40

90
86.60

3.3. DSC analysis of PCM
The peak melting and solidification temperatures and latent heat of fusion of the PCMs were determined by DSC analysis. Using the
heat flow curves of the two PCMs, the post-DSC analysis results are given in Table 6.
Extrapolating the melting curve of the RT62HC curve, the onset melting temperature of this PCM was determined as 61.25 ◦ C. From
the curves, the peak melting and freezing temperatures were approximately 63 ◦ C and 58.7 ◦ C, respectively, and the onset freezing
temperature was 60.10 ◦ C. The latent heat of fusion of RT62HC was measured as 205.61 kJ/kg. Further, the onset melting and freezing
temperatures of RT64HC were 62.53 ◦ C and 62.03 ◦ C, respectively, and the peak melting and freezing temperatures were approxi
mately 66.6 ◦ C and 59 ◦ C, respectively. The latent heat of fusion of RT64HC was measured as 254.09 kJ/kg. Although the DSC
technique captured the qualitative and quantitative trends provided in the manufacturer’s datasheet [35,36], some deviations were
evident. For RT62HC, the peak melting temperature and latent heat of fusion deviated by 0.13% and 10.6% from the manufacturer’s
reported value respectively. For RT64HC, the deviations in the peak melting temperature and latent heat of fusion were 4.1% and
1.6%, respectively. These deviations can be explained by the difference in characterization techniques used by manufacturer and in
this work. Firstly, the manufacturer employed a three-layer calorimetry technique with large samples (100 g PCM sample as compared
to 9 mg for samples in this study). Secondly, a very slow heating/cooling rate (leading to a total experimental time of 12 h) was utilized
by the manufacturer for the three-layer calorimetry whereas the total characterization time was 16 min in the above reported DSC
analysis. It merit mentions here that DSC measurements are known to depend on the maximum heating and cooling temperatures as
well as the heating/cooling rates [41].
3.4. Extent of PCM impregnation into TPMS lattices
3.4.1. Surface impregnation analysis
The surface impregnation was assessed by image processing, as shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4 (a) represents the top view of IWP structure, whereas Fig. 4 (b) represents the top view of IWP structure after impregnation
with the PCM. Fig. 4 (c) is obtained after converting Fig. 4 (b) into a black and white image. In Fig. 4 (d), the black-and-white areas
represent the TPMS lattice (metal) and the PCM, respectively. The ratio of white area to the total area gives a measure called the
“surface impregnation.” Similar to the porosity comparison, the obtained surface impregnation can be compared with the designed
value. The designed surface impregnation was directly obtained by measuring the surface areas of PCM and metal foam from the CAD
file as viewed from the top, whereas the measured surface impregnation was obtained by image analysis. The designed and measured
surface impregnation values are expected to differ in three important respects. First, the actual and designed metal surface areas will
intrinsically differ because the printing process introduces surface defects. As evident from Fig. 4 (d), the wall thickness of the printed
9
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Fig. 3. SEM images (top view) of the printed samples (scale bar = 2 mm) at an approximate magnification of 60 × (left column), 50 × (middle
column), and 40 × (right column): (a) diamond, (b) gyroid, (c) IWP, and (d) primitive.
Table 6
DSC results of the two PCMs.
PCM

Onset melt (◦ C)

Peak melt (◦ C)

Onset freeze (◦ C)

Peak freeze (◦ C)

Latent heat of fusion (kJ/kg)

RT62HC
RT64HC

61.25
62.53

63.08
66.60

60.10
62.03

58.66
58.94

205.61
254.09

sample was greater in the four cells of the bottom-left region than in the remaining cells, thereby highlighting the surface defects
during printing of the IWP-based TPMS. The second source of deviation is the cleaning and polishing process of the PCMs. For instance,
if the excess PCM is not completely removed from the surface, there will be a thin layer of PCM covering the metal surface, which will
exaggerate the surface impregnation. However, if the surface is over-cleaned, the desired PCM will be partially removed, thereby
exposing the metal and reducing the surface impregnation. Therefore, the surface impregnation provides not only a quantitative
10
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Fig. 4. Surface impregnation assessment (shown for IWP only): (a) CAD file, (b) TPMS–PCM composite, (c) binary image, and (d) processed image.

measure of the printing compliance but also reflects the efficacy of the PCM cleaning process. The surface impregnation values are
given in Table 7.
It is evident from Table 7 that the impregnation surfaces of all TPMS structures complied well with their designed values. Moreover,
the deviations in any two samples with the same TPMS structure were very small. These small differences between the designed surface
impregnation and obtained surface impregnations values can be traced to two sources. First is the presence of surface defects
developed during the printing, which resulted in a measured surface impregnation different from the designed surface impregnation
value. The second potential source is the wearing of metal powder from the surface during the cleaning process. Although the cleaning
was performed with great care to avoid this problem, a small amount of metal powder was possibly removed when the PCM was
scraped from the top surface. This removal would change the top surface topology of the lattice, again causing a slight deviation of the
measured surface impregnation from the designed one. However, the magnitudes of these differences were negligible (approximately
Table 7
Surface impregnation results.
Architecture

Designed surface impregnation from CAD file (%)

Obtained average surface impregnation (%)

D1
D2
G1
G2
IWP1
IWP2
P1
P2

84

83.85
83.98
92.33
92.37
92.28
92.39
91.55
91.41

92
93
92
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0.6% at most for the case of P2).
3.4.2. PCM impregnation ratio
Table 8 compares the impregnation ratios of the two PCMs calculated by Eq. (5).
As expected, the impregnation ratios of the PCMs into all four TPMS lattices were less than the ideal value for impregnation ratio i.
e., less than 100%. The impregnation ratio of the RT62HC PCM case was highest for primitive, followed very closely by gyroid and
IWP, and finally for diamond. The relatively small impregnation ratio for diamond can be explained by the higher surface area of this
structure than the other structures (Table 1) for a given value of porosity and cell size, implying that the pores are smaller in the
diamond structure than they are in the other structures. Consequently, the impregnation process is slightly inhibited and the prob
ability of trapped air increases. By the same reasoning, the primitive structure with the smallest surface area contains relatively larger
spaces than other structures that helps in admitting the PCM inside and reduces the likelihood of trapped air pockets. The values
obtained for impregnation ratios of RT64HC in the TPMS lattices followed the same order as for RT62HC case but the obtained values
were lower than those of RT62HC case because the liquid-to-solid volume contraction is higher in RT64HC than in RT62HC (Table 3).
This means that when the PCM freezes (from the top surface to downwards, as the samples were cooled under ambient conditions), the
frozen layer physically traps the liquid PCM inside the lattice. When the trapped liquid PCM freezes (and shrinks owing to liquid-tosolid volume contraction), it results in the creation of voids that essentially reduce the impregnation ratio of PCM inside the structure.
Hence, the lower impregnation ratio of the RT64HC PCM than of RT62HC is entirely attributable to its inherent material property
(higher volume expansion than RT62HC).
3.5. Thermal conductivity
The thermal conductivities of both PCMs were almost identical, with averages of 0.193 and 0.199 W/m⋅K, respectively. Comparing
these results with the manufacturer’s values of 0.2 W/m.K for both [35,36], the errors in the measured conductivities of RT62HC and
RT64HC were 3.5% and 0.5%, respectively. Moreover, the standard deviations in the thermal conductivities of RT62HC and RT64HC
were only ±0.003 and ± 0.002 W/m⋅K, respectively, confirming the excellent repeatability of the experiments.
To obtain the normalized thermal conductivities (NTCs), the measured effective conductivities of the TPMS–PCM composites were
divided by the thermal conductivity of PCM. The normalized NTCs of the RT62HC-based and RT64HC-based TPMS–PCM composites
are compared in Fig. 5.
As expected, embedding of the TPMS lattices enhanced the thermal conductivities of the PCMs. The NTC of TPMS-PCM composite
for RT62HC case was the highest in diamond (an increase of thermal conductivity by 11.9 times), followed closely by gyroid (by 10.4
times), IWP (by 9.2 times), and primitive (7.3 times). The NTCs of TPMS-PCM composites in case of RT64HC followed the same trend
but the values were slightly smaller than those of RT62HC. Although the thermal conductivities of both PCMs were almost identical,
the NTC values were still slightly higher in RT62HC case than in RT64HC case. The small differences in the NTC of TPMS-PCM
composites can be explained by the impregnation ratio. The impregnation ratio of RT64HC is reduced by the higher volume
contraction upon freezing than in RT62HC, leading to more voids in the TPMS–PCM composite as explained previously. The voids act
as a thermal barrier that reduce the effective thermal conductivity of the composite. Among the four TPMS–PCM composites with the
same PCM, the different NTC values are directly attributable to the architectures of the TPMS structures. It is also pertinent to note also
that the descending order of the lattice structures with respect to their NTC values differ from the order of TPMS with respect of their
surface area per unit cell (Table 1). Therefore, it is the inherent architecture of the TPMS structure (and hence not the surface area) that
influences the thermal conductivity of the TPMS–PCM composites.
4. Preliminary performance assessment using numerical simulations
In order to ascertain the performance improvement by impregnating TPMS structures with PCM, it was envisaged to perform a
preliminary numerical study simulating the phase change behavior of RT64HC PCM. Two configurations were selected for this study.
The first configuration contained only RT64HC PCM (PCM-only case), whereas the second configuration contained TPMS (primitive
structure) embedded with RT64HC PCM (primitive-PCM composite case). The geometry considered for the numerical study contained
Table 8
Impregnation ratios of all TPMS Lattices for both PCMs.
TPMS Lattice

Impregnation Ratio (%)
RT62HC

RT64HC

D1
D2
G1
G2
IWP1
IWP2
P1
P2

96.52
96.42
97.80
97.85
97.36
97.39
97.92
97.87

95.00
95.12
96.50
96.45
96.26
96.36
97.10
97.20
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Fig. 5. Normalized thermal conductivities of the TPMS–PCM composites.

4 primitive cells each of 90% porosity and 7 mm cell size stacked vertically in y-direction. Therefore, the bounding dimensions for this
configuration came out to be x = 7 mm, y = 28 mm and z = 7 mm. Similarly, for the first case i.e., PCM-only, a PCM block of dimensions
x = 7 mm, y = 28 mm and z = 7 mm was considered. The boundary and initial conditions for both cases are depicted in Fig. 6.
The bottom surface is subjected to an isothermal boundary condition of Tbottom = 360 K (higher than the RT64HC PCM melting
temperature of 337 K) whereas the top surface is considered an adiabatic wall. All the four sides are subjected to symmetry boundary
conditions with respect to heat transfer and liquid PCM fluid flow. The initial temperature of the entire domain is T0 = 330 K. It is
obvious that both configurations i.e., PCM-only and primitive-PCM composite were subjected to the same initial and boundary con
ditions. The material properties of both PCM (RT64HC) and metal (primitive cell) are also mentioned in Table 9.
4.1. Problem setup
The commercially available CFD package ANSYS FLUENT 18.0 [42] was used to solve the governing equations using double
precision. Enthalpy-porosity model by Voller and Prakash [43] was utilized to simulate the PCM phase change process. The governing
equations of the model were discretized using a pressure-based finite-volume method. For pressure–velocity coupling, a segregated
solver was used with the PISO algorithm. The second-order upwind scheme was used to discretize the convective terms in the gov
erning equations. Pressure–velocity coupling was performed using the PRESTO algorithm. The residuals were set to 10− 4 for conti
nuity, 10− 5 for momentum, and 10− 9 for energy equations, respectively. The number of iterations per time step was set to 40. Owing to
the limitations of the computational resources as well as to obtain and report the preliminary results only, both cases were simulated up
to a physical time of 175 s.
To ensure the accuracy of obtained results, time step sensitivity analysis was conducted by performing the same simulation using
two different time steps: 0.01 and 0.005 s. The differences in liquid fraction evolution with time observed at equal physical times
between the two distinct time steps were less than 0.5%. Therefore, the results obtained were independent of the time step. To perform
grid sensitivity analysis, two grids; one coarse and one fine; were generated containing approximately 100,000 and 195,000 cells
respectively for the case of the primitive-PCM configuration. The difference in the results for PCM liquid fraction obtained from both
grid sizes was less than 1%, so the results obtained were considered as grid-independent. The results from the grid sensitivity are shown
in Fig. 7 showing a negligible difference in PCM liquid fraction using two grid sizes.

Fig. 6. Boundary and initial conditions (shown only for primitive-PCM composite case).
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Table 9
Thermophysical properties utilized in the numerical simulation [33,36].
Material

ρ (Boussinesq) (kg/m3)

Cp (J/kg.K)

k (W/m.K)

β (1/K)

L (J/kg)

Tm (K)

μ (kg/m.s)

PCM
Metal

830
2670

2000
915

0.2
111

0.00011
–

250000
–

337
–

0.00585
–

4.2. Model assumptions
To simplify the model, the following assumptions have been made:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The fluid flow of molten PCM is assumed to be Newtonian, incompressible, and laminar.
The physical properties of both the metal and PCM are assumed to be constant.
The sharp interface of melting is represented by a mushy zone where the PCM is neither solid nor liquid, but a mixture of both.
Boussinesq approximation is used to simulate the effects of buoyancy.

4.3. Governing equations
Based on these assumptions and simplifications, the governing equations of the problem are reduced to the following [44]:
(10)

∇.→
u =0
Eq. (10) represents the continuity equation. The momentum equation can be stated as:

ρf

∂→
u
+ ρf (→
u .∇)→
u = − ∇P + μf ∇2 →
u + ρf →
g β(Tf − Tm ) − A→
u
∂t

(11)

where A is a source term expressed as:
A=

C(1 − fl )2
δ + fl 3

(12)

where fl represents the liquid fraction of PCM and varies from 0 (completely solid) to 1 (completely liquid). C is the mushy zone
parameter for which the FLUENT software’s default value of 105 is used, a small arbitrary constant δ with a value of 10− 3 is also
embedded in Eq. (12) to avoid the discontinuity at zero liquid fraction value. The heat transfer phenomenon in the PCM domain can be
expressed as Eq. (13):

ρf Cpf

∂Tf
∂fl
+ ρf Cpf →
u .∇Tf = ∇.(kf ∇Tf ) − ρf L
∂t
∂t

(13)

The liquid fraction, which depends on the PCM temperature, is updated according to Eq. (14):
0
(Tf − Tsol )
fl = {
Tliq − Tsol

Tf ≤ Tsol
Tsol ≤ Tf ≤ Tliq
Tf ≥ Tliq

(14)

1

Fig. 7. Grid independence study.
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where Tsol and Tliq are the solidus and liquidus temperatures of the PCM having values of 336 K and 338 K respectively [36]. The heat
transfer phenomenon in metal (primitive cells) can be expressed as Eq. (15):

ρs Cps

∂T
= ∇.(ks ∇Ts )
∂t

(15)

Finally, the consideration of temperature and heat flux continuity at the PCM–metal interfaces necessitate Equations. (16) and (17):
(16)

Tf = Ts
kf

∂Tf
∂Ts
= ks
∂n
∂n

(17)

4.4. Results from the phase change simulations
The melting fraction of PCM at three times i.e., 50 s, 100 s and 150 s for both PCM-only and primitive-PCM cases are depicted in
Fig. 8.
It can be readily observed that there is a significant influence of primitive structure in aiding the PCM melting. The presence of high
conductivity structure rapidly transferred the heat from the bottom of the domain to the rest of the domain, causing PCM to melt in the
areas neighboring the high conductivity primitive cells. This was not the case with the PCM-only case where only a very limited
amount of PCM was molten owing to its small thermal conductivity value. The history (evolution with time) of PCM liquid fraction and
bottom surface heat flux for both cases are depicted in Fig. 9.
It is clear that the addition of primitive structure has a pronounced effect on the melting characteristics of the PCM. It promotes
rapid melting of the PCM owing to the enhancement in the effective thermal conductivity. In order to quantify the enhancement effect,
it merits mention that after the end of the 175 s, the primitive-PCM composite had reached a PCM liquid fraction value of 41% whereas
the PCM-only case had reached a PCM liquid fraction value of 7% only. The tremendous difference between the two cases under same
conditions clearly showcases the improvement by addition of primitive structure.
The heat flux through the bottom surface for both cases is also depicted in Fig. 9. It is important to highlight that the bottom surface
in case of PCM-only case only contains PCM domain whereas the bottom surface in case of primitive-PCM case consists of both metal
and PCM. For both cases, the heat flux during the initial stage was high (as compared to the later times). This is credited to the
availability of large temperature difference between the applied bottom temperature (the boundary condition) and the initial tem
perature of the domain. As the melting process, the heat flux reduces due to reduction in this temperature difference. Also, it is
pertinent to note that there is a significant difference between the bottom heat flux values of primitive-PCM case and PCM-only case. In
fact, the gap between the heat flux values quantifies the enhancement effect. For example, at 175 s, the values of heat flux for primitivePCM and PCM-only cases were approximately 9000 W/m2 and 1400 W/m2 respectively. The ratio of these fluxes being 6.42 signifies
the enhancement ratio of heat transfer at equal time. Hence, it can be easily deduced that the presence of primitive cells in the
primitive-PCM case results in superior heat transfer characteristics than that of PCM-only case evident by both the enhancement of
bottom heat flux as well as the speeding up of PCM melting process. On the other hand, the heat transfer for the PCM-only case is
severely hampered by the poor heat transfer behavior of RT64HC PCM.
5. Summary, conclusions and future outlook
This study, for the first time to authors’ best knowledge, experimentally utilized the TPMS lattices manufactured using 3D printing
and impregnated them with two different organic PCMs to assess thermal conductivity enhancement of the PCMs. The bulk thermal
conductivities of the composites were then determined using TPS method. A preliminary numerical study was also presented
comparing the PCM melting characteristics of primitive-PCM composite and PCM-only cases. The main findings of this study are
summarized below.
• The printed parts exhibited a slight deviation from the designed parts, which is expected in additive manufacturing. However, the
deviations between two samples with the same TPMS architecture were not significant which represents the consistency of the
printing process/parts.
• In the surface impregnation results, the impregnation ratios of all TPMS samples were consistent with the CAD design since the
printing defects were small and the cleaning process was carefully implemented.
• The thermal conductivity measurements of both PCMs were consistent with the values reported by the manufacturer, thereby
confirming the accuracy of the measurement technique. Moreover, in TPMS-PCM composite samples with fixed porosity, unit cell
size, and type of PCM impregnated in them, the NTC was a function of the TPMS architecture, being highest in diamond, followed
by gyroid, IWP, and primitive structures.
• Preliminary comparative assessment of PCM-only case with primitive-PCM composite showed significantly enhanced heat transfer
performance of TPMS-PCM composites as compared to PCM-only case. This was evident by a great reduction in PCM melting time
owing to enhanced heat flux through the bottom surface.
Several experimental and numerical research avenues can be explored in the future. By investigating the effect of porosity and unit
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Fig. 8. PCM liquid fraction evolution for both PCM-only and primitive-PCM composite cases for (a) 50s, (b) 100 s, (c) 150 s.

Fig. 9. History of (a) PCM liquid fraction and (b) bottom surface heat flux.

cell size in detail, empirical correlations can be obtained for the NTC of TPMS–PCM composites. Moreover, by designing a suitable
experimental setup, the phase change characteristics of the PCMs embedded in the TPMS–PCM composites under various boundary
conditions (isoflux/isothermal) can also be studied, which would further elucidate on how TPMS architectures influence and enhance
the performance of LHTES systems.
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a b s t r a c t
Triply Periodic Minimal Surface (TPMS) topologies have recently gain widespread attention due to their
promising performance in several areas like structural strength enhancement, heat transfer augmentation, scaffold and tissue engineering, etc. to name a few. Evolution in 3D printing technology has realized
the manufacturing of these complex topologies in an extremely simplistic and straightforward manner.
Recent research progress has shown that upon impregnations with phase change material (PCM), lattices based on TPMS topologies exhibited better heat transfer performance than the conventional metal
foam in Latent Heat Thermal Energy Storage (LHTES) systems. However, the effect of lattice’s porosity
and functional grading is not understood and requires further investigation. In order to bridge this gap.
This numerical study aims at studying the effect of porosity and functional grading of TPMS-PCM lattices
on heat transfer performance. Three TPMS structures namely Primitive, Gyroid and IWP are considered in
this study. The porosity study analyzes the heat transfer performance of TPMS structures at three distinct
levels of porosity i.e., 60%, 75% and 90% with the 75% porosity case being the benchmark. Furthermore,
to study the effect of functional grading, 75% uniform porosity conﬁguration of each TPMS conﬁguration
was compared with 75% overall porosity conﬁgurations having ﬁrst a positive and then a negative functional gradient in the porosity. It was found that both porosity and functional grading have a signiﬁcant
effect on both conductive and convective heat transfer enhancement. A reduction in porosity signiﬁcantly
reduces the PCM melting time owing to enhancement in the heat transfer. On the other hand, a positive gradient in the porosity outperforms both uniform porosity and negative porosity gradient cases.
Moreover, in both porosity and functional grading studies, the extent of heat transfer enhancement is
topology-dependent i.e., each TPMS structure exhibits a different extent of heat transfer enhancement
that can be traced back to its topology. This study may therefore serve as a guideline for design and
selection of a suitable TPMS candidate according to the applied boundary conditions/problem constraints
of the respective LHTES system.
© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Organic phase change materials (PCMs) have proven to be very
useful in Latent Heat Thermal Energy Storage (LHTES) applications
due to their desirable thermophysical properties. However, unlike
LHTES systems based on high conductivity phase change materials
[1–4], organic PCMs possess small value of thermal conductivity
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which restricts their direct utilization in such systems. As a solution to this problem, organic PCMs are composited with high thermal conductivity materials to form composite PCMs. The resulting
composite exhibits better heat transfer performance as compared
to the PCM alone case. In this regard, one of the most common
technique is the hybridization of organic PCM with metal foam.
The metal foam-PCM composites have been investigated extensively and the effect of metal foam’s geometric parameters like
porosity, pore-size, surface area density, porosity gradient, etc. on
the heat transfer performance of LHTES systems is relatively wellestablished. Metal foams, owing to the simplicity of their produc-
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tially reported by Schwarz [5] (Schwarz Primitive and Schwarz Diamond). Later, Schoen [6] also developed several other TPMS structures, out of which, the most famous ones were Gyroid and Igraph and wrapped package-graph (IWP) structures. Unit cells of
three TPMS structures i.e., Primitive, Gyroid and IWP are shown in
Fig. 1.
TPMS structures have recently gained widespread attention
among the researchers owing to their proven superior performance
over conventional architectures like metal foam. Al-Ketan et al.
[7] studied the topology-mechanical property relationship of TPMS
structures. They found that they have superior mechanical properties in comparison with all the other tested structures in their
study. Also, TPMS structures have been utilized in scaffold and tissue engineering applications [8–11]. TPMS structures-based feed
spacers [12] have also been incorporated in Reverse Osmosis (RO)
and Ultra-ﬁltration (UF) technologies to enhance ﬂux and mitigate biofouling. Recently, the utilization of TPMS structures in heat
transfer applications has also seen a surge. Smith et al. [13] experimentally investigated the thermal conductivity of TPMS-air composites that were manufactured via laser powder bed fusion, and
they found that the thermal conductivity was a function of both
the relative density and architecture of TPMS structures. Qureshi
et al. [14] experimentally measured the thermal conductivity of 3D
printed TPMS lattices based on four TPMS conﬁgurations (i.e., Diamond, Gyroid, IWP and Primitive structures) impregnated with organic PCMs. They found that the thermal conductivity of TPMSPCM composite was better than the organic PCM alone and was a
function of TPMS topology. Also, Qureshi et al. [15,16] introduced
the TPMS structures in LHTES systems and performed a comparative numerical study of TPMS structures with conventional metal
foam in such systems. They found that the heat transfer performance of TPMS structures was better than the conventional metal
foam in terms of PCM melting time and average heat transfer
coeﬃcient over the entire melting period. Since the TPMS structures have already exhibited better heat transfer performance characteristics than the conventional metal foams, the next rational
step in the direction of research is to study the effect of topological/geometrical features of TPMS structures on their heat transfer performance. While the effect of several geometric parameters
like porosity [17–19], porosity gradient [20–23], surface area density [24] etc. have been thoroughly studied for conventional metal
foam-PCM based composites in LHTES systems for their heat transfer performance, no such studies have been reported yet regarding
the effect of TPMS structures’ geometric parameters on their heat
transfer performance in LHTES systems to authors’ best knowledge. Therefore, in order to address this knowledge gap, this study
aims at understanding the effect of TPMS structures’ geometric
parameters on heat transfer performance characteristics of TPMSPCM composite based LHTES systems. The geometric parameters
of TPMS structures that are investigated in this study are porosity
and porosity-gradient (both positive and negative gradients). Three
TPMS structures, i.e., Gyroid, IWP, and Primitive, were considered
in the study. For the porosity study, three porosity values i.e., 60%,
75% and 90% porosities were considered for each TPMS structures.
For the porosity-gradient study, uniform (ungraded/zero porosity
gradient), positive porosity grading by 10% per unit cell (from the
bottom to top i.e., a bottom cell being less porous than the cell
right above it by 10%), and negative porosity grading by 10% per
unit cell (i.e., a bottom cell being more porous than the cell right
above it by 10%), were considered. First, steady state simulation
was performed to evaluate the steady state thermal conductivity of
the TPMS-PCM composite using Fourier’s law of heat conduction.
Next, transient computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) simulations
were performed under isothermal condition to assess their respective heat transfer performances by calculating the key performance
indicators that govern the phase change process of PCM inside a

Nomenclature
A

Source term used in the momentum equation
(Pa/m)
B
Fitting constant in Bhattacharya model
C
Mushy zone constant (Pa.s/m2 )
Cp
Speciﬁc heat (J/kg.K)
fL
Liquid fraction
g
Acceleration due to gravity (m/s2 )
h
Heat transfer coeﬃcient (W/m2 .K)
k
Thermal conductivity (W/(m.K))
L
Latent heat of fusion (J/kg)
P
Pressure (Pa)
q’’
Heat ﬂux (W/m2 )
T
Temperature (K)
Tliq
Liquidus temperature (K)
Tm
Melting temperature (K)
Tsol
Solidus temperature (K)
t
Time (s)
tmelt
Melting time of PCM (s)
u
Velocity (mm/s)
x, y and z Coordinate axes (mm)
Greek symbols
ρ
Density (kg/m3 )
ε
Porosity
β
Thermal expansion coeﬃcient (1/K)

Differential operator
∇
Nabla operator (1/m)
μ
Dynamic viscosity (Pa.s)
δ
Arbitrary small value
Subscripts
0
Initial value
avg
Average
eff
Effective
f
Phase change material
max
Maximum
min
Minimum
norm
Normalized
s
TPMS Structure Material
Abbreviations
CAD
Computer-aided design
ETC
Effective thermal conductivity
HTC
Heat transfer coeﬃcient
LHTES
Latent heat thermal energy storage
NTC
Normalized thermal conductivity
PCM
Phase change material
TPMS
Triply periodic minimal surface

tion process remained the main thermal conductivity enhancer for
organic PCMs.
With the advent of additive manufacturing technology, any geometrically complicated architecture can be easily produced. This
liberty of producing architecture of any level of intricacy opened
a wide avenue of exploring other topologies with complex structures. One kind of such complex topologies is Triply Periodic Minimal Surface (TPMS). A minimal surface can be deﬁned as a surface on which, at each point, the two principal curvatures are
equal in value but have opposite signs, i.e., it has a mean curvature of zero at all points. TPMS structures can be mathematically modeled, and can be patterned in three mutually perpendicular directions. This patterning results in a three-dimensional
array of the TPMS cells. Classical TPMS structures had been ini2
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ration. On the other hand, to study the effect of porosity gradient, the 75% uniform porosity case was compared with conﬁgurations of 75% overall average porosity, having positive and
negative porosity gradients of 10% per unit cell. Therefore, in
both porosity and porosity gradient studies, the 75% uniform
porosity was considered as the benchmark case. Moreover, by
this selection of conﬁgurations, both porosity and porosity gradient studies had three cases each to be compared with each
other.
The metal cells were assumed to be made up of AlSi10Mg
powder, which is extensively used in the 3D printing of aluminum parts. The considered PCM in this research work is Docosane. The material properties of the metal (AlSi10Mg powder)
and PCM were obtained from [25–27] and [26] respectively, and
are summarized in Table 1. While the utilization of temperaturedependent material properties should be utilized for performing numerical simulations; in this work however, constant material properties were assumed for the PCM. This was done in
line with the previous numerical works [26,28] utilizing Docosane
where the properties utilized for numerical modeling were kept
constant.
In the numerical study, a transient heat transfer performance
analysis of each of the TPMS-PCM composite type was performed
under an isothermal boundary condition at the bottom surface. The
used boundary and initial conditions are depicted in Fig. 5. The
bottom surface of the TPMS-PCM composite, which essentially has
two components, i.e., cell and PCM, was subjected to an isothermal condition of Tbottom =347 K; a 30 K higher temperature than
the melting point of the PCM. The initial temperature of the entire
domain was set to T0 =300 K. The top surface was considered adiabatic whereas all the four remaining sides were considered symmetric owing to the presented simpliﬁcations in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Unit cells of TPMS structures (a) Primitive (b) Gyroid (c) IWP.

metal matrix. Contrary to the case of TPMS structures, it is also
highlighted here that while using a graded conﬁguration for conventional metal foams, there is a likelihood of the presence of thermal contact resistance between the interfacial region of the two
distinct porosity metal foams (which are attached together to provide a gradient in porosity). However, since TPMS structures can
be 3D printed, therefore there is no issue of thermal contact resistance as the entire graded structure is manufactured in a seamless
fashion thereby eliminating the need for thermal contact resistance
minimization.
Description of the physical model
The problem under investigation is a TPMS based LHTES system
represented by a TPMS-PCM composite as shown in Fig. 2 (shown
for Primitive structure only).
The TPMS-based LHTES system depicted in Fig. 2(a) is a Primitive structure based TPMS-PCM composite. It has an arrangement
of 7 mm unit cells with 11 cells in both the X and Z directions and 4 cells in the Y direction. The porosity of each unit
cell (and therefore of the entire domain) is designed at 90%. The
rest of the volume, i.e., 90% of the total volume, is occupied by
the PCM, which was assumed to be completely impregnated inside the voids of the TPMS cells. Owing to the obvious symmetries, the TPMS-PCM composite can be simpliﬁed so that it only
has a middle column containing 4 cells in the Y direction as shown
in Fig. 2(b). This 4-cell arrangement was utilized to generate the
three TPMS structures (i.e., Gyroid, IWP and Primitive) conﬁgurations. Afterwards, other porosity value TPMS conﬁgurations i.e.,
75% and 60% porosities were also generated. Thus, the generated
conﬁgurations were as follows: a uniform 90% porosity conﬁguration, a uniform 75% porosity conﬁguration, a uniform 60% porosity conﬁguration. These conﬁgurations were to be utilized to study
the effect of porosity of TPMS-PCM composite on heat transfer
performance. In addition to these conﬁgurations, an overall 75%
porosity conﬁguration having a positive porosity gradient increment of +10% per unit cell, and an overall 75% porosity conﬁguration having a negative porosity gradient of −10% per unit cell
were also generated. In the positively graded-porosity conﬁguration, the bottom cell had a porosity of 60%, followed by a 70%
porous cell, followed by an 80% porous cell and the top cell being
90% porous. The opposite was the case in the negatively gradedporosity conﬁguration i.e., the bottom cell had a porosity of 90%,
followed by an 80% porous cell, followed by a 70% porous cell,
and the top cell being 60% porous. The conﬁgurations designed for
this study are depicted in Figs. 3 and 4 where Fig. 3 shows the
three structures with three (non-graded) uniform values for the
porosity for each of them, and Fig. 4 shows these structures positively and negatively graded in the vertical direction, as described
above.
The ﬁrst three conﬁgurations for each TPMS type (the uniform conﬁgurations of 60%, 75% and 90% porosities) were compared with each other to study the effect of porosity alone
with 75% porosity conﬁguration being the benchmark conﬁgu-

CAD model of tpms structures
The CAD modeling of the TPMS can be performed using approximate level-set equations for each of the TPMS foams [15,16].
An in-house TPMS generating software named ‘MSLattice’ [29] was
utilized for generating the CAD ﬁles. MSLattice software has the
capability to generate TPMS cells of any user-deﬁned porosity and
cell size as well as TPMS cell array with porosity gradient. The
important geometric parameters of the generated TPMS cells are
mentioned in Table 2.
It can be readily noticed from the 5th column of Table 2 that at
a ﬁxed value of porosity, IWP has the highest surface area density
(i.e., surface area to volume ratio) followed by Gyroid and Primitive. Moreover, as the porosity of a particular TPMS structure is
reduced from 90% to 75% and then further from 75% to 60%, the
surface area density of a TPMS structure decreases. It is also obvious that the surface area density values for positively graded
structures and negatively graded structures for a particular TPMS
structure are the same since a negatively graded structure can be
viewed as an upside-down conﬁguration of its positively graded
counterpart. Furthermore, it can be seen from Table 2 that for any
TPMS structure, the surface area density values of uniform structure and graded structure at same porosity level are almost identical with negligible difference. This is certainly a vital observation
as for any TPMS structure, a comparative heat transfer performance
difference between uniform porosity conﬁguration with its graded
porosity conﬁguration can be directly attributed to the functional
grading of the porosity rather than the surface area density. Hence,
the effect of functional grading (positive and negative) on the heat
transfer performance can be observed in isolation rather than the
effect being attributed to secondary determinants like surface area
density.
3
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Fig. 2. (a) Actual TPMS-PCM composite (b) Simpliﬁed geometry.
Table 1
Thermophysical properties of the materials [25–27].
Material

ρ (kg/m3 )

Cp (J/kg.K)

k W/(m.K)

β (1/K)

L (kJ/kg)

Tm (K)

μ (kg/m.s)

PCM
AlSi10Mg

785
2670

2890
900

0.4
175

0.0011
–

260
–

317
–

0.0263–0.0000687 × 10−5 .Tf
–

Table 2
Important geometric parameters of the developed CAD models.
TPMS type

Porosity (%)

Uniform/Graded porosity

Porosity gradient (% per unit cell)

Surface area density (mm−1 )

Gyroid
IWP
Primitive
Gyroid
IWP
Primitive
Gyroid
IWP
Primitive
Gyroid
IWP
Primitive
Gyroid
IWP
Primitive

90
90
90
75
75
75
60
60
60
75
75
75
75
75
75

Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Positively graded
Positively graded
Positively graded
Negatively graded
Negatively graded
Negatively graded

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
+10%/cell
+10% /cell
+10% /cell
−10% /cell
−10% /cell
−10% /cell

9.32
10.54
7.18
3.97
4.39
3.10
2.60
2.80
2.05
3.97
4.37
3.10
3.97
4.37
3.10

Numerical model

follows [30].

Assumptions of the numerical model

∇ .u = 0

(1)

Eq. (1) represents the continuity equation. Furthermore,
Eq. (2) below represents the momentum.

To perform the PCM phase change modeling inside the TPMSPCM composite, following assumptions were made:

ρf

a. The ﬂuid ﬂow (for molten PCM by buoyancy effects) was assumed to be Newtonian, incompressible, and laminar.
b. The Boussinesq approximation is used to simulate the effects of
buoyancy.
c. The sharp melting interface was represented by a mushy zone,
where the PCM was neither solid nor liquid but a mixture of
both.
d. The physical properties of both metal and PCM were assumed
to be constant except for PCM viscosity which was considered
as temperature dependent.

∂ u
 .∇ )u
 = −∇ P + μ f ∇ 2 u
 + ρ f gβ (T f − Tm ) − Au

+ ρ f (u
∂t

(2)

where A is a source term [31,32] given by Eq. (3):

C (1 − f l )

2

A=

δ + fl

3

(3)

where fl represents the liquid fraction of the PCM. The liquid fraction varies from 0 (completely solid) to 1 (completely liquid), and
C is the mushy zone parameter for which FLUENT’s default value
of 105 was used. A small arbitrary constant δ was introduced in
the denominator having a value of 10−3 to avoid division by zero
at a liquid fraction value of zero. The heat transfer phenomenon in
the PCM domain is governed by Eq. (4) below [30]:

Governing equations of the numerical model
On the basis of the above-mentioned assumptions and simpliﬁcations, the governing equations of the problem were reduced as

ρ f Cp f
4

∂ Tf
∂f
 .∇ T f = ∇ . ( k f ∇ T f ) − ρ f L l .
+ ρ f Cp f u
∂t
∂t

(4)
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Fig. 4. The designed conﬁgurations for the porosity gradient study (a) 75% Gyroid
uniform (b) 75% Gyroid with positive porosity gradient (c) 75% Gyroid with negative porosity gradient (d) 75% IWP uniform (e) 75% IWP with positive porosity
gradient (f) 75% IWP with negative porosity gradient (g) 75% Primitive uniform (h)
75% Primitive with positive porosity gradient (i) 75% Primitive with negative porosity gradient.

Fig. 3. The designed uniform porosity conﬁgurations for the porosity effect study
(a) 60% Gyroid (b) 75% Gyroid (c) 90% Gyroid (d) 60% IWP (e) 75% IWP (f) 90% IWP
(g) 60% Primitive (h) 75% Primitive (i) 90% Primitive.

The liquid fraction being a function of PCM temperature was
evaluated according to Eq. (5) below:

fl =

⎧
⎨0

(T f −Tsol )

⎩ Tliq −Tsol
1

T f ≤ Tsol
Tsol ≤ T f ≤ Tliq

(5)

T f ≥ Tliq

where Tsol and Tliq are the solidus and liquidus temperatures of the
PCM respectively. The value for the solidus temperature was taken
as 316.9 K, which is slightly lower than the melting point of the
PCM (317 K), whereas the value for the liquidus temperature was
taken as 317.1 K thereby the melting range of the PCM being considered as 0.2 K. The heat transfer phenomenon in TPMS structure
can be stated as Eq. (6) below:

ρsCps

∂T
= ∇ .(ks ∇ Ts )
∂t

(6)

Also, the temperature and heat ﬂux continuity at TPMS
structure-PCM interface result in Eqs. (7) and (8) below:

T f = Ts

(7)

Fig. 5. Boundary conditions.
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Steady state simulations for evaluation of normalized thermal
conductivity

(8)

where represents n the normal direction.

It is intuitive that the incorporation of TPMS structures in PCM
shall aid in increasing the thermal conductivity of the resulting
TPMS-PCM composite module. The thermal conductivity of such
composites is bounded by the series (lower bound) and parallel
(upper bound) models. The bounds are commonly referred to as
Wiener bounds [34]. The bounds can be mathematically expressed
using Eqs. (9) and (10), below.

Numerical method details and CFD solver settings
The commercially available CFD package ANSYS FLUENT 18.0
[30] was used to solve the governing equations using doubleprecision. Parallel processing was selected using 4-cores. The famous enthalpy-porosity model of Voller et al. [32] was utilized to
perform the phase change simulations. The governing equations
of the model were discretized using a pressure-based ﬁnite volume method. Segregated solver was used with a PISO algorithm
[33] whereas second-order upwind scheme was used for discretizing the convective terms in the governing equations. Pressurevelocity coupling was performed using PRESTO algorithm. The values of residual were set to 10−4 for continuity, 10−5 for momenta,
and 10−9 for energy equations respectively.
Time step sensitivity analysis was performed by performing
the same simulation using two different time steps, i.e., a larger
time step of 0.01 s and a smaller time step of 0.005 s. In order to ascertain time step independence of the numerical simulations, evolution of the liquid fraction of the PCM was compared at equal physical times using these two different time step
sizes. The difference in the results was negligible thereby ascertaining that the results presented in this study are time-step independent. Unstructured meshing was performed for all the TPMS
structures using a face size of 0.2 mm. Furthermore, grid sensitivity/independence analysis was performed using two grids i.e.,
a coarse and a ﬁne grid. The coarse grid contained approximately 20 0,0 0 0 cells whereas the ﬁne grid contained approximately 40 0,0 0 0 cells. The difference in the obtained results for
PCM liquid fraction from both the grid sizes was within 1%. Therefore, the results presented in this study are both time-step and
grid-independent. It is also pertinent to mention that the numerical model utilized in this study was already validated in our previous study [16] with the results reported by Feng et al. [26]. In
order for the readers to comprehend the magnitude of numerical efforts utilized in conducting this study, a total of 9 steady
state simulations were performed for obtaining the effective thermal conductivity value (ETC) of TPMS-PCM composite. Moreover,
a total of 31 transient 3D phase change simulations were performed for a physical time lasting up to complete PCM melting.
With regard to the physical time taken to complete the numerical
simulations, the pure conduction simulations took smaller physical time (1–2 days on average) whereas the simulations including
buoyancy effects took greater time to ﬁnish (4–5 days on average).
The simulations were performed using a 4-core parallel processing
setup.

k = ε ks + ( 1 − ε )k f
k⊥ =

1

( kεf +

1 −ε
ks

)

(9)
(10)

where k and k⊥ are the parallel (upper bound) and series
(lower bound) thermal conductivities, respectively, whereas ks and
k f are the thermal conductivities of the constituents of the composites, i.e., the TPMS lattice material and PCM, respectively.
εrepresents the porosity of the TPMS conﬁguration. Bhattacharya
et al. [35] proposed an empirical model for the effective thermal conductivity of conventional metal foams saturated with water. This empirical model is a weighted model between series and
parallel models that includes a curve ﬁtting constant. Bhattacharya
model can be represented by Eq. (11) below:

ke f f = Bk + ( 1 − B )k⊥

(11)

where B is a curve ﬁtting constant for which a value of 0.35 was
suggested and ke f f is the effective thermal conductivity (ETC) of
the TPMS-PCM composite. Although it is understood that Bhattacharya model was developed for conventional metal foam saturated with water, this model has been extensively utilized as a
representative model for comparison/validation with lattice shapes
other than conventional metal foam [36–38] as well as for metal
foam-solid PCM composites [39,40]. Hence, the same scheme has
been adopted in this work.
In order to better understand the enhancement in PCM thermal
conductivity by addition of TPMS lattices, the ETC was normalized
by dividing it by PCM thermal conductivity i.e., 0.4 W/(m.K) resulting in a normalized thermal conductivity (NTC). The NTC value
essentially depicts the enhancement in PCM thermal conductivity
value by ‘number of times’ when the TPMS structure is impregnated by the PCM. The NTC can thus be expressed as Eq. (12):

knorm =

ke f f
kf

(12)

where knorm represents the NTC of the TPMS-PCM composite. In
other words, NTC exhibits ‘how many times’ the thermal conductivity of the PCM is increased by impregnating a high thermal conductivity TPMS lattice with that PCM. Recall here that in
order to numerically evaluate the ETC of TPMS-PCM composites
using Fourier’s law of heat conduction, a temperature difference
was applied between the bottom and top surfaces of the TPMSPCM composite by keeping the bottom and top surfaces at ﬁxed
temperatures of 310 K and 300 K, respectively. The other four
sides were kept adiabatic to ensure no heat loss leading to a heat
transfer from the bottom to top in the TPMS-PCM composite. It
also merits mention that the applied bottom surface temperature
value i.e., 310 K is below the melting point of PCM utilized in the
study. Therefore, the PCM in this temperature range remains in
solid phase and the heat transfer only occurs owing to conduction.
Knowing the heat transfer rate from the bottom surface, the value
of ETC can be readily obtained using Fourier’s law of heat conduction. The ETC values were obtained for all porosity values and for
all TPMS-PCM composite types.

Results and discussion
The results obtained from the steady-state simulation and
isothermal simulations are discussed in this section. The results are
presented in the following sequence. Firstly, the effective thermal
conductivity of TPMS-PCM composites at different porosity levels are reported under steady state conditions. Secondly, the heat
transfer performance of benchmark case (i.e., 75% porosity) for all
TPMS structures is presented under both pure conduction and natural convection. Then, the effect of porosity is presented by reﬂecting upon the cases with 60% and 90% porosities. Lastly, the effect of functional grading is also discussed vis-à-vis the uniformly
porous structures.
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Fig. 6. NTC of TPMS structures at different porosity values.
Fig. 7. PCM liquid fraction for 75% porosity case at 60 s under pure conduction for
(a) Gyroid (b) IWP and (c) Primitive.

The ﬁndings from the steady state study are depicted in Fig. 6.
The NTC values for all values of porosities are plotted together.
The bounds are represented by the series and parallel NTC values. The values obtained using Bhattacharya models are also normalized and are shown along with the NTC values for TPMS-PCM
composites.
As expected, the computed NTC values for TPMS-PCM composites fell within the normalized Weiner bounds. Moreover, it can
be readily seen that Bhattacharya model signiﬁcantly underpredicts the TPMS-PCM NTC values for all values of porosities. For
the benchmark case of 75% porosity, the NTC value for Gyroid,
IWP and Primitive based TPMS-PCM composites were found to be
68.5 W/(m.K), 72.4 W/(m.K) and 76.0 W/(m.K) respectively. It is
again re-iterated that the NTC values exhibit the extent of thermal
conductivity improvement from the baseline value of PCM thermal conductivity. For example, for the baseline case of Primitive,
a value of 76 W/(m.K) simply means that the ratio of the thermal
conductivity of the TPMS-PCM composite is 76 times larger than
the thermal conductivity of PCM alone. These NTC values obtained
for the three TPMS structures correspond to an increase in NTC by
approximately 11% and 5.7% for Primitive and IWP structures as
compared to the Gyroid structure. It is important to mention that
all these conﬁgurations had the same value of porosity i.e., 75%,
therefore, the mass of metal material was kept same in all the conﬁgurations. Therefore, the differences in the thermal conductivity
values are attributed to each structure’s individual topology. Hence,
the stark differences in the topologies of TPMS structures with one
another cause considerable differences in their NTC values.
It is also important to note that the Bhattacharya model predicts an NTC value of 39.4 W/(m.K) only. This is owing to the
fact that the Bhattacharya model was developed using conventional metal foams which are thermally less conductive than the
TPMS structures [16]. Hence, as per the ﬁndings presented herein,
it is vital to note that the Bhattacharya model cannot be a true
representative of TPMS-PCM composites’ NTC. This is true for all
values of porosities considered in the study. Moreover, the same
trend/order of decreasing NTC (i.e., Primitive-IWP-Gyroid) was observed for all the porosity level for TPMS structures in this study.
Therefore, Primitive based TPMS-PCM have the highest NTC value
followed by IWP based and Gyroid-based TPMS-PCM composites
for the entire range of porosities considered in this study i.e., from
60 to 90%.

Benchmark case of 75% porosity TPMS-PCM structures
Recall that for an isothermal condition imposed at the base of
TPMS-PCM composite, following technique is deemed appropriate
for assessing the heat transfer performance of TPMS-PCM composite. At a constant temperature at the base, the resulting heat ﬂux
through the base would depend upon the topology of the TPMS
structure. Therefore, it is expected that the evolution of heat ﬂux
with time through the base would be distinct for each TPMS-PCM
composite. In order to quantify the heat transfer performance of
each foam spanning the entire melting process, an average heat
transfer coeﬃcient (HTC) over the entire melting process can be
deﬁned as [15,16,26]:
tmelt


hav g =

0

q (t )dt

tmelt .(Tbottom − To )

(13)

where havg represents the average HTC over the entire melting process, q (t )is the bottom heat ﬂux varying as a function of time t,
tmelt is the complete PCM melting time (the time when the PCM
liquid fraction value becomes exactly 1), Tbottom is the bottom surface temperature, i.e., the boundary condition, and Tois the initial temperature, i.e., the initial condition. The difference between
these two temperatures, therefore, represents the initial ‘Temperature head’ available for the heat ﬂow. The expected differences
in heat ﬂux evolution would also be depicted by the differences
in the PCM melting time. Hence, the twin-pronged approach of
assessing the heat transfer performance of TPMS-PCM composites
through the evolutions of bottom heat ﬂux and PCM liquid fraction
is adopted in this work.
PCM liquid fraction renderings for 75% porosity case for each
TPMS-PCM composite under pure conduction are shown in Fig. 7
at 60 s.
It is to be noted that the buoyancy effects of liquid PCM are ignored in the pure conduction simulation. Moreover, it is re-iterated
the PCM liquid fraction ranges from a value of zero (completely
solid) to a value of one (completely liquid) whereas a value between zero to one represents a mushy zone where the PCM is a
mixture of solid and liquid phases. The effect of incorporation of
high conductivity TPMS structures in the PCM can be readily observed in Fig. 7. The presence of TPMS structures causes PCM to
melt faster than that of the PCM-only case (not shown here). Fig. 8
below depicts the evolution of bottom heat ﬂux and PCM liquid
fraction with time.
The bottom ﬂux as evident from Fig. 8(a) starts off with a very
high value owing to the available temperature difference between

PCM phase change simulation inside TPMS-PCM composites
In this sub-section, the results obtained from the phase change
simulation of PCM inside TPMS-PCM composites shall be discussed.
7
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Fig. 8. Evolution of (a) bottom heat ﬂux and (b) PCM liquid fraction.

the initial condition and the applied isothermal boundary condition. The heat ﬂux continues to reduce as the PCM melting progresses and the temperature differences between the constituents
(i.e., PCM and TPMS structure) and isothermal temperature at the
base reduces. It can be readily observed that IWP structure showed
the highest bottom heat ﬂux. This is because of the dual effect of
its topology that offers a reasonably good NTC value (Fig. 6) as well
as the largest surface area density compared to Gyroid and Primitive (Table 2). Hence, this topology effect is the primary governing factor in the heat transfer performance. The PCM melting duration was found to be the smallest for IWP (118.28 s) followed
by Primitive (128.71 s) and Gyroid (138.96 s) based TPMS-PCM
composite respectively. Similarly, the average HTC co-eﬃcient values were found to be the highest for IWP (1243.72 W/m2 .K), followed by Primitive (1147.32 W/m2 .K) and the smallest for Gyroid
(1079.18 W/m2 .K) based TPMS-PCM composite. The values of average HTC follow the same decreasing trend as the increasing trend
for PCM liquid fraction owing to the explanations presented previously. It also merits mentioning that the PCM melting time and
average HTC values for PCM-only case came out to be 625.3 s and
262.1 W/m2 .K respectively. Therefore, all the TPMS-PCM composites outperformed the PCM-only case by several times in terms of
heat transfer performance.
After the analysis under pure conduction, it was imperative to
understand the effect of PCM buoyancy on the heat transfer performance. The liquid PCM buoyancy effects are expected to improve the heat transfer characteristics of the TPMS-PCM composites. However, it is also expected that the extent of improvement
would be topology dependent. Fig. 9 below depicts the performance enhancement evident by reduction in PCM melting duration as well as increment in average HTC values for all TPMS-PCM
composites.
It becomes obvious by looking at Fig. 9 that liquid PCM buoyancy plays a signiﬁcant role in enhancement of heat transfer. From
Fig. 9(a), it can be seen that Primitive structure shows the highest
improvement (evident also by the height difference of conduction
and buoyancy based average HTC on its bar plot), followed by Gyroid and IWP based TPMS-PCM composites. Hence, upon considering the effects of PCM buoyancy, the increment in heat ﬂux and
reduction in PCM melting duration is so signiﬁcant for Primitive
structure that it changes the order of ranking of TPMS structures
with respect to their heat transfer performance. Hence, the early
descending ranking of IWP-Primitive-Gyroid in pure conduction is
changed to Primitive-IWP-Gyroid when buoyancy effects are taken
into account. While pure conduction case can still be relevant es-

pecially for low thermal expansion coeﬃcient PCMs as well as for
solid-solid PCMs (PCMs that do not change phase from solid to
liquid, rather have a structural transformation while remaining in
solid phase all the time), in most of the practical cases, the buoyancy effects are indeed important and needs to be considered.
Effect of TPMS structure porosity on heat transfer performance
After discussing the results obtained for the benchmark case,
this sub-section provides the comparative results of the benchmark
case with those for 60% and 90% porosity levels. Both pure conduction and buoyancy cases are discussed and shown together as
the key differences between the two have already been elaborated
separately for the benchmark case.
PCM liquid fraction renderings at 60 s for all the porosity levels
i.e., 60%, 75% and 90% and for all TPMS-PCM composite conﬁgurations are shown in Fig. 10.
It needs to be emphasized here that the renderings are presented as a pair with each pair of images being for the same structure and for the porosity value (with the left image of the pair for
pure conduction case whereas the right image of the pair for the
case with buoyancy effects considered). For example, the ﬁrst pair
(top-left of Fig. 10) is for Gyroid-based TPMS-PCM composite with
60% porosity with the left one under pure conduction and the right
image for the case with buoyancy effects considered. As expected,
at same time i.e., 60 s, the lesser the porosity of the structure, the
more is the PCM liquid fraction. This is due to enhancement in
the heat conduction due to higher amount of thermally conductive metal in the lower porosity conﬁgurations than the ones with
higher porosity. Another noticeable fact is that the PCM buoyancy
enhances the heat transfer performance of the TPMS-PCM composites that aids in the melting of the ‘far-off’ regions of low thermal
conductivity PCM. To explain this fact, the last row of Fig. 10 is
represented here and magniﬁed as shown in Fig. 11. These far-off
regions in the PCM domain cannot experience the thermal conductivity enhancement effect due to the presence of metallic TPMS
structure under pure conduction as the entire heat transfer process
relies on the heat transfer through conduction. However, when the
effects of PCM buoyancy are considered, the enhancement in heat
transfer performance diminishes these far-off regions too as evident from Fig. 11.
The values of PCM melting duration and average HTC values
for all TPMS-PCM composites under both pure conduction and
buoyancy effects are presented in Fig. 12. Similarly, the values for
PCM melting duration, values for average HTC, percentage reduction/increment in PCM melting duration/average HTC respectively
8
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Fig. 9. Comparison of (a) average HTC and (b) PCM melting duration for pure conduction and buoyancy cases.

Fig. 10. PCM liquid fraction renderings at 60 s for all TPMS-PCM composites under both pure conduction and with buoyancy effects.
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Table 3
Summary of porosity study.
TPMS-PCM type

ε (%) Cond tmelt (s) Buoytmelt (s) reduction due buoy(%) Condhavg (W/m2 .K) Buoyhavg (W/m2 .K) incrementdue buoy(%) Cond rank Buoy rank

Gyroid
IWP
Primitive
Gyroid
IWP
Primitive
Gyroid
IWP
Primitive

60

75

90

83.7
65.6
78.4
139.0
118.3
128.7
334.0
298.7
307.6

74.0
61.5
68.8
123.5
110.2
103.8
263.7
238.9
194.1

11.6
6.2
12.2
11.1
6.8
19.3
21.0
20.0
36.9

2509.4
3114.0
2634.0
1079.2
1243.7
1147.3
488.5
538.4
525.9

2785.5
3285.5
2940.8
1186.6
1314.0
1406.1
607.0
685.7
824.2

11.0
5.5
11.6
10.0
5.6
22.5
24.3
27.4
56.7

3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2

3
1
2
3
2
1
3
2
1

periority in heat transfer performance over Primitive and Gyroidbased TPMS-PCM composites both in terms of PCM melting duration and average HTC over the entire melting period. Moreover,
when the buoyancy effects are taken into consideration for 60%
porosity case, IWP structure still maintains the lead over Primitive and Gyroid-based TPMS-PCM composites in terms of PCM
melting duration and average HTC. Hence, for 60% porosity case,
the order of TPMS structure ranking according to their heat transfer performance in pure conduction case remains the same in
the case where buoyancy effects are considered. This is contrary
to the benchmark case of 75% porosity where IWP lost the lead
to Primitive-based TPMS-PCM composite when the buoyancy effects were considered. On the other hand, when the porosity value
is enhanced to 90%, IWP structure still leads in the pure conduction case (very marginally though) over Primitive and Gyroidbased TPMS-PCM composites. However, upon consideration of the
buoyancy effects, Primitive structure shows remarkable improvement in heat transfer performance so much so that it comfortably
beats IWP and Gyroid-based TPMS-PCM composites. This shift in
the order of ranking carries paramount importance as it quantiﬁes the extent of heat transfer enhancement due to buoyant liquid
PCM ﬂow for a particular TPMS topology. Therefore, this porositybased performance behavior and ranking of TPMS-PCM composites is important to note because to obtain the optimal performing
TPMS structure for a given set of constraints for an LHTES system
(i.e., the imposed boundary condition, the requirement of porosity, and the importance of consideration of buoyancy effects), a
TPMS structure should be selected prudently according to its performance envelope over the required range of porosity. Hence, the
ﬁndings in Table 3 may act as useful guidelines for a knowledgebased selection of TPMS structures in LHTES system according to
the applied conditions/constraints.

Fig. 11. Closer look-up to visualize the buoyancy effects.

due to buoyancy effects with respect to pure conduction, and the
overall ranking of TPMS-PCM composites in terms of heat transfer
performance are summarized in Table 3 below.
It is re-iterated here that for the benchmark case of 75% porosity, IWP was the best case under pure conduction followed by
Primitive and Gyroid-based TPMS-PCM composites. On the other
hand, when the buoyancy effects were considered, Primitive came
out to be the best case followed by IWP and Gyroid-based TPMSPCM composites. Upon looking closely at Fig. 12, an interesting
shift in the heat transfer performance can be noticed. When the
porosity is reduced to 60%, it is obviously done by an increase
in the metallic content of the TPMS structure thereby making the
TPMS-PCM composite more thermally conductive. Hence, for 60%
porosity case under pure conduction, IWP structure (which was
the leader for 75% pure conduction case too) maintains its su-

Fig. 12. Effect of porosity on (a) PCM melting duration and (b) average HTC of TPMS-PCM composites.
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It is also pertinent to highlight that a low porosity of TPMS
lattice (i.e., more thermally conductive lattice) is achieved at the
expense of embedding smaller PCM volume into the TPMS-PCM
composite. This tantamount to a smaller PCM energy storage capacity available in the TPMS-PCM module than the lattice having a
higher porosity. Therefore, there is a clear compromise to be made
between the performance enhancement and the required energy
storage density of the PCM while designing a LHTES system based
on porous architected lattices like the TPMS lattices.

instead of a top-heavy structure. A top-heavy structure would pose
a serious problem of structural integrity (unlike a bottom-heavy
structure) in case of any printing defects occurred. The pile of
heavier cells sitting on top of lighter cells in a -ve graded conﬁguration impart a constant load which would be further aggravated
in case of any macroscopic/micro-structural defects present. While
one may argue here that since both +ve and -ve graded structure
case be viewed as upside down conﬁgurations of each other, therefore a -ve graded (top-heavy) structure can indeed be 3D printed
like a +ve graded one and then later it can conveniently be placed
upside down to act as a +ve graded conﬁguration. While theoretically it is indeed the case, however, in a practical situation, a very
thin bottom plate would also be required to be printed under the
bottom most TPMS cells which provides a smooth bottom surface
for the 3D-printed TPMS-PCM module to be directly attached to a
hot source that requires cooling (in order to minimize any possible thermal contact resistance). Therefore, the +ve graded and -ve
graded structure in presence of such a base plate cannot be viewed
as upside down conﬁgurations of each other. These two abovementioned practical beneﬁts make +ve graded conﬁgurations all
the more practically viable than -ve graded conﬁgurations.
In order to further understand the underlying heat transfer
mechanism that distinguishes the three conﬁgurations, the heat
ﬂux through the bottom surface of TPMS-PCM composite as well
as the evolution of PCM melting is plotted. It is expected that the
hypothesized best performing conﬁguration evident from the PCM
liquid fraction renderings i.e., +ve graded conﬁguration, would be
one that admits maximum heat ﬂux from the base over the melting period and therefore results in the minimum PCM melting duration as compared to the other two conﬁgurations. Fig. 14 shows
the heat ﬂux and liquid fraction evolution for Gyroid-based TPMSPCM composite under pure conduction.
It is imperative to mention here that the heat ﬂux and liquid fractions for understanding the effect of functional grading is
also being discussed here for the case of Gyroid-based TPMS-PCM
composite as the trends observed in the other TPMS conﬁgurations i.e., IWP and Primitive were similar qualitatively. It can be
readily seen from Fig. 14 that the bottom heat ﬂux values for all
the three conﬁgurations i.e., ungraded, +ve graded and -ve graded
are markedly different from each other. Furthermore, the heat ﬂux
value obtained were largest for the case of +ve graded conﬁguration, followed by ungraded and then -ve graded conﬁgurations.
This is due to the fact that in the case of +ve graded conﬁguration, the thick 60% porosity bottom cell (therefore more thermally
conductive cell) at the bottom aids in faster heat transfer from the
bottom to the top. On the other hand, in the case of ungraded conﬁguration, the bottom cell is relatively more porous (75%) which
tends to reduce the heat transfer rate from the base as compared
to the +ve graded conﬁguration. The worst situation happens in
the case of -ve graded conﬁguration. The high porosity (90%) bottom cell does not offer high thermal conductance which hampers
any effective heat transfer to happen from the base. It is interesting however to mention again that the overall metal content and
the applied boundary conditions are still the same for the conﬁgurations but the arrangement/functional grading of the cells play
an important role in the heat transfer performance ultimately obtained from these conﬁgurations. It is this considerable difference
in heat transfer performance between the three conﬁgurations that
is also exhibited through the evolution of PCM liquid fraction as
depicted in Fig. 14. The +ve graded conﬁguration results in the
fastest melting time, followed by ungraded conﬁguration and -ve
graded conﬁguration. The PCM melting time for these cases were
found to be 129.82 s, 138.96 s and 162.93 s for the +ve graded,
ungraded and -ve graded conﬁgurations respectively. Another interesting aspect to note here is that the extent of performance enhancement (exhibited by PCM melting time reduction) due to +ve

Effect of functional grading of porosity on heat transfer performance
To understand the effect of functional grading of porosity,
benchmark case of 75% ungraded porosity (i.e., uniform porosity
with all cells being 75% porous) was compared with the overall
75% porosity cases with a positive gradient of 10%/cell (referred
to as +ve graded from hereon) and with a negative gradient of
10%/cell (referred to as -ve graded from hereon). Recall here that
the summary of geometry details for ungraded and functionally
graded TPMS structures can be found in Table 2. It is further reiterated that since the porosity is kept same at 75% for both ungraded and functionally graded TPMS structures and since the surface area density values of both ungraded and functionally graded
TPMS structures are also identical (Table 2), any observed differences in heat transfer performance between ungraded and functionally graded structures can be directly traced back to the effect
of functional grading. In line with the scheme followed previously
in the porosity study, each case was studied ﬁrst under pure conduction and then with the buoyancy effects.
The PCM liquid fraction renderings at 60 s for ungraded, +ve
graded and -ve graded cases at 75% porosity under both pure conduction and with buoyancy effects are shown in Fig. 13.
As was the case with the renderings presented for porosity effect (Fig. 10), the same scheme has been followed here. A pair of
images in Fig. 13 represents pure conduction case (left image) and
with buoyancy effects (right image). Similar conclusion can be ﬁrst
drawn that the far-off PCM regions observable in pure conduction
cases are molten down/thinned owing to the enhancement in heat
transfer due to natural convection of liquid PCM. Besides, it also
appears (which is later discussed in further details) that relative to
the benchmark case of ungraded 75% porosity, an introduction of
a positive gradient helps in heat transfer enhancement whereas a
negative gradient appears to have a performance degradation effect. This can be noticed by looking at all the three conﬁgurations
(i.e., ungraded, +ve graded and -ve graded) for a particular TPMSPCM composite. For example, the ﬁrst row in Fig. 13, represents
Gyroid-based TPMS-PCM composite. It can be readily seen that the
highest percentage of PCM melting happens for a +ve graded case,
followed by ungraded cases and followed by -ve graded case. This
same trend can also be seen upon closer inspection of IWP and
Primitive-based TPMS-PCM composites in Fig. 13. It is also recalled
here (Table 2) that since all the three conﬁgurations i.e., graded,
+ve graded and -ve graded have identical values of porosity as
well as surface area density, therefore it is indeed the sole effect
of the functional gradient of porosity that distinguishes the heat
transfer performance of one conﬁguration from another one.
Besides the performance enhancement due to functional grading, it requires emphasis that two practically beneﬁcial aspects of
+ve grading are also important to be understood. Firstly, since all
the three cases i.e., ungraded, +ve graded and -ve graded TPMS
structures have the same overall porosity, the amount of metal
content is the same in these three conﬁgurations which indicates
that the mass of the TPMS-PCM composite stays the same in both
ungraded and graded conﬁgurations. Hence, there is no weightpenalty associated with the utilization of a functionally graded
structure over a uniform/ungraded one. Secondly, it is much easier to 3D print a structure which is bottom-heavy (+ve graded)
11
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Fig. 13. PCM liquid fraction renderings at 60 s for ungraded, +ve graded and -ve graded TPMS-PCM composites for (a-c) Gyroid (d-f) IWP and (h-i) IWP structures.

Fig. 14. Evolution of (a) bottom heat ﬂux and (b) PCM liquid fraction for Gyroid-based TPMS-PCM composite for ungraded, +ve graded and -ve graded conﬁgurations.
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Fig. 15. Effect of functional grading on (a) PCM melting duration and (b) average HTC of TPMS-PCM composites.

Table 4
Summary of Functional grading study.
Grading type

TPMS type

Condtmelt (s)

Buoytmelt (s)

reduction due buoy(%) Condhavg (W/m2 .K) Buoyhavg (W/m2 .K) incrementdue buoy(%)

Cond rank

Buoy rank

Ungraded
+ve graded
-ve graded

Gyroid

139.0
129.8
162.9

123.5
112.7
146.5

11.1
13.2
10.1

1079.2
1164.6
891.0

1186.6
1312.0
970.6

10.0
12.7
8.9

2
1
3

2
1
3

Ungraded
+ve graded
-ve graded

IWP

118.3
109.1
139.7

110.2
100.4
131.0

6.8
8.0
6.3

1243.7
1366.9
1006.7

1314.0
1462.1
1064.1

5.6
7.0
5.7

2
1
3

2
1
3

Ungraded
+ve graded
-ve graded

Primitive

128.7
122.7
149.1

103.8
97.1
122.6

19.3
20.9
17.8

1147.3
1218.5
955.1

1406.1
1509.6
1159.3

22.5
24.0
21.4

2
1
3

2
1
3

PCM composite for all the conﬁgurations i.e., ungraded, +ve graded
and -ve graded conﬁgurations. This ﬁnding agrees with and builds
on further with the earlier reported work of Qureshi et al. [15,16]
where the Primitive structure showed greater improvement in heat
transfer performance than Gyroid and IWP structures when buoyancy effects are considered using two performance indicators (i.e.,
heat ﬂux ratios at equal PCM liquid fractions values for pure conduction and natural convection as well as maximum liquid PCM
velocity magnitude). To avoid duplication, in this study, these indicators are avoided and only macroscopic and more applied indicators like PCM melting time and average HTC values are presented.
Hence, this study further establishes the previous works of Qureshi
et al. [15,16] by establishing that whether the conﬁguration is ungraded or functionally graded, the greatest performance improvement is always exhibited by Primitive based TPMS-PCM composite.
This is followed by Gyroid and lastly by IWP structure wherein IWP
structure exhibited the least improvement in heat transfer upon inclusion of buoyancy effects.
The second common observation is that regardless of taking
buoyancy effects into consideration or otherwise, the +ve graded
conﬁguration always performs the best, followed by ungraded and
lastly by -ve graded conﬁgurations. This is an important ﬁnding
because this establishes that regardless of the heat transfer mechanism at work i.e., pure conduction or considering the natural convection effects, the +ve graded conﬁguration always exhibits the
best performance as compared to the ungraded and -ve graded
counterparts. This may allow the designers of LHTES systems to
almost always utilize graded structures in place of ungraded ones
regardless of the governing mode of heat transfer of the problem under consideration. However, the choice of TPMS structure

grading in terms of percentage keeping ungraded conﬁguration as
the benchmark is approximately 6.4%. On the other hand, the extent of performance degradation due to -ve grading came out to
be a whopping 17.2%. This can also be visually seen from the PCM
liquid fraction plots in whereby the deviation between ungraded
and +ve graded is not as pronounced as the deviation between
the ungraded and -ve graded conﬁguration. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the intensity of performance degradation exhibited
by a -ve graded conﬁguration is more severe than the intensity of
performance enhancement by a +ve graded conﬁguration.
Similarly, it is important to note the contribution of natural
convection in heat transfer enhancement for each conﬁguration. In
order to obtain that, likewise in the case of porosity study, both
pure conduction and natural convection-based simulations were
performed for each conﬁguration. Fig. 15 below depicts the improvement in PCM melting time and average HTC over the entire melting period for the pure conduction and the case considering natural convection effects for all TPMS structures ungraded
and functionally graded conﬁgurations. Moreover, Table 4 provides
a detailed summary of functional grading study and the ranking
of TPMS-PCM composites in the order of the best (Rank 1) to the
worst (Rank 3).
Several interesting ﬁndings can be deducted from Fig. 15 and
Table 4. For all TPMS structure types, there are a few common
observations regardless of the uniformity or grading of the porosity. Firstly, as expected, the all structures showed performance enhancement (evident by reduction in PCM melting time and increment in average HTC value) due to inclusion of natural convection effects. However, the greatest improvement due to inclusion
of natural convection effects is exhibited by Primitive-based TPMS13
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would still be a matter of careful consideration as the ranking
of structures in pure conduction is not the same as the ranking
of structures in cases incorporating natural convection effects. For
example, IWP structure always offers the best pure conduction
heat transfer performance in ungraded, +ve graded and -ve graded
conﬁgurations followed by Primitive and Gyroid structures. However, upon consideration of natural convection effects, IWP loses
its domination to Primitive structure in all conﬁgurations i.e., ungraded, +ve graded and -ve graded conﬁgurations. Gyroid structure, however, remains the worst performer irrespective of the
mode of heat transfer considered.
In order to better understand the twin-pronged effect of TPMS
structure selection and the functional grading, one can simply pick
the best and the worst case from Table 4 and compute the percentage reduction in PCM melting time and average HTC. In pure
conduction case, the best case among all cases is the +ve graded
IWP with a PCM melting time of 109.1 s and an average HTC value
of 1366.9 W/m2 .K. On the other hand, the worst case comes out
to be -ve graded Gyroid structure with a PCM melting time of
162.9 s and an average HTC value of 891.0 W/m2 .K. Keeping the
IWP as the baseline case, these values represent enormous percentage differences in PCM melting time and average HTC value
by 49.3% and 34.8% respectively. Similarly, in natural convection
cases, the best case comes out to be +ve graded Primitive conﬁguration with a PCM melting time of 97.1 s and an average HTC value
of 1509.6 W/m2 .K, whereas the worst case comes out to be -ve
graded Gyroid with a PCM melting time of 146.5 s and an average
HTC value of 970.6 W/m2 .K. These correspond to percentage differences in PCM melting time and average HTC value by 50.9% and
35.7% respectively. These signiﬁcantly large percentage differences
establish the importance of the correct selection of TPMS structure
as well as the functional grading.

LHTES systems utilizing additively manufactured lattices as performance enhancers.
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Low-thermal-conductivity phase-change materials (PCMs) are often hybridized with high-thermal-conductivity
metal matrices to achieve improved heat-transfer performance in latent-heat thermal-energy-storage (LHTES)
applications. Owing to recent developments in additive-manufacturing technology that allow any complicated
topology to be manufactured with ease, triply periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS) have gained considerable
attention. These nature-inspired TPMS structures have already shown promising results in a variety of appli
cations. TPMS structures can be developed in either sheet or solid configurations, both of which exhibit distinct
architectures. Herein, a numerical study is presented whereby an organic PCM (docosane) is hybridized with two
TPMS structures, namely, gyroids and I-graph-and-wrapped-packages (IWPs) in both sheet and solid configu
rations. The effective thermal conductivity of each resulting TPMS-PCM composite was calculated using steadystate simulations. Moreover, transient simulations were conducted under isothermal and isoflux conditions to
assess the structures’ heat-transfer performance. The obtained results were compared with those obtained using
PCM only, and the incorporation of gyroid and IWP structures in both sheet and solid configurations was found to
significantly improve the PCM’s heat-transfer performance. For isothermal case under pure conduction, sheetbased configurations outperformed the solid-based ones with IWP sheet configuration being the best configu
ration with a PCM melting time of 118 s. However, upon taking buoyancy into account, IWP solid showed best
performance with a PCM melting time of 108 s. Furthermore, the performance of each TPMS-PCM composite was
found to depend on the type of structure incorporated into it and the value of the applied boundary condition.
For isoflux case, IWP sheet showed the best performance in terms of temperature homogeneity in PCM domain as
compared to the rest of the TPMS structures under both pure conduction case and the case with buoyancy effects.
The PCM melting time in isoflux case was not found to have a strong dependence on TPMS structure type. In both
isothermal and isoflux cases, Gyroid solid based TPMS-PCM composite showed the least performance. Moreover,
the effects of PCM buoyancy are more pronounced in solid configurations than the sheet ones. Therefore, this
study may serve as a design guideline to select appropriate TPMS configuration based on the applied boundary
conditions/application.

1. Introduction
Phase change materials (PCMs) offer a reliable means of thermal
energy charging and discharging in a nearly isothermal manner. This

feature is tremendously useful for their application in latent heat ther
mal energy storage (LHTES) systems. While PCMs can be categorized
into several types, the most commonly investigated types are inorganic
PCMs and organic PCMs. LHTES systems based on inorganic PCMs
especially metallic PCMs [1–4] are often useful in providing high heat
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Nomenclature

Greek symbols
ρ
Density (kg/m3)
β
Thermal-expansion coefficient (1/K)
▽
Nabla operator (1/m)
μ
Dynamic viscosity (Pa.s)
Δ
Arbitrary small value
ε
Porosity

A
Source term used in the momentum equation (Pa/m)
c
Constant value in level-set equations
C
Mushy-zone constant (Pa.s/m2)
Specific heat (J/kg.K)
Cp
Liquid fraction
fL
g
Acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
h
Heat-transfer coefficient (W/m2.K)
k
Thermal conductivity (W/m.K)
L
Latent heat of fusion (J/kg)
P
Pressure (Pa)
q’’
Heat flux (W/m2)
r
Heat-flux ratio at equal liquid fractions
T
Temperature (K)
Liquidus temperature (K)
Tliq
Melting temperature (K)
Tm
Solidus temperature (K)
Tsol
t
Time (s)
Melting time of PCM (s)
tmelt
u
Velocity (mm/s)
x, y and z Coordinate axes (mm)

Subscripts
0
avg
eff
f
max
min
norm
s

Initial value
Average
Effective
Phase-change material
Maximum
Minimum
Normalized
Metal

Abbreviations
CFD
Computational fluid dynamics
HTC
Heat-transfer coefficient
LHTES
Latent-heat thermal-energy storage
PCM
Phase-change material
TPMS
Triply periodic minimal surface

removal rates but are severely hindered by their low specific heat value
which causes over heating after PCM is completely molten. On the other
hand, organic PCMs like paraffin wax offer several potential bene
fits—including a high latent heat of fusion, thermal stability, and non
toxicity. While these properties make them suitable for latent heat
thermal energy storage systems (LHTES), their low thermal conductivity
(approximately 0.1–0.4 W/m.K) poses a problem in their direct appli
cability in these systems. The small thermal conductivity of paraffinic
PCMs is a major drawback as it increases the PCM melting time. To
address this problem, such PCMs are usually composited with a
high-thermal-conductivity matrix. The resulting composite exhibits
enhanced heat-transfer performance in LHTES systems compared with
the PCM-only case. Lin et al. [5] published an excellent review on
thermal-conductivity enhancement, thermal properties, and the appli
cations of PCMs. Several PCM-hybridization techniques have been
employed by researchers to address the aforementioned drawbacks,
with the most common ones being the incorporation of graphitic
matrices [6,7], nanoparticles [8], and metal foam [9]. Hybridization of
organic PCM with metal foam is one of the most widely investigated
techniques with considerable efforts to understanding how various
geometrical aspects of a metal foam, such as porosity [10], pore-size
[11], surface-area density [12], porosity gradient [13], and micro
structure [14], affect the performance of LHTES systems. Hence, it can
be argued that the performance of the PCM–metal-foam composite in
LHTES systems has been intensively investigated. Moreover, the ease of
manufacturing metal foams through industrial techniques [15] has
enabled considerable research work to be performed seamlessly in the
domain of LHTES systems.
The scarcity of research work in LHTES systems with respect to
geometrical structures/architectures other than metal foams was prin
cipally attributed to the difficulty (and, at times, impossibility) in
fabricating complicated structures using conventional manufacturing
techniques. With recent advancements in additive-manufacturing tech
nology (commonly referred to as 3D printing), the architecture of
arbitrary complexity can be easily produced. Besides, it also offers
benefits like flexibility of design (by allowing any intricate topology to
be manufactured), minimal material wastage, and rapid prototyping; to
name a few. Resultantly, there has been a surge in research interest in

order to utilize the benefits offered by additive manufacturing tech
nology in heat transfer applications. Additive manufacturing has been
effectively utilized in manufacturing of a wide range of heat transfer
related applications/systems like heat exchangers [16–19], heat sinks
[20–23], catalytic substrates [24–27]. Furthermore, excellent reviews
on the heat transfer related applications of additive manufacturing can
be found in Refs. [20,28]. As additive manufacturing offers feasibility of
manufacturing complex topologies with ease, this tremendous leap in
manufacturing technology has enabled the investigation of several other
candidate architectures for use as PCM performance enhancers in LHTES
systems. Periodic cellular materials, particularly triply periodic minimal
surfaces (TPMS), have recently become a subject of keen interest among
researchers. A minimal surface can be defined as a surface on which, at
each point, the two principal curvatures are equal in value but have
opposite signs (i.e., there is a mean curvature of zero value at all points).
TPMS structures can be mathematically modeled using level-set equa
tions. Moreover, it is possible to pattern them in three mutually
perpendicular directions to form a three-dimensional array of TPMS
cells. Some of the earliest TPMS structures were reported by Schwarz
[29]. Afterward, Schoen [30] reported several other TPMS architec
tures, of which the most notable were the Schoen Gyroid and Schoen
I-graph-and-wrapped-package (IWP). It merits a mention here that
TPMS structures are also encountered in natural systems as sea urchins,
biological cubic membranes, the exoskeletons of weevils and beetles,
and butterfly-wing scales [31]. Fig. 1 depicts some examples of such
structures. Related materials have been discovered in many artificial
systems, including zeolite crystals, lyotropic and thermotropic liquid
crystals, and self-assembled block copolymers, which have been utilized
to fabricate a variety of inorganic meso and macro-porous solids through
their structural transcriptions. Hence, the utilization of TPMS structures
in an engineering design can be called a nature-inspired/biomimetic
design.
TPMS structures can be obtained in one of the two configurations:
sheet-based and solid-based. The minimal surface of zero thickness can
be thickened to obtain a sheet-based configuration, whereas the solidbased configuration is obtained by considering one of the domains
split by the minimal surface as a solid part. The processes of creating
both sheet and solid configurations of gyroid and IWP structures are
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Fig. 1. TPMS structures found in nature. (a–d) Structural color in the C. rubi butterfly: (a) Optical image of C. rubi from the dorsal side showing the green color
originating from the Gyroid structure (scale bar 0.5 cm), (b) Optical image of gyroid-structured butterfly scales piled up on the surfaces of wings (scale bar 30 μm), (c)
Top-view (scale bar: 2 μm) and (d) Cross-sectional SEM image of the Gyroid (scale bar: 1 μm), (e) Microstructure of nanoporous gold, and (f) Fermi surface of copper
[32] analogous to the TPMS-IWP structure. (a–d) Reproduced with permission [33]. Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH. (e) Reproduced with permission [34]. Copyright
2016, Springer Nature. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

shown in Fig. 2.
TPMS structures have already demonstrated superior performance in
a wide variety of engineering applications [31,35], including
bone-tissue engineering, reverse osmosis, ultraviolet filtration, me
chanical strengthening, acoustic absorption, catalytic conversion, and
others. In the area of heat transfer though, very limited research has
been carried out regarding the performance of TPMS structures.
Al-Ketan et al. [36] performed a numerical study on architected heat
sinks based on triply periodic minimal surfaces (TPMSs). In the area of
LHTES systems, Qureshi et al. [22] performed a benchmark study to
compare the performance of TPMS structures versus conventional metal
foam in a LHTES system with paraffinic PCM. They found that the TPMS

structures outperformed the conventional metal foams in terms of heat
transfer performance indicated by PCM melting time and average heat
transfer coefficient over the entire PCM melting period. Qureshi et al.
[23] also investigated the heat transfer performance of a novel finned
metal foam heat sinks having TPMS topologies impregnated with PCM
and compared their performance with the conventional metal foam
impregnated with PCM. TPMS based finned metal foam heat sink
showed improved heat transfer characteristics than the conventional
metal foam based heat sink. Hence, the utilization of TPMS structures
with PCM could be promising in the performance enhancement of
LHTES systems. However, it is vital to note that solid-based TPMS
configurations have yet not been studied in LHTES systems according to

Fig. 2. (i) TPMS surface, (ii) solid configuration, and (iii) sheet configuration for (a) the TPMS-Gyroid and (b) the TPMS-IWP.
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authors’ best knowledge. Since the solid-based configurations of TPMS
structures have not been given due attention, the assessment of their
heat transfer performance remains an uncharted territory in terms of
research. Besides, it also merits a mention here that no performance
comparison of the sheet-based and solid-based configurations of TPMS
structures has been performed to authors’ best knowledge. The
comparative study of sheet and solid-based configurations of TPMS
structures may provide additional insight into the topology-driven
thermal performance of these architectures. Therefore, the objective of
this study is twin-folded i.e., to assess the heat transfer performance of
solid-based TPMS structures in LHTES system as well as to compare their
performance with the sheet-based counterparts of the same TPMS
structure.
To bridge the above-mentioned knowledge gap, this numerical study
aims to evaluate the comparative performance of two TPMS structures
(i.e., Gyroids and IWP) in both sheet and solid configurations for a total
of four configurations in the LHTES system. First, the effective thermal
conductivities of the resulting four configurations (Gyroid sheet, Gyroid
solid, IWP sheet, and IWP solid) were computed numerically using
steady-state simulations. Then, transient computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulations were performed to study the phase-change behavior
of the PCM within these structures under both isothermal and isoflux
conditions to assess their heat-transfer performance. Under these two
conditions, two distinct simulations were performed for each of the four
TPMS configurations; the first was in the absence of buoyancy effects
(pure conduction) and the second was in the presence of buoyancy ef
fects (convection) to quantify the convective performance of each
structure. Moreover, PCM-only simulations were performed for both
isothermal and isoflux cases to establish the performance improvement
through the addition of sheet- and solid-based TPMS structures inside
the PCM. Finally, a parametric study was conducted using three values
for both isothermal and isoflux conditions for each TPMS-PCM com
posite to capture the effect of boundary conditions on the structures’
heat-transfer performance.

3D-printed TPMS structure would greatly comply with the designed
CAD model of the same TPMS structure. Hence, any future experimental
study would be more convenient to be performed using this cell size. The
porosity of each unit cell, and therefore of the entire TPMS skeleton, is
kept at 75%. The rest of the volume (i.e., 75%) is occupied by the PCM,
which was completely impregnated inside the voids of the TPMS
structure. There could be a small thermal contact resistance between the
TPMS structure walls and PCM that may pose a hindrance in effective
heat transfer from the TPMS structure to PCM. However, in this study, it
is assumed in thus study that there is no thermal contact resistance and
the TPMS structure and PCM are in perfect thermal contact with each
other. Owing to the TPMS-PCM composite’s geometry in the X and Z
directions, it can be simplified as having a middle column containing
four cells in the Y direction, as depicted in Fig. 3(b). The same four-cell
arrangement was also considered for the other three TPMS-PCM com
posite structures with the same cell size (7 mm) and porosity (75%). The
TPMS cells were assumed to be made up of AlSi10Mg powder. This
powder is extensively used in the 3D printing of aluminum parts. It is
important to mention that the as-built 3D printed parts from this powder
exhibit slight anisotropy i.e., a difference in thermal conductivity and
specific heat in transverse direction (3D printer bed plane) and the built
direction (the direction of sample built-up). However, it is to be noted
that upon heat treatment of the as-built parts, the heat-treated parts
become nearly isotropic i.e., exhibit almost identical thermal conduc
tivity and specific heat in the three directions [41]. Therefore, it is
assumed that the TPMS structures utilized in the numerical study are
heat treated post-printing in order to provide the thermo-physical
properties values mentioned in Table 1. The organic PCM considered
herein is docosane, which is a straight-chain alkane having 22 carbon
atoms. The thermophysical properties of the metal (AlSi10Mg powder)
were obtained from Ref. [41] and from Refs. [42,43] for the PCM and
are summarized in Table 1.
The simplified TPMS-PCM composite geometry i.e., Fig. 3(b) was
utilized to perform three distinct studies, as explained previously. First,
the evaluation of the effective thermal conductivity of each TPMS-PCM
composite (i.e., gyroid sheet, gyroid solid, IWP sheet, and IWP solid) was
performed using steady-state heat-transfer simulation. The top and
bottom surfaces of the TPMS-PCM composite were held at fixed tem
peratures of 300 K and 310 K, respectively, whereas all other sides (i.e.,
the left, right, front, and back sides) were assumed to be insulated.
Therefore, heat transfer only occurred in one direction: from the bottom
to the top (i.e., the positive-Y direction). As the heat-transfer rate from
the bottom to the top can be obtained under steady conditions, the
effective thermal conductivity of the TPMS-PCM composite could be
computed directly using Fourier’s law of heat conduction. In the second
study, the heat-transfer-performance of each TPMS-PCM composite was
analyzed under isothermal boundary conditions using transient simu
lation. The applied boundary and initial conditions for the isothermal
case are depicted in Fig. 4.
The bottom surface of the TPMS-PCM composite, which essentially
has two components (the TPMS cell and PCM), was subjected to an
isothermal condition of Tbottom = 347 K (30 K higher than the melting
point of PCM), whereas the top surface was considered adiabatic. All
four remaining sides were subjected to the symmetry boundary condi
tions as per the simplifications depicted in Fig. 3(b). The initial tem
perature of the entire domain was set to T0 = 300 K. In the third study,
heat-transfer-performance analysis of each TPMS-PCM composite was
performed under isoflux conditions. The same boundary and initial
conditions used in the isothermal case were applied to simulate the
isoflux case with the only difference being that a constant heat flux of
q’’ = 2000 W/m2 was applied to the bottom surface rather than a
constant temperature. In addition, a case wherein only the PCM of the
same volume (i.e., 7 mm × 7 mm × 28 mm) was used without any
embedded TPMS structure was also investigated under both isothermal
and isoflux conditions. A parametric study was performed for the
isothermal case using two additional isothermal conditions (i.e., 327 K

2. Problem statement
The problem under investigation involves the organic PCM and
TPMS structure composite (TPMS-PCM composite); the gyroid sheet of
this composite is shown in Fig. 3.
The TPMS-PCM arrangement depicted in Fig. 3(a) has 7-mm (i.e.,
unit-cell size) cells with 11 cells in both the X and Z directions and four
cells in the Y direction. The selection of unit cell size i.e., 7 mm was
based on a two-folded justification. Firstly, this unit cell size falls in the
same order of cell sizing as reported in several works in the literature
[37–39]; to mention a few. Besides, another important justification lies
in the fact that this cell size provides a good manufacturing (having less
3D printing related defects) of the TPMS structures [40]. Therefore, a

Fig. 3. (a) Actual TPMS-PCM composite arrangement and (b) simplified
arrangement.
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Table 1
Thermophysical properties of the materials.
Material

ρ (kg/m3)

Cp (J/kg.K)

k (W/m.K)

β (1/K)

L (J/kg)

Tm (K

μ (kg/m.s)

Docosane
AlSi10Mg

785
2670

2890
900

0.4
175

0.0011
–

260,000
–

317
–

0.0263–6.87 × 10− 5T
–

Table 2
Geometric parameters of the TPMS structures used herein.
TPMS
Structure

Configuration

Surface Area
(mm2)

Surface-Area-to-Volume
Ratio (1/mm)

Gyroid

Sheet
Solid
Sheet
Solid

1364
783.4
1503
778.9

3.98
2.28
4.38
2.27

IWP

potentially restricting the buoyant flow of the liquid PCM, inhibiting
convective heat transfer. Therefore, a thorough investigation is required
to ascertain the overall performance of any architecture. Moreover, a
closer inspection of Table 2 shows that gyroid and IWP solids have
almost equal surface-area-to-volume ratios. Therefore, at same levels of
porosity, cell size, and surface-to-area ratio, the individual performances
of these structures can be attributed to their architecture alone. After
generating the unit cell, it was patterned in the Y direction thrice,
resulting in a four-cell structure. The gaps in this structure were filled
with solid material, i.e., PCM. The resulting four-cell TPMS structures
and the subsequently created TPMS-PCM composites are shown in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6, respectively.

Fig. 4. Boundary conditions for the isothermal and isoflux cases.

3.2. Model assumptions and simplifications

and 367 K) and was also performed for the isoflux case using two
additional values of constant heat flux (1000 and 3000 W/m2). This
parametrization resulted in a total of three cases for each TPMS-PCM
composite under isothermal and isoflux conditions.

The following assumptions were made to simplify the model:
(a) The buoyancy driven PCM flow was assumed to be Newtonian
and laminar.
(b) The volume expansion of the PCM during melting was assumed to
be negligible. Moreover, Boussinesq approximation was utilized
to simulate the liquid PCM buoyancy effects.
(c) Constant physical properties were assumed for both the TPMS
structural material and PCM, except for the viscosity of liquid
PCM, which was considered temperature dependent.
(d) The sharp melting interface was replaced by a mushy zone at
which the PCM was neither completely solid nor completely
liquid but a mixture of the two.

3. TPMS structure generation and PCM phase-change numerical
modeling
3.1. TPMS structure generation
The mathematical models of the TPMS surfaces can be generated
using approximate level-set equations [44]. The level-set equations for
the gyroid and IWP surfaces are presented below.
Gyroid:
sin x.cos y + sin y.cos z + sin z.cos x = c;

(1)

3.3. Governing equations for the model

IWP:
(2)

After implementing the above-mentioned assumptions and simplifi

where x, y, and z denote the Cartesian coordinate system. The constant c
controls the porosity of the TPMS cell. Assigning a value of zero to this
constant yields a zero-thickness TPMS structure (i.e., a TPMS surface);
however, by carefully controlling the value of this constant, the TPMS
surface can be thickened to obtain a TPMS structure having a non-zero
volume. Thus, the obtained TPMS structure’s porosity can be controlled
and designed in this manner. Notably, a software package developed inhouse called MSLattice [45] was utilized to generate the TPMS struc
tures; this software allows generation of TPMS lattices of any
user-defined porosity. The geometrical parameters of the generated
TPMS structures are presented in Table 2.
At same values of porosity and unit-cell size, the sheet-based
configuration for a particular TPMS structure offers a larger surfacearea-to-volume ratio than its solid configuration counterpart. While a
higher ratio is generally beneficial for heat-transfer applications, it also
implies a larger spread of the structure at the domain boundaries,

Fig. 5. Constructed TPMS structures for (a) gyroid sheets, (b) gyroid solids, (c)
IWP sheets, and (d) IWP solids.

cos x.cos y + cos y.cos z + cos z.cos x − cos x.cos y.cos z = c;
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the PCM-cell interface necessitates Eqs. (9) and (10):
(9)

Tf = Ts
kf

∂Tf
∂Ts
= ks
∂n
∂n

(10)

where n represents the normal direction.
3.4. Problem setup
To perform the CFD simulation pertaining to the PCM phase change
inside the TPMS-PCM composite, the commercially available ANSYS
FLUENT 18.0 CFD package [47] was utilized to solve the governing
equations. Double precision was adopted and computing was performed
using a four-core processing unit. The enthalpy–porosity model pro
posed by Voller et al. [48] was employed to perform the phase-change
simulations. The governing equations of the model were discretized
using a pressure-based finite-volume method. For the pressure–velocity
coupling, a segregated solver was used with the PISO algorithm [49]. A
second-order upwind scheme was employed to discretize the convective
terms in the governing equations, and pressure–velocity coupling was
performed using the PRESTO algorithm. The residuals were set to 10− 4,
10− 5, and 10− 9 for the continuity, momenta, and energy equations,
respectively. The number of iterations per time step was set to 40.
However, it took almost 10 time-steps per iteration on the average to
achieve convergence.
For meshing the TPMS structures, unstructured meshing was per
formed by keeping a face size of 0.2 mm for TPMS structure surfaces.
The face sizing technique resulted in uniform meshing scheme for all
TPMS configurations, however, it resulted in cell count proportional to
the TPMS structure surface area thereby resulting in larger mesh sizes
for sheet-based configurations than solid ones. Hence, it was necessary
to perform grid independence test for all the configurations. For gridindependence analysis, two grids were generated (one of which was
coarse with nearly 246,000 cells and the other was a fine grid with
nearly 492,000 cells) for each TPMS-PCM composite type. The output of
primary interest i.e., PCM liquid fraction was plotted for both the grid
sizes up to 100 s, and the difference in the obtained results from both the
grid sizes was less than 0.5% as shown in Fig. 7 (shown for Gyroid sheet
structure only). Therefore, the results obtained and presented subse
quently are grid-independent. The final mesh statistics utilized for each
TPMS-PCM composite type are also provided in Table 3.
A time-step-sensitivity analysis was also performed through the same
simulation using two different time-steps, i.e., 0.01 and 0.005 s. The
PCM’s liquid fractions were compared at equal physical times under

Fig. 6. TPMS-PCM composites for (a) gyroid sheets, (b) gyroid solids, (c) IWP
sheets, and (d) IWP solids.

cations, the governing equations for the problem were reduced to the
following simplified equations. Equation (3) is the continuity equation:
∇.→
u =0

(3)

Equation (4) below is the momentum equation.

ρf

(
)
∂→
u
+ ρf (→
u .∇)→
u = − ∇P + μf ∇2 →
u + ρf →
g β Tf − Tm − A→
u
∂t

(4)

where A is a source term that is defined by modified Carman-Kozeny
equation [46] for flow through porous media as:
A=

C(1 − fL )2
δ + fL3

(5)

Here, fL represents the liquid fraction of the PCM, which varies from
0 (completely solid) to 1 (completely liquid), C is the mushy-zone
parameter that controls the amplitude of the damping of velocity i.e.,
the higher this value, the steeper the transition of the velocity of the
molten PCM to zero as it solidifies. FLUENT’s default value of 105 was
used for this parameter. A small arbitrary constant δ was also introduced
in the denominator with a value of 10− 3 to avoid discontinuity in Eq. (5)
at a liquid fraction value of zero. The heat-transfer process in the PCM
can be expressed through Eq. (6) as follows:

ρf Cpf

(
)
∂Tf
∂fL
+ ρf Cpf →
u .∇Tf = ∇. kf ∇Tf − ρf L
∂t
∂t

(6)

Furthermore, the PCM liquid fraction was updated according to Eq.
(7):
⎧
0
Tf ≤ T sol
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
(
)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ Tf − Tsol
⎨
Tliq − Tsol T ≤ T ≤ T
(7)
fL =
sol
f
liq
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
1
Tf ≥ Tliq
where Tsol and Tliq are the solidus and liquidus temperatures of the PCM,
respectively. The solidus temperature was considered to be 313.9 K,
which is slightly lower than the melting point of the PCM (314 K),
whereas the liquidus temperature was considered to be 314.1 K. The
difference between the solidus and liquidus temperature of the PCM
denotes the melting range of the PCM. The heat-transfer phenomenon in
the metal can be expressed as in Eq. (8):

ρs Cps

∂T
= ∇.(ks ∇Ts )
∂t

(8)

Finally, consideration of the temperature and heat-flux continuity at

Fig. 7. Mesh independence analysis.
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Table 3
Mesh statistics for all configurations.
Configuration

Cell count

Average orthogonal quality

Gyroid sheet
Gyroid solid
IWP sheet
IWP solid

246,483
151,332
261,378
162,682

0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85

these two time-steps, and the observed difference in the PCM liquid
fraction results was under 0.2%, making the results reported herein
time-step independent. It is also pertinent to highlight that the numer
ical model utilized in this study was already validated in our previous
work [22] with the numerical work reported by Feng et al. [50]. It
merits a mention here that Feng et al. [50] reported a numerical
comparative study between the pore-scale and volume-averaging
schemes of phase chase modeling of PCM inside metal foam. Readers
are therefore directed to Qureshi et al. [22] for more details on the
model validation. In order to provide a better visualization of the
magnitude of computational efforts involved in performing the numer
ical simulations, a physical time of 11–12 days was spent on average to
perform a complete numerical simulation i.e., until the PCM reaches
complete melting.

Fig. 8. Normalized thermal conductivity.

sheet and solid configurations were 72.22 and 57.23 W/m.K, respec
tively. It can be immediately deduced that the normalized thermal
conductivity depends strongly on the TPMS structure given that all other
variables (i.e., material properties, porosity, and unit-cell size) are the
same for all structures. Moreover, we can also deduce that the normal
ized thermal conductivity for the sheet configuration of a TPMS struc
ture is superior to its corresponding solid configuration. Overall, the IWP
sheet structure exhibits the highest normalized thermal conductivity
whereas the gyroid-solid structure has the lowest conductivity.

4. Results and discussion
The results obtained from the CFD simulations for the steady-state
case and both isothermal and isoflux cases are discussed in this section.

4.2. Isothermal case

4.1. Normalized thermal conductivity of the TPMS-PCM composites

4.2.1. Volume renderings of PCM melting inside a TPMS-PCM composite
The PCM melting volume renderings for all types of TPMS-PCM
composites at 50 s are shown in Fig. 9. The liquid fraction value var
ied from 0 to 1, where 0 refers to the solid phase of the PCM, 1 refers to
the liquid phase, and the values between 0 and 1 represent the mushy
zone. The high-conductivity metallic TPMS structures assisted in the
melting process by aiding the transfer of heat from the bottom surface
(at which the isothermal boundary condition was applied) to the top.

For composites, the effective thermal-conductivity threshold is
bounded by the series (lower-bound) and parallel (upper-bound)
models, which are also commonly referred to as Wiener bounds [51].
The bounds are mathematically expressed using Eqs. (11) and (12),
respectively:
k‖ = εks + (1 + ε)kf
1

k⊥ = (
ε
kf

)

(11)
(12)

4.2.2. History of the PCM liquid fraction
The pure-conduction case, despite ignoring the buoyancy effects, is
still beneficial in several ways to our study. For example, for solid-tosolid PCMs and PCMs with minor volumetric expansion, the pureconduction case provides a decent estimate of the PCM melting char
acteristics. As it was deduced earlier that the effective thermal con
ductivities of the sheet and solid configurations of the gyroid and IWP
structures differed significantly, we expected that the PCM melting

+ 1−ks ε

where k‖ and k⊥ are the values of the parallel and series thermal con
ductivities of a composite structure, respectively; ks and kf are the
thermal conductivities of the constituents of the composite, i.e., the
metal and the PCM, respectively; and ε is the porosity of the composite
structure. The effective thermal conductivity of each TPMS-PCM type
was obtained using steady-state simulation in the manner previously
explained. The effective thermal conductivity thus obtained was divided
by the thermal conductivity of the PCM to obtain the normalized
(dimensionless) thermal-conductivity value for the TPMS-PCM com
posite,
knorm =

keff
kf

(13)

where knorm and keff are the normalized and effective thermal conduc
tivities of the TPMS-PCM composite structure, respectively. The results
for the normalized thermal conductivities of all TPMS-PCM composites
are shown in Fig. 8.
The values of the normalized thermal conductivity for the series and
parallel models were computed to be 1.33 and 110.13 W/m.K, respec
tively; these represent the lower and upper bounds for the normalized
thermal conductivity. For the gyroid-based TPMS-PCM structures, the
values for the sheet and solid configurations were 68.52 and 45.30 W/m.
K, respectively. For IWP-based TPMS-PCM structures, the values of the

Fig. 9. PCM melting rendering at 50 s inside TPMS-PCM composite based on
(a) gyroid sheet, (b) gyroid solid, (c) IWP sheet, and (d) IWP solid structure.
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times for these TPMS-PCM composites would also differ. Fig. 10 repre
sents the history of the PCM liquid fraction as a function of time for the
pure-conduction case.
It was found that the PCM melting time for the IWP sheet was the
smallest (the best case), being 118.3 s. This was followed by the gyroid
sheet (139.0 s), IWP solid (151.9 s), and then the gyroid solid (220.6 s).
It is evident that the sheet configurations outperformed the solid con
figurations in the pure-conduction case; this was also supported by the
normalized thermal-conductivity values presented in Fig. 8. In fact, the
order of descending normalized thermal conductivity of TPMS-PCM
composites is the same as the order of ascending PCM melting time of
TPMS-PCM composites. Hence, the desired PCM melting times can be
achieved by carefully selecting the TPMS-PCM composite’s architecture.
Moreover, because smaller PCM melting times represent better heattransfer performances, we can deduce that the IWP sheet offers the
best heat-transfer performance among all structures under the
isothermal condition and pure conduction. Furthermore, although the
gyroid- and IWP-solid configurations possess almost the same surfacearea-to-volume ratios (Table 2), the pure-conduction performances of
the TPMS-PCM composites resulting from these two structures showed
tremendous differences in terms of the heat-transfer performance.
Hence, the IWP solid-structure architecture offers better conductive
heat-transfer performance than the gyroid-solid-structure architecture.

Fig. 11. Bottom heat flux for all TPMS-PCM composites under pure conduction.

trend was also observed in the PCM’s melting time (Fig. 9). Moreover,
the sheet configuration of each TPMS structure (whether Gyroid or IWP)
performed better than the solid configuration of the same structure.
To further quantify the heat-transfer phenomenon under pure con
duction, it was necessary to compute the average heat-transfer coeffi
cient (HTC) over the entire PCM melting process, as defined by
Ref. [50]:

4.2.3. Bottom-surface heat flux and average heat-transfer coefficient
To quantify the heat-transfer performance of the TPMS-PCM com
posites, the bottom-surface heat flux was plotted as a function of the
PCM liquid fraction in the pure-conduction case. The bottom surface of
each TPMS-PCM composite comprises two parts, i.e., a metal surface and
a PCM surface. The heat flux through the entire bottom surface is shown
as a function of the liquid fraction for all cases in Fig. 11.
The bottom heat flux was plotted as a function of the PCM liquid
fraction to maintain a consistent scale because the PCM melting times of
all TPMS-PCM composites are different, as presented in Fig. 10. The
bottom heat flux for all cases was high during the initial phase of PCM
melting owing to the higher temperature difference between the applied
isothermal boundary condition at the base and the initial temperature of
the domain (i.e., PCM and metal). As the heat transfer progressed, the
heat flux through the bottom surface started to decline; this trend was
observed in all TPMS-PCM composites. Previously, it was found that the
IWP sheet exhibited a minimal PCM melting time (Fig. 10). Fig. 11 at
tributes this behavior to the highest bottom heat flux observed in the
case of the IWP sheet. This high heat flux accelerated the PCM melting in
the IWP sheet-based TPMS-PCM composite; this was followed by the
gyroid sheet, then the IWP solid, and then the gyroid solid. The same

∫tmelt
q′′ (t)dt
havg =

0

tmelt .(Tbottom − To )

(14)

Here, havg represents the average HTC over the entire melting process,
q′′ (t) is the bottom heat flux as a function of time t, tmelt is the total PCM
melting time, Tbottom is the bottom-surface temperature (the isothermal
boundary condition), and To is the initial temperature (the initial con
dition). The difference Tbottom − To represents the initial temperature
differential driving the heat-transfer process. The average HTC values
for each TPMS-PCM composite are shown in Fig. 12.
The average HTC value was 1243.7 W/m2.K for the IWP sheet,
1079.2 W/m2.K for the gyroid sheet, 942.7 W/m2.K for the IWP solid,
and 671.9 W/m2.K for the gyroid-solid-based TPMS-PCM composite. As
expected, the highest average HTC value was observed in the case of the
IWP sheet, whereas the smallest value was observed in the case of the
gyroid-solid-based TPMS-PCM composite. For further comparison, the
average HTC for the IWP-sheet case was nearly 45% higher than that for

Fig. 10. PCM melting time under pure conduction for the isothermal case.

Fig. 12. Average HTC values for all TPMS-PCM composites.
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compared with those of the sheet configurations. Table 2 previously
highlighted the surface-area-to-volume ratios of all configurations;
smaller ratios for solid configurations suggested that these structures
posed smaller resistances to the PCM’s buoyant flow. Despite the sig
nificant reduction in PCM melting time owing to natural convection, the
gyroid-solid configuration can still not compete with the gyroid sheet
configuration. However, the IWP solid case exhibits a slightly smaller
PCM melting time than the IWP sheet.
Fig. 14 represents the bottom heat fluxes for both the pure conduc
tion and buoyancy cases for all TPMS-PCM composites.
The enhancement in the heat-transfer performance through the
incorporation of buoyancy effects is also evident from a comparison of
the bottom-surface heat fluxes. It is clear that for the sheet-based TPMSPCM composites, the bottom heat flux remains largely unaffected by the
effects of buoyancy. This is evident from the fact that the two lines
representing heat fluxes under the pure-conduction and buoyancy cases
follow almost exactly the same path for the IWP and gyroid sheets (i.e.,
Fig. 14 (a) and (c), respectively). However, for the solid-based TPMSPCM composites (i.e., Fig. 14 (b) and (d)), the heat-flux enhancement is
quite significant, as shown by the difference (gap) between the two lines.
This is attributed to the solid structures’ architecture, which allows a
lesser resistance to the buoyant PCM flow.
A heat-flux ratio was also calculated to further quantify the effects of
buoyancy. It is defined as

the gyroid-solid case. Similarly, as was the case for the bottom heat flux
and PCM melting time, the sheet configurations exhibited better per
formance in terms of average HTC than the solid configurations for a
particular TPMS structure; therefore, we can deduce that under pure
conduction, the sheet-based configurations performed significantly
better than the solid-based configurations. Moreover, the IWP sheetbased TPMS-PCM composite outperformed all the other types,
whereas the gyroid solid was the worst performer overall. We can
conclude that cell architecture was the sole factor governing the heattransfer performance of TPMS-PCM composites under pure conduction
and isothermal boundary conditions because the other factors were kept
constant.
4.2.4. Effects of Liquid-PCM buoyancy
In the preceding discussion of the pure-conduction case, we have
ignored buoyancy and natural convection in the liquid PCM. Here,
however, we numerically re-evaluate the TPMS-PCM cases, this time
considering buoyancy effects. To quantify the effects of PCM buoyancy,
the PCM liquid fraction’s evolution with time was computed in all cases.
Fig. 13 compares the PCM melting times in pure conduction and when
considering natural convection.
The PCM melting time was also computed for the PCM-only case (i.e.,
when no TPMS structure was incorporated) incorporating buoyancy
effects and was found to be 625.3 s. The PCM melting times for TPMSPCM composites were 110.2, 123.5, 108.1, and 136.4 s for the IWP
sheet, gyroid sheet, IWP solid, and gyroid solid, respectively. These
values represent reductions in the PCM melting times by 5.67, 5.06,
5.78, and 4.58 times, respectively. Therefore, all structures showed
considerable reductions in the PCM melting time compared with the
PCM-only case, indicating the enhancement of heat transfer owing to
hybridization. Furthermore, a comparison of PCM melting times in the
presence of buoyancy with those of the pure-conduction cases for the
same structures shows percentage reductions of approximately 6.8%,
11.1%, 28.8%, and 38.2% for the cases of the IWP sheet, gyroid sheet,
IWP solid, and gyroid-solid-based TPMS-PCM composites, respectively.
Therefore, we can deduce that incorporating buoyancy has a significant
effect on the melting time of the PCM. The sheet configurations (i.e., the
IWP and gyroid sheets) did not show significant improvements in the
PCM melting time after including the effects of buoyancy; however,
these effects were considerably pronounced in the cases of solid con
figurations. This huge reduction in PCM melting times for solid config
urations is attributed to smaller surface-area-to-volume ratios as

r(fL ) =

q′′buoy (fL )
q′′cond (fL )

(15)

where r represents the heat-flux ratio and q′′buoy and q′′cond represent the

bottom heat flux at equal values of liquid fraction fL . A heat-flux ratio of
one indicates that there is no improvement due to buoyancy, whereas
larger values indicate heat-transfer improvement. Thus, the higher the
value, the more is the improvement in heat transfer owing to buoyancy.
The heat-flux ratios for all TPMS-PCM composites are plotted as func
tions of the PCM liquid fraction, as shown in Fig. 15. As mentioned
previously, that the heat-flux ratio for the sheet configurations remains
close to one (i.e., there is little improvement after considering the effects
of buoyancy). However, for solid configurations, this ratio increases and
becomes considerably greater than one as melting progresses, repre
senting a greater heat-transfer improvement than that seen in sheet
configurations. Likewise, the average HTC computed for the PCM-only
case was 262.1 W/m2.K. The average HTCs for the TPMS-PCM com
posites were 1311.9 W/m2.K, 1186.6 W/m2.K, 1313.9 W/m2.K, and
1044.9 W/m2.K for the cases of the IWP sheet, gyroid sheet, IWP solid,
and gyroid solid, respectively. Thus, there is a significant increase in the
average HTC through hybridization of the PCM with TPMS structures,
highlighting the enhancement of heat-transfer performance. When
compared with the values in the pure-conduction case, an increase by of
5.6%, 10.0%, 39.3%, and 55.5% was observed for the cases of the IWP
sheet, gyroid sheet, IWP solid, and gyroid solid, respectively. As was the
case with the PCM melting time, the average HTC improvement was
remarkably prominent in solid configurations as compared with sheet
configurations.
Another approach to understand and quantify the effect of buoyancy
on the heat-transfer performance is through the magnitude of the
maximum PCM-buoyancy velocity [52]. This velocity was plotted as a
function of liquid fraction for all TPMS-PCM composites, as shown in
Fig. 16.
The maximum buoyancy-velocity magnitude was smaller during the
initial stage of melting because a small quantity of liquid PCM was
available for generating buoyancy. As the PCM liquid fraction exceeded
a value of 0.4, solid-configuration-based TPMS-PCM composites gener
ated significantly larger maximum buoyancy velocities for the abovestated causes, leading to heat-transfer enhancement. Conversely, the
sheet configurations did not exhibit large maximum buoyancy velocities
owing to their tendency to suppress natural convection in the PCM given

Fig. 13. Comparison of PCM liquid fractions for the pure-conduction and
natural-convection cases.
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Fig. 14. Bottom heat-flux comparison of the pure-conduction and buoyancy cases: (a) gyroid sheet, (b) gyroid solid, (c) IWP sheet, and (d) IWP solid.

Fig. 16. Maximum PCM-buoyancy-velocity magnitude as a function of the
PCM’s liquid fraction.

Fig. 15. Heat-flux ratio at equal liquid fraction values.

their higher surface area to volume ratio values.

isothermal boundary conditions at 327 K and 367 K. The PCM melting
times for these three cases are compiled in Table 4. It merits mention
here that all the cases presented in Table 4 include buoyancy effects.
The ranking of TPMS-PCM composites is based on the minimization
of the PCM melting time; i.e., a rank of 1 indicates a TPMS-PCM com
posite with the smallest PCM melting time (the best case) and a rank of 4
indicates the one with the largest PCM melting time (the worst case). For

4.2.5. Effects of changes in isothermal boundary conditions
It was crucial to investigate the effects of the changes in the
isothermal boundary condition and to observe their influence on the
performance indicators of the heat-transfer process in TPMS-PCM
composites. The benchmark isothermal boundary condition was set as
347 K, whereas two other cases were also numerically evaluated using
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Subsequently, a parametric study was performed using heat-flux values
of 1000 W/m2 and 3000 W/m2 to study the effect of changes in the
boundary conditions.

Table 4
Results from the parametric study of isothermal cases.
Structure
Gyroid sheet
Gyroid solid
IWP sheet
IWP solid
Pure PCM

327 K

347 K

367 K

tmelt

Rank

tmelt

Rank

tmelt

Rank

322.7
409.5
287.0
321.2
–

3
4
1
2
–

123.5
136.4
110.2
108.1
625.3

3
4
2
1
5

76.4
84.9
68.0
66.2
–

3
4
2
1
–

4.3.1. History of PCM liquid fraction
The evolution of the PCM liquid fraction is plotted in Fig. 17. In the
isoflux case, the PCM did not start to melt immediately (as opposed to
the isothermal case); the applied heat flux was dissipated within the
TPMS-PCM composite, which started increasing the temperature of both
the PCM and the metal. However, the PCM only started to melt after
sufficient period of time, allowing the temperature of the PCM to be
brought to the melting temperature. Therefore, the PCM melting started
rather lately in the isoflux case, as shown in Fig. 17.
Furthermore, the onset of PCM melting (development of the PCM
liquid fraction above a starting value of 0) differed for each TPMS-PCM
composite. The onset of melting started at 301.5, 234.5, 363, and 291.7
for the gyroid sheet, gyroid solid, IWP sheet, and IWP solid-based TPMSPCM composites, respectively. The solid configurations showed an
earlier melting onset than the sheet configurations; this was attributed to
the lower conductive performance of the solid configurations, which
consequently caused the localized heating of the PCM, causing it to
reach the melting temperature earlier. Unlike solid structures, the sheetbased TPMS-PCM composites exhibit better conductive performance, as
shown previously. Therefore, heat dissipation within the structure and
the PCM was superior, causing more temperature uniformity in the PCM
domain. Hence, the sheet configurations delayed the onset of PCM
melting as they tended to homogenize the temperature distribution,
thereby avoiding localized heating of the PCM. Complete PCM melting
occurred in 2878.8, 2,815, 2796.9, and 2768.8 s in the cases of the
gyroid sheet, gyroid solid, IWP sheet, and IWP solid configurations,
respectively. The differences between the PCM melting times were
insignificant (within 4%); therefore; a strong dependence of the PCM
melting time on the type of TPMS structure utilized in the TPMS-PCM
composite was not observed. This was not the case with isothermal
simulations (Fig. 10), for which the PCM melting time was observed to
be a strong function of the TPMS-PCM composite type.

the benchmark case (i.e., an isothermal boundary condition of 347 K),
the IWP solid structure was the best performer, followed very closely by
the IWP sheet. As the boundary condition was changed to 327 K, the IWP
sheet was clearly the best performer; this was obviously because of the
weaker buoyancy forces at smaller differences between the initial tem
perature and the temperature of the bottom surface. As this difference
was minor, the strength of buoyancy was also minor; hence, the IWPsheet structure—which had already exhibited superior performance in
the pure-conduction case—remained superior at weak buoyancy.
However, as the isothermal boundary condition was set to 367 K (i.e.,
20 K higher than the benchmark value of 347 K), the stronger buoyancy
helped the IWP solid structure to maintain the lead, followed closely by
the IWP-sheet structure. In all cases, the gyroid solid performed the
worst. Moreover, the rankings of the gyroid sheet and gyroid solid
remained independent of the isothermal boundary condition applied.
Only the IWP solid and IWP sheet exhibited sensitivity to the level of the
isothermal boundary condition. The percentage difference (reduction)
in PCM melting times between the best performer and the worst
performer among the TPMS-PCM composites in the 327-K, 347-K, and
367-K cases were 42.7%, 26.2%, and 28.2% respectively. While corre
lations for PCM melting times have been reported in the literature for
rather simpler 2D cases as functions of the governing nondimensional
numbers (the Fourier, Stefan, and Rayleigh numbers) [53,54], no such
correlations are reported herein owing to the limitations imposed by the
huge computational requirements for performing numerical
simulations.

4.3.2. History of the PCM temperature
As stated previously, assessing the homogeneity of PCM temperature
is crucial in an isoflux condition. To quantify this, the average,
maximum, and minimum PCM temperatures for all TPMS-PCM com
posites are plotted in Fig. 18.
In all cases, the minimum temperature started evolving until it
reached the melting temperature of the PCM; after reaching this value, it
stayed constant until the PCM had completely melted. Moreover, the

4.3. Isoflux case
There were certain obvious consequences of applying an isothermal
boundary condition and an isoflux condition. For example, in the case of
an isothermal boundary condition, the temperatures of both PCM and
metal remained bounded by the initial temperature of the domain and
the applied isothermal temperature. Similarly, the TPMS-PCM com
posites were compared with each other based on the history of the
bottom heat flux and PCM melting time. Conversely, in the case an
isoflux condition, the temperatures of both the PCM and the metal were
not bounded. Upon the application of heat flux, both domains could
reach any temperature in an unrestricted manner; however, in an isoflux
condition, while the PCM melting time (also termed the PCM-charging
time in isoflux cases) is an important performance indicator, the ho
mogeneity of the temperature distribution in the PCM domain is also
considered to be crucial. Ideally, an LHTES system must be at an
isothermal temperature with minimal temperature gradients in the
PCM; therefore, it is vital to quantify this non-homogeneity in the PCM
temperature for isoflux cases. An approach to accomplish this is through
the average, minimum, and maximum PCM temperature plots as func
tions of time; the closer these plots are to each other, the lesser the nonhomogeneity in the PCM domain and therefore the closer the LHTES
system would be to an ideal one.
For the isoflux case, a benchmark heat flux of 2000 W/m2 was
simulated, with the remainder of the boundary and initial conditions
being similar to the isothermal cases, as explained in Fig. 4. The
benchmark isoflux case, similar to the benchmark isothermal case, was
evaluated for both pure conduction and with buoyancy effects.

Fig. 17. History of the PCM liquid fraction for the isoflux case.
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Fig. 18. PCM’s average, maximum, and minimum temperatures as functions of time for TPMS-PCM composites: (a) gyroid sheet, (b) gyroid solid, (c) IWP sheet, and
(d) IWP solid.

qualitative behaviors of the average and maximum temperatures were
identical in all TPMS-PCM composites; however, the lowest values of the
maximum temperature were observed in the IWP sheet case. This was
followed by the gyroid sheet, IWP solid, and then the gyroid solid.
Therefore, the sheet configurations showed better temperature homo
geneity in the pure-conduction case under the isoflux condition.
To further quantify the temperature homogeneity in the PCM, Fig. 19
shows the difference between the maximum and minimum temperature

Fig. 19. PCM Tmax −
flux condition.

values (Tmax − Tmin) for all TPMS-PCM composites.
As the LHTES systems operate ideally under near-isothermal condi
tions, a small value of this difference is deemed advantageous. The IWP
sheet configuration exhibited the smallest difference between the
maximum and minimum temperatures of the PCM over the entire PCM
melting process; this was followed by the gyroid sheet, IWP solid, and
then the gyroid solid. Therefore, although the TPMS-PCM composite
type did not have a significant effect on the PCM-charging time, tem
perature homogeneity was found to depend significantly on the type of
the TPMS-PCM composite.
4.3.3. Effects of Liquid-PCM buoyancy
The maximum velocity magnitudes for isoflux case are shown in
Fig. 20.
The PCM-buoyancy velocities did not develop immediately in the
isoflux case; these velocities only developed subsequent to the PCM
domain reaching the melting temperature. This was not observed under
the isothermal boundary condition, where buoyancy velocities were
generated immediately because the isothermal temperature applied at
the base was higher than the PCM melting temperature. Fig. 20 shows
that the highest PCM maximum-velocity magnitudes were noted for the
case of the gyroid solid, followed by the IWP solid, gyroid sheet, and
then the IWP sheet. The solid configurations allowed for higher buoy
ancy velocities than those observed for the sheet owing to causes already
discussed in the isothermal case. The same trend was also observed in
the isothermal case (Fig. 16); however, owing to differences in their heat
fluxes, the velocity magnitudes in the isoflux case were considerably
lower than those in the isothermal case. In the isoflux case, the bottom
heat flux stays at a constant value (the value of the applied constant heat

Tmin plots for pure conduction under the iso
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Table 6
Results from parametric study of the isoflux cases.
Structure
Gyroid sheet
Gyroid solid
IWP sheet
IWP solid
PCM only

flux is equal to that of the bottom heat flux, i.e., 2000 W/m2). However,
in the isothermal case, the bottom heat-flux values obtained from the
numerical results (Figs. 11 and 14) were much larger than 2000 W/m2
Moreover, the values obtained in the isothermal case were of the order
of 105 W/m2 while those in the isoflux case were of the order of 103 W/
m2. Hence, the small value of flux in the isoflux condition resulted in
smaller buoyancy velocities in all TPMS-PCM composites but still
captured and followed the same qualitative trend as in the case of an
isothermal boundary condition at the base. This small flux also caused
the marked difference in the PCM melting times obtained in isothermal
and isoflux cases. Moreover, for reasons mentioned above, there were
negligible differences in the PCM melting times for all TPMS-PCM
composites between the pure-conduction case and the buoyancy case,
as mentioned in Table 5.

pure conduction

with buoyancy

% reduction in tmelt

2878.8
2911.4
2833.3
2804.4

2831.6
2815
2796.9
2768.8

1.64
3.31
1.28
1.27

3000 W/m2

5535.8
5517.5
5503.5
5443.3
–

2831.6
2815
2796.9
2768.8
3540.3

1921.8
1901.6
1894.1
1867.2
–

Herein, sheet and solid configurations of nature-inspired TPMSgyroid and TPMS-IWP structures were utilized as performance en
hancers for an organic PCM. The effective thermal conductivities of all
TPMS-PCM composites were evaluated through steady-state simulations
using Fourier’s law of heat conduction, and transient CFD simulations
under isothermal and isoflux conditions were also performed. We
summarize the key findings of this study as follows:
• The effective thermal conductivity of TPMS-PCM composites signif
icantly depends upon the architecture. Sheet configurations exhibi
ted higher values of effective thermal conductivity than solid
configurations; IWP-sheet-based TPMS-PCM composites showed the
highest effective thermal conductivity.
• The heat-transfer performance under pure conduction for the
isothermal case was assessed based on the PCM melting time, bottom
heat flux, and average HTC. Sheet configurations outperformed solid
configurations under pure conduction. The IWP-sheet configuration
showed the smallest PCM melting time, whereas the gyroid-solid
configuration showed the highest PCM melting time.
• When buoyancy effects were taken into consideration, solid config
urations showed greater improvements than sheet configurations, as
evidenced by a reduced PCM melting time. The greatest reduction
was shown by the gyroid-solid configuration. The IWP solid showed
the smallest PCM melting time, followed very closely by the IWP
sheet. All configurations showed a tremendous reduction in the PCM
melting time as compared with the PCM-only case.
• Upon changing the isothermal boundary condition to 367 K, the IWP
solid was observed to be the best performer. However, upon reducing
the isothermal boundary condition to 327 K, the IWP sheet became

Table 5
PCM melting time in the isoflux case.

Gyroid sheet
Gyroid solid
IWP sheet
IWP solid

2000 W/m2

5. Conclusions and outlook

4.3.4. Effects of changes in the isoflux boundary condition
To evaluate the effect of applied heat flux on the PCM-charging time
for each TPMS-PCM composite, a parametric study was performed using
three heat-flux values, i.e., 1,000, 2,000, and 3000 W/m2. The PCM
melting times for each case and those for each structure are tabulated in
Table 6.
By increasing the heat flux, the PCM melting time is reduced and vice
versa. Moreover, in all cases, the minimum PCM melting time was
exhibited by the IWP solid, followed by the IWP sheet, the gyroid solid,
and then the gyroid sheet. The differences between the PCM melting
times of the IWP solid and gyroid sheet configurations (the minimum
and maximum melting times, essentially) were only 1.67%, 2.21%, and
2.84% for the 1,000, 2,000, and 3000 W/m2 cases, respectively. How
ever, as stated previously, in the isoflux cases, the homogeneity of the
temperature distribution in the PCM is as crucial as the PCM-charging
(melting) time. Fig. 21 presents the PCM Tmax − Tmin plots for all
TPMS-PCM composite types at three heat-flux levels. The same trend is
observed in all structures regardless of the heat-flux value applied at the
base; however, as expected, the numerical value of Tmax − Tmin increases
as the heat flux increases. The sheet configurations (i.e., Fig. 21 (a) and

tmelt (s)

1000 W/m2

(c)) did not show any waviness as opposed to the solid configurations
depicted by Fig. 21 (b) and (d). Moreover, the waviness was not
observed in the solid configurations when the PCM’s Tmax − Tmin values
were plotted in the case of pure conduction in Fig. 19. This waviness is
attributed to the PCM’s buoyant flow, which tends to homogenize the
temperature distribution in the PCM domain. The same waviness was
also observed in the isothermal case (Fig. 14) for both solid
configurations.
Conversely, Fig. 22 plots the PCM Tmax − Tmin for all TPMS-PCM
composites on the same graph for each heat flux. From a visual com
parison, it can immediately be seen that the IWP-sheet configuration
tends to keep PCM Tmax − Tmin at the smallest value throughout the
duration of melting and for all values of applied heat flux. Therefore, it is
the best performer at reducing the temperature nonhomogeneity in the
PCM domain and keeping the TPMS-PCM composite closer to a ho
mogenous temperature value. Furthermore, the IWP solid showed
similar performance to a gyroid sheet at 1000 W/m2; however, at
increased values of heat flux, the IWP solid showed a better tendency to
minimize the temperature nonhomogeneity than the gyroid sheet, as
seen in Fig. 22 (b) and (c). In all cases, the gyroid solid showed the
poorest performance with the largest differences between the PCM’s
minimum and maximum temperatures.

Fig. 20. Maximum velocity magnitude of the PCM in the isoflux case.

Structure

tmelt (s)
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Fig. 21. PCM’s Tmax − Tmin plots for heat-flux parametric study for (a) a gyroid sheet, (b) a gyroid solid, (c) an IWP sheet, and (d) an IWP solid.

Fig. 22. PCM Tmax − Tmin curves for each TPMS-PCM composite type for heat fluxes of (a) 1000 W/m2, (b) 2000 W/m2, and (c) 3000 W/m2.

the best performer. Hence, the ranking of TPMS-PCM composites
depends upon the level of the isothermal boundary condition.
• Under the isoflux condition, the PCM melting time did not depend
strongly on Tin the type of TPMS-PCM composite. However, the
homogeneity of the PCM’s melting temperature was considered to be
an important performance indicator. This was assessed by the dif
ference between the maximum and minimum temperatures of the
PCM. All TPMS-PCM composites showed reductions in PCMcharging time compared with the PCM-only case.
• The effects of PCM buoyancy were less pronounced in the isoflux case
than in the isothermal case. This was attributed to the smaller value

of heat flux involved in the isoflux case compared with the bottom
heat flux generated in the isothermal case.
• The IWP-sheet configuration showed the highest level of PCM tem
perature homogeneity, whereas the gyroid solid showed the lowest
levels for all levels of the applied heat flux.
In the future, the effect of geometrical parameters governing the
TPMS structures i.e., porosity, unit cell size etc. On the heat transfer
performance can be investigated. Besides, experimental investigation
can also be undertaken after the additive manufacturing of the TPMS
structures and subsequent impregnation with PCM. Such studies could
provide more insight into the underlying mechanisms governing the
14
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topology-performance linkage of TPMS structures.
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Abstract
The boom of additive manufacturing has opened the doors to manufacture complex
architectures with ease. The ever-increasing demands of high computational power has garnered a
lot of research interest in more advanced and efficient cooling systems. In this numerical study,
architected lattices based on finned-TPMS structures and impregnated with PCM have been
studied for potential application in high power electronics cooling. Two TPMS structures i.e., IWP
and Primitive have been selected as candidates based on reported work on TPMS-PCM composites
performance in thermal energy storage applications. Two materials for the architected lattices were
considered i.e., Aluminum powder (AlSi10Mg) and Copper. Furthermore, two PCMs are taken
into account, one is an organic PCM (Docosane) and the other being a metallic PCM (Gallium
metal). Besides, three values of applied heat flux replicating to-be-cooled electronic chips were
considered i.e., 50 kW/m2, 100 kW/m2 and 150 kW/m2. The results indicated that TPMS structures
can help in high peak temperatures mitigation under high heat flux conditions. In the case of
metallic PCM, the performance of both Primitive and IWP structure came out to be nearly
identical. Hence, there was no architecture effect noticed in heat transfer performance of the
lattices at all the three heat flux values. However, in the case of paraffinic PCM, Primitive structure
showed better performance than IWP due to superior natural convection in the molten PCM in
Primitive structure. However, paraffinic PCM could not aid in peak temperatures mitigation to a
realistic value despite being embedded inside metallic TPMS lattice owing to its inferior thermophysical characteristics even at the smallest value of the heat flux. Moreover, copper based TPMS
1

structures outperformed their AlSi10Mg-based counterparts in mitigating the peak heat sink
temperatures owing to copper’s superior thermo-physical properties. Findings of this study offer
a perspective of possible utilization and advancement of heat sinks for high power electronics
cooling applications.
Keywords:
High power electronics cooling, 3D Printing, Architected Lattices, Triply Periodic Minimal
Surfaces (TPMS), Phase Change Material (PCM), Gallium.
Nomenclature
A
C
Cp
fl
g
k
L
P
q'’
T
Tliq
Tm
Tsol

t
tmelt
u
x, y and z
Greek symbols



β


δ
Subscripts
0
f
s
Abbreviations
AM
CAD
LHTES

Source term used in the momentum equation (Pa/m)
Mushy zone constant (Pa.s/m2)
Specific heat (J/kg.K)
Liquid fraction
Acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
Thermal conductivity (W/m.K)
Latent heat of fusion (J/kg)
Pressure (Pa)
Heat flux (W/m2)
Temperature (K)
Liquidus temperature (K)
Melting temperature (K)
Solidus temperature (K)
Time (s)
Melting time of PCM (s)
Velocity (mm/s)
Coordinate axes (mm)
Density (kg/m3)
Thermal expansion coefficient (1/K)
Nabla operator (1/m)
Dynamic viscosity (Pa.s)
Arbitrary small value
Initial value
Phase change material
TPMS Structure Material
Additive manufacturing
Computer-aided design
Latent heat thermal energy storage
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PCM
TCE
TPMS

Phase change material
Thermal conductivity enhancer
Triply periodic minimal surface

1. Introduction
The quest to achieve effective temperature mitigation for electronics equipment has
remained a constant pursuit among researchers. In this regard, Phase change materials (PCMs)
have been extensively investigated since they offer beneficial thermo-physical properties
especially high latent heat of fusion. Du et al. [1] provide an excellent review on the applications
of phase change materials in cooling, heating and power generation in different temperature
ranges. However, PCMs are generally not utilized independently owing to their inferior thermal
conductivity so that a thermal conductivity enhancer (TCE) often serves as a matrix for PCM
impregnation. Conventional TCE included metal foams [2, 3], high thermal conductivity nanoparticles [4, 5], graphitic matrix [6-8], nano-particles etc.
With the development of additive manufacturing (AM), research focus has shifted to the
utilization of architected lattices as TCE for PCMs, an avenue that had previously remained
unexplored due to complexity of manufacturing intricate geometries through conventional
manufacturing techniques. AM enables manufacturing of complex geometries with ease thereby
allowing the investigation of architected lattices of intricate topologies in latent heat thermal
energy storage (LHTES) applications. A survey of the literature points out that several researchers
have utilized architected lattices embedded with PCM for LHTES applications. Ho et al. [9]
performed an experimental investigation of an additively manufactured heat sink with tree-like
structures impregnated with paraffin wax as PCM for thermal management of electronics. The
PCM-based heat sink was experimentally tested for three levels of heat flux i.e., 4.00 kW/m2, 5.08
kW/m2 and 7.24 kW/m2 applied at the heat sink base. It was noticed that regardless of the applied
heat flux level, the additively manufactured heat sink maintained a lower base temperature as
compared to the fin-structure and the plain heat sinks. Yuandong et al. [10] assessed the heat
transfer performance of an additively manufactured lattice-structure based heat sink which was
impregnated with n-tetradecane as PCM. The lattice structure-based heat sink was tested in a
thermal vacuum chamber that represented space environment. It was found that the equivalent
thermal conductivity of the 3D-printed lattice-structure heat sink was 13 times more than that of
3

the PCM. Also, Hu et al. [11] performed an experimental study on the thermal response of PCMbased heat sink using structured porous material fabricated by AM. Righetti et al. [12] conducted
an experimental study on the heat transfer performance assessment of 3D periodic structures
manufacturing via AM impregnated with PCM. Same porosity samples with varying pore size
were investigated under three power values. Temperature field inside the PCM was experimentally
captured. They found that the impregnation of PCM inside the 3D periodic structures demonstrated
performance enhancement of PCMs. Iradukunda et al. [13] assessed the thermal performance of
additively manufactured topology optimized heat sinks impregnated with PCM. Their results
showed that the designed heat sink significantly improved PCM performance relative to a
benchmark heat sink design having plate fins.
Very recently, the utilization of a class of periodic cellular structures namely Triply
Periodic Minimal Structures (TPMS) have gained a lot of attention in heat transfer applications.
TPMS structures are mathematically modeled minimal surface-based architectures that ca be easily
manufactured via AM. Catchpole-Smith et al. [14] characterized additively manufactured TPMS
based lattices for thermal conductivity via steady state method. They found that the thermal
conductivity of TPMS lattices was not a function of their porosity but also the architecture of the
TPMS lattices. Similarly, Qureshi et al. [15] also concluded the same in an experimental study of
TPMS lattices embedded with paraffinic PCM. Sélo et al. [16] studied the effect of heat treatment
of 3D-printed TPMS lattices on the anisotropy and thermal conductivity. They found that the heat
treatment can increase the thermal conductivity of TPMS lattices. Their results also indicated that
post-manufacture annealing eliminated the thermal conductivity anisotropy present in the as-built
condition, and enhanced the conductivity by close to 30 % in the transverse direction
(perpendicular to the build orientation of the 3D-printed samples). With regards to the application
of TPMS lattices impregnated with PCM, very recently Qureshi et al. [17] compared the heat
transfer performance of TPMS lattices to that of the conventional metal foams represented by
Kelvin cell under both isothermal and isoflux conditions. The applied heat flux was in the range
of 1,000-3,000 W/m2. Three TPMS structures i.e., IWP, Gyroid and Primitive were studied and
their heat transfer performance was compared with conventional metal foam. They found that in
both pure conduction (no buoyancy effects) and with considering liquid PCM buoyancy, all TPMS
structures outperformed the conventional metal foam. Qureshi et al. [18] also found that TPMS
structures outperform conventional metal foam in heat transfer performance in a finned-metal
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foam-PCM heat sink configuration. Qureshi et al. [19] also studied solid and sheet based TPMS
lattices impregnated with PCM. In further development of their TPMS-PCM related work, Qureshi
et al. [20] also studied the effect of porosity and functional grading of 3D printable TPMS based
architected lattices embedded with a phase change material. They found that the both porosity and
functional grading have a significant impact on the thermal response of TPMS-PCM composites
and that these geometric parameters carry important weightage during design considerations of a
thermal energy storage system.
It merits a mention here that despite the recent surge in heat transfer related applications of
TPMS structures embedded with PCM, TPMS structures have not been studied for potential
applications under high heat flux conditions representing electronics cooling application. With the
recent research works pointing out promising heat transfer performance of TPMS lattices
embedded with PCM, the aim of this study is to conduct a feasibility study on the heat transfer
performance of TPMS heat sinks embedded with PCM under high heat flux conditions in the range
of 50-150 kW/m2. Two TPMS structures i.e., IWP and Primitive were selected as candidate TPMS
architectures owing to the fact that the IWP structure offers a large surface area but higher liquid
PCM flow resistance. On the contrary, Primitive structure offers smaller surface area but also
offers smaller liquid PCM flow resistance. Figure 1 shows the two TPMS structures in discussion
along with the important geometry details.

Figure 1. TPMS Structures (a) Primitive (b) IWP
5

2. Problem Statement and Physical Description
In this study, we considered a finned-TPMS heat sink impregnated with PCM. The unit
cell size of TPMS structures considered in this study was 7 mm, in-line with the previous studies
[15, 17-20]. The porosity of each TPMS cell was 90%. The thickness of the fins is 0.5 mm. There
are a total of 6 fins and the space between two consecutive fins in the x direction accommodates
two cells while the number of cells in the direction parallel to the fin is 11 cells. Moreover, 4 units
cells are present in the vertical direction so that the total heat sink height becomes 28 mm. The rest
of the cell volume would therefore be occupied by the PCM. The overall heat sink was considered
to be much larger such that only a small cut-out section in the middle of the heat sink was deemed
sufficient for numerical analysis owing to the obvious symmetries. The simplified geometry
therefore consists of 4 cells in the vertical direction, fin with half thickness, and have symmetry
on all the four vertical sides. The full-sized heat sink and its simplified representation for numerical
simulation are both depicted in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2. (a) Full size of the finned-TPMS heat sink with PCM (b) Simplified geometry for
numerical implementation.
It also merits mention here that two PCMs were taken into consideration in this work; first
an organic PCM and second a metallic PCM. The first PCM considered is docosane, an organic
PCM with a large value of latent heat of fusion, a large value of thermal expansion coefficient but
a poor thermal conductivity. The other PCM considered in this study is Gallium metal which offers
better thermal conductivity, but smaller values of latent heat of fusion and thermal expansion
coefficient. Hence, both PCMs have their distinct pros and cons with respect to utilization in heat
sinks. Also, gallium has been extensively studied as a PCM [21-24] and for electronics cooling
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applications [25-29]. The materials considered for TPMS lattices are AlSi10Mg powder; a very
commonly used aluminum powder used for heat sinks manufactured via AM [9, 11-13, 30]; and
copper. The thermo-physical properties of all the materials are summarized in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Thermophysical properties of the materials [31-34].
Material
PCMs
Docosane
Gallium
TPMS
Lattice
AlSi10Mg
Copper

Cp
k

(kg/m3) (J/kg/K) (W/m/K)


(1/K)

L
(kJ/kg)

Tm
(K)


(kg/m/s)

785
6093

2890
381.5

0.4
32

0.0011
0.00012

260
80.16

317
302.78

0.0263-6.85x10-5.Tf
0.00181

2670
8978

900
381

175
387.6

-

-

-

-

It can be argued that the selection of two PCMs, two heat sink materials, two TPMS
structures (IWP and Primitive) and three heat flux values (50 kW/m2, 100 kW/m2 and 150 kW/m2)
provide a comprehensive parametrization of the heat sink design variables. Hence, the effect of
each design variable can be understood independently. However, it is pertinent to mention that
copper-based cases were only performed for the benchmark case of 100 kW/m2 heat flux case for
both PCMs just to estimate the improvement over AlSi10Mg heat sink.
For the numerical settings, the initial and boundary conditions are depicted in Figure 3
below. The base of the TPMS-PCM heat sink is subjected to an isoflux boundary condition of 100
kW/m2. On the other hand, all the vertical sides are subjected to symmetry boundary condition.
The top surface of the heat sink is considered adiabatic. It is vital to understand that in the real
applications, the top surface would not be adiabatic, instead, it would be exposed to convective
cooling whether natural or forced. However, we have not considered the top surface as a heat
dissipating surface in order to keep the focus on the effect of different design parameters regardless
of the external elements. The heat sink is assumed to have an initial temperature of 300 K. The
coordinate system is also shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Boundary and Initial conditions.
3. Details of the Numerical Model
3.1.

CAD Files Creation and Importing in ANSYS
The detailed process of CAD modeling is presented in the previous works of the authors

[17, 18]. It is reiterated here that the CAD modeling of the TPMS can be performed using
approximate level-set equations for each of the TPMS foams [17, 18]. An in-house TPMS
generating software named ‘MSLattice’ [35] was utilized for generating the CAD files. The CAD
files were later imported into ANSYS design modeler [33] and cleaned/repaired whenever required
for further numerical analysis.
3.2.

Numerical Model Assumptions
To perform the PCM phase change modeling inside the TPMS-PCM composite, following

assumptions were made [17-20]:
(a)

Newtonian, incompressible, and laminar flow was assumed for melted PCM.

(b)

PCM volume expansion was neglected and Boussinesq approximation was utilized
to simulate liquid PCM buoyancy effects.

(c)

Sharp PCM melting interface was represented by a mushy zone, where the PCM
was neither solid nor liquid but a mixture of both.
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(d)

The thermo-physical properties of heat sink material as well as PCM were assumed
to be constant except for docosane PCM viscosity which was considered as
temperature dependent.

It is important to note that the viscosity is considered temperature dependent in the case of
docosane and not in the case of gallium owing to the following arguments. Firstly, since docosane
is a very low thermal conductivity PCM as compared to gallium, it is pre-emptively taken into
account that it would heat up much more than gallium. Since the heating up of docosane is
expected, it is important to consider the temperature-dependent viscosity into account. Besides,
viscosity plays a major role in natural-convection driven flow owing as it quantifies the resistance
to flow. On the other hand, gallium possesses high thermal conductivity hence one may not expect
higher temperature gradients in gallium. Furthermore, Kofman et al. [36] suggests that for
moderate temperature ranges, the viscosity of gallium does not vary significantly. Hence, the
temperature dependence of viscosity of gallium was neglected.
3.3.

Governing Equations
On the basis of the above-mentioned assumptions and simplifications, the governing

equations of the problem were reduced as follows [33].

.u  0

(1)

Eq. (1) represents the continuity equation. Furthermore, Eq. (2) below represents the momentum
equation.

f

u
  f (u .)u  P   f  2u   f g  (T f  Tm )  Au
t

(2)

where A is a source term given by Eq. (3):

C (1  fl ) 2
A
  fl 3

(3)

where f l represents the liquid fraction of the PCM. The liquid fraction varies from 0 (completely
solid) to 1 (completely liquid), and C is the mushy zone parameter for which FLUENT’s default
value of 105 was used. A small arbitrary constant  was introduced in the denominator having a
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value of 10-3 to avoid division by zero at a liquid fraction value of zero. The heat transfer
phenomenon in the PCM domain is governed by Eq. (4) below:

 f C pf

T f
t

  f C pf u.T f  .(k f T f )   f L

fl
.
t

(4)

The liquid fraction being a function of PCM temperature was evaluated according to Eq. (5)
below:
0

 (T  Tsol )
fl   f
 Tliq  Tsol
1


T f  Tsol
Tsol  T f  Tliq

(5)

T f  Tliq

where Tsol and Tliq are the solidus and liquidus temperatures of the PCM respectively. For
docosane, the value for the solidus temperature was taken as 316.9 K, which is slightly lower than
the melting point of the PCM (317 K), whereas the value for the liquidus temperature was taken
as 317.1 K thereby the melting range of the PCM being considered as 0.2 K. Similarly, for gallium,
a solidus, liquidus and melting point temperatures 302.7 K, 302.9 K, and 302.8 K were considered
respectively. The heat transfer phenomenon in TPMS structure can be stated as Eq. (6) below:

 s C ps

T
 .(k s Ts )
t

(6)

Also, the temperature and heat flux continuity at TPMS structure-PCM interface result in Eq. (7)
and Eq. (8) below:
T f  Ts

kf

T f
n

(7)

 ks

Ts
n

(8)

where represents n the normal direction.
3.4.

Numerical Method Details and CFD Solver Settings
The solver and its settings can be found in our previous works [17-20]. The previous works

also validated the numerical model utilized in this study with the works of Feng et al. [34]. A 4core parallel computing setup was utilized to perform the numerical simulations. Time step
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sensitivity analysis was performed by performing the same simulation using two different time
steps, i.e., 0.001 s and 0.002 s. The difference in the results was negligible using these two steps
thereby ascertaining that the presented results are time-step independent. Furthermore, high
orthogonal quality meshes were generated for each configuration i.e., IWP and Primitive as shown
in Figure 4. Mesh independence was also performed using two meshes i.e., a coarse mesh and a
fine mesh for both IWP and Primitive based heat sink configurations. Upon comparison of the two
results, the error obtained was less than 1% thereby ascertaining the mesh independence. The
meshes eventually for performing grid-independent numerical simulations contained 263,640 and
207,731 cells for IWP and Primitive meshes respectively. A total of 16 fully transient threedimensional simulations had to be performed to capture the effect of PCM, heat sink material,
TPMS structure, and heat flux applied. Table 2 below shows the list of cases performed and their
respective details that have been utilized during the discussion of results.

Figure 4. Meshes for the study (a) IWP (b) Primitive.
Table 2. List of numerical cases with details.
Case
1
2
3
4

TPMS Structure
IWP
IWP
IWP
IWP

PCM Type
Gallium
Gallium
Gallium
Gallium

Heat Flux Value (kW/m2) Heat Sink Material
50
AlSi10Mg
100
AlSi10Mg
150
AlSi10Mg
100
Copper
11

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

IWP
IWP
IWP
IWP
Primitive
Primitive
Primitive
Primitive
Primitive
Primitive
Primitive
Primitive

Paraffin
Paraffin
Paraffin
Paraffin
Gallium
Gallium
Gallium
Gallium
Paraffin
Paraffin
Paraffin
Paraffin

50
100
150
100
50
100
150
100
50
100
150
100

AlSi10Mg
AlSi10Mg
AlSi10Mg
Copper
AlSi10Mg
AlSi10Mg
AlSi10Mg
Copper
AlSi10Mg
AlSi10Mg
AlSi10Mg
Copper

Upon closer inspection of Table 2, it can be readily noticed that heat flux has been
parametrized for three values i.e., 50 kW/m2, 100 kW/m2, and 150 kW/m2. Besides, simulations
are performed for both IWP and Primitive structures for three values so the effect of TPMS
architecture is also captured effectively. Furthermore, each set of those simulations are done for
both PCMs i.e., gallium and docosane. However, to capture the effect of heat sink material, only
100 kW/m2 were performed with copper as the heat sink material instead of the formerly utilized
AlSi10Mg powder. Hence, this study tries to capture the overall picture of the heat transfer
performance relatable to individual important factors of the heat sink design, as stated in the
preceding paragraphs.
4. Results and Discussion
In this section, the results from the numerical simulations are presented. It is to be noted
here that the case of 100 kW/m2 and heat sink material AlSi10Mg was considered as the benchmark
cases for IWP and Primitive structures cases in their respective studies. For example, the case of
100 kW/m2 flux with IWP structure and gallium is the benchmark for its category (i.e., 50 kW/m2
and 150 kW/m2 cases) and also a benchmark for 100 kW/m2 case with IWP structure, gallium
PCM but copper as heat sink material. It is also important to mention that in all the cases mentioned
in Table 2, liquid PCM natural convection is taken into account. Furthermore, three heat transfer
performance indicators i.e., PCM liquid fraction, Maximum temperature of heat sink base, and
liquid PCM maximum velocity magnitude are discussed.
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4.1.

PCM Melting Visualization
To visualize the PCM melting process, PCM liquid fraction contours are plotted in Figure

5 and Figure 6 at the same time (60 s) for both Primitive and IWP cases with 100 kW/m2 heat flux
having gallium and docosane (4 cases in total). For each case, 3 views are presented i.e., iso-view,
x-axis view, and z-axis view (as per the coordinate system highlighted in Figure 3). The iso-view
does not completely depict the PCM melting interface but if seen in conjunction with x-axis and
z-axis views, communicates the complete picture. It can be seen that in all the cases, a typical Ushape PCM melting interface can be observed which is a hallmark of finned-metal foam heat sinks
[18, 34].

Figure 5. PCM melting visualization of heat sink impregnated with gallium at 100 kW/m2 heat
flux at 60 s for IWP (a) Iso-view (b) x-axis view (c) z-axis view and Primitive (d) Iso-view (e) x-
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axis view (f) z-axis view

Figure 6. PCM melting visualization of heat sink impregnated with docosane at 100 kW/m2 heat
flux at 60 s for IWP (a) Iso-view (b) x-axis view (c) z-axis view and Primitive (d) Iso-view (e) xaxis view (f) z-axis view
It can be readily noticed that at the same physical times, the PCM liquid fraction of gallium
is significantly smaller than the PCM liquid fraction of docosane. It is also interesting to note that
the interface shapes of gallium and docosane heat sinks appear quite different. For instance, from
Figure 5 (a) and (d), it can be seen that the PCM melting interface of gallium does not have a very
steep/slanted shape as opposed to the one noticed in the case of docosane from Figure 6 (a) and
(d). This is owing to the lesser thermal conductivity mismatch between gallium and AlSi10Mg
powder (the heat sink material). On the other hand, the PCM melting interface appears to be much
steeper in docosane owing to the greater difference between PCM thermal conductivity and the
heat sink material thermal conductivity. The clearer steeper variations of liquid PCM distribution
in the domain being highest in the neighbourhood of the fins and least (smallest height) in the
middle of the sink (at the symmetry plane from inside) can be attributed to the low thermal
conductivity of the PCM within the PCM body itself. This is not noticed in the case of gallium as
gallium’s high thermal conductivity smoothens out variations in temperature by dissipating heat
to different locations within the PCM more effectively so that the melting will progress almost
evenly everyway from bottom to top (with slightly faster melting near the fins). Here the steepness
of the leg of the U-shape near the fin is less pronounced (Figure 5), as compared to the case of
docosane (Figure 6). Similarly, from Figure 5 (b) and (c), and Figure 5 (e) and (f); it can be seen
that the x-axis views (b and e) are asymmetric (U-shaped) with respect of y-axis thus capturing the
14

effect of the presence of high thermal conductivity fin. Whereas, z-axis views (c and f) are in the
regions far from the fin therefore, the interface appears more symmetric along the vertical axis (yaxis) from these views.
Also, it is vital to comment on the molten mass of both PCMs to elucidate on the possible
confusion that may appear at first glance by looking at Figure 6 and thinking that docosane leads
to faster melting than gallium. However, the faster melting of PCM in case of paraffin despite
being thermally lesser conductive than gallium needs to be understood in the light of molten mass.
What is meant here is that there is a significant difference between the density of gallium and
docosane (Table 1) such that gallium’s density is almost 8 times higher than that of docosane.
Hence, at equal physical time (60 s in Figure 5 and Figure 6), due to applied constant heat flux at
the base, the amount of energy input to both gallium and docosane heat sinks is the same. Now,
looking at the values of PCM liquid fraction at 60 s (in the case of IWP for example), the values
are 0.46 and 0.71 for gallium and docosane respectively. Hence, the liquid fraction is higher for
docosane as evident from a direct comparison of Figure 5 and Figure 6. However, the smaller value
of liquid fraction for gallium represents a higher molten mass (nearly 3.46 g) than the molten mass
of paraffin (nearly 0.69 g) owing to higher density of gallium than docosane. It needs emphasis
here that the molten mass was calculated by first calculating the molten volume of PCM simply
by multiplying the volume occupied by PCM (same value for gallium and docosane) by the liquid
fraction value. By knowing this, the molten mass was calculated by simply multiplying this
number by the PCM density.
In order to further understand the heat transfer performance comparison and the effects of
design variables (TPMS type, PCM type, applied heat flux, and heat sink material), the next subsections are presented. It is also important to mention that the symbol ‘Ga’ and ‘Par’ will be used
in the plots’ legends to represent gallium and docosane (as it is a paraffin) respectively. Similarly,
symbol ‘Al’ and ‘Cu’ will be used to represent the two heat sink materials i.e., AlSi10Mg and
copper respectively.
4.2.

The Effect of TPMS Structure Type and PCM
It is intuitive to expect that the TPMS architecture may have an effect on the heat transfer

performance of the heat sinks. Apart from the intuition, the same was also found by Qureshi et al.
[17, 18] in their study when they compared conventional metal foam cells with TPMS structures,
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and they found that the performance of TPMS heat sinks at relatively small heat flux value i.e.,
1000 W/m2 was a function of the TPMS architecture. Furthermore, the role of PCM in determining
the heat transfer performance of a heat sink cannot be ignored. The thermo-physical properties of
PCM carry significant weightage especially since the heat sink in this study have TPMS cells’
porosity of 90% i.e., a good chunk of heat sink volume is occupied by PCM. In this sub-section,
the results pertaining to the effect of TPMS structure type and PCM type are discussed.
The PCM liquid fraction plot for both IWP and Primitive heat sinks with both PCMs i.e.,
gallium and docosane are presented in Figure 7 and Figure 8 below.

Figure 7. Time versus PCM liquid fraction for 100k heat flux with gallium.
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Figure 8. Time versus PCM liquid fraction for 100k heat flux with docosane.
By inspection of Figure 7, it can be immediately observed that there is almost no effect of
TPMS structure type on the heat sink performance (represented by PCM liquid fraction) for
gallium PCM. Hence, the two plots in Figure 7 evolve and progress in an identical manner. This
may appear to be counter-intuitive as one expects TPMS structure to play a major role in
determining the heat transfer characteristics of the heat sink. However, when the PCM is changed
from gallium to docosane, the effect of TPMS structure can be readily felt as observable from
Figure 8 where the difference in PCM liquid fraction evolution can be observed (as opposed to
Figure 7). Hence, the TPMS structure role is coupled to the PCM type that is embedded in the heat
sink. To quantify the same, the PCM melting time for IWP and Primitive heat sinks in the case of
gallium PCM came out to be 139.3 s and 138.9 s respectively (a percentage difference of merely
0.3 %) essentially highlight that the PCM melting times are nearly identical. On the contrary, in
docosane PCM case, the PCM melting time for IWP and Primitive heat sinks were found to be
91.3 s and 86.5 s respectively representing a percentage difference of 5.3 %.
This finding is important to grasp because it highlights various important aspects pertaining
to heat sink design variables’ selection. For the first case (Figure 7), gallium has two important
properties to be considered here i.e., a much higher thermal conductivity than docosane and a
smaller thermal expansion coefficient than docosane (Table 1). The higher thermal conductivity
of gallium aids in rapid conduction of heat from the heat sink base to towards the top thereby
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controlling the homogeneity of temperature. On the other hand, it is also anticipated that the small
thermal expansion coefficient does not allow larger liquid PCM convective flow to develop.
Hence, for the case of gallium, one can expect a more heat conduction dominated heat transfer
behavior. Similarly, in the case of docosane, the smaller thermal conductivity of PCM is expected
to create localized high PCM temperature and the higher thermal expansion coefficient is expected
to generate relatively higher PCM natural convective velocities. This shall be seen in the next
paragraphs.
PCM liquid fraction indeed communicates the performance difference, however, a heat
sink maximum temperature is more applied/practical performance indicator that must be
quantified. The maximum heat sink base temperature to study the effect of TPMS structure type
and PCM types are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10.

Figure 9. PCM liquid fraction versus maximum heat sink base temperature for 100k heat flux
with gallium.
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Figure 10. PCM liquid fraction versus maximum heat sink base temperature for 100k heat flux
with docosane.
Likewise, as was in the case of PCM liquid fraction evolution in Figure 7, for the case of
gallium, there is no appreciable difference between maximum heat sink temperature of IWP and
Primitive based heat sinks as shown in Figure 9. Besides, there is an almost constant slope (rate of
change of maximum temperature with respect of PCM liquid fraction) such that the maximum heat
sink temperature is encountered at the end of complete PCM melting and not during any other
earlier/later stage of PCM melting. The peak temperature of the heat sink rose to nearly identical
values of 358.4 K (85.4 °C) and 358.2 K (85.2 °C) for IWP and Primitive heat sinks respectively.
On the contrary, looking at Figure 10 tells a different story for docosane. It can be seen that
immediately the heat sink temperature soars up to a huge value (nearly 536 K for IWP heat sink
and 497 K for Primitive heat sink) which is later brought down to smaller values (but still
tremendously high for an electronics heat sink) due to natural convection phenomenon becoming
dominant and thus aiding in reducing the peak temperature. This is also supported by the ups and
downs observed in Figure 10, a feature not observed in Figure 9.
This is further strengthened by looking at the evolution of PCM maximum buoyancy
velocity magnitudes plotted in Figure 11 and Figure 12. The effect of TPMS type can be seen
readily as Primitive structure offers more PCM buoyancy velocities at 100 kW/m2 heat flux than
IWP structure. Furthermore, this is regardless of the PCM type also. Hence, whether the PCM is
gallium or docosane, Primitive structure offers lesser PCM convective flow resistance than IWP.
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This is mainly due to the unit cell characteristics of Primitive (smaller surface area, larger pore
sizes) as evident by the differences of IWP and Primitive structure mentioned in Figure 1.

Figure 11. PCM liquid fraction versus maximum liquid PCM velocity magnitude for 100k heat
flux with gallium.

Figure 12. PCM liquid fraction versus maximum liquid PCM velocity magnitude for 100k heat
flux with docosane.
From a direct comparison of Figure 11 and Figure 12, it can be observed that velocity
magnitudes attained in the case of docosane PCM are almost 30 times much higher than the ones
achieved in the case of gallium PCM. Now, this becomes clear that this enormous difference in
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the natural convection phenomenon in docosane as compared to gallium is responsible for the
ups/downs observed in the maximum heat sink temperature plot (Figure 10), as compared with the
more of conduction-dominated process when gallium is used. However, despite of the excellent
natural convective flow characteristics offered by docosane, it is still severely marred by its poor
thermal conductivity that causes enormously high temperatures at the heat sink base, thereby
making it an utterly non-usable PCM in the high heat flux conditions considered in this study.
However, having said this, one may still utilize the benefits offered by docosane via tailoring the
design of the heat sink itself. For example, at reduced porosity, and/or at reduced unit cell sizing,
as well as various other variables of the design. Gallium comes out as a clear winner in comparison
to docosane owing to its favorable thermo-physical properties despite its negligible natural
convection.
4.3.

The Effect of Applied Heat Flux
In this sub-section, the results pertaining to the effect of applied heat flux at the bottom of

the heat sink are discussed. It is obviously expected that an increase in the applied heat flux at the
base would cause faster PCM melting and higher maximum heat sink temperatures. However,
quantification of the same is also necessary from future design perspective. It is also important to
mention that the results are presented only for the case of IWP in order to avoid replication of
results and discussion since similar trends were observed in the case of Primitive.
The PCM melting time at heat flux range of 50-150 kW/m2 for IWP heat sinks using
gallium and docosane PCM are shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Effect of heat flux on PCM melting time.
For the benchmark case of 100 kW/m2, the PCM melting times were found to be 139.3 s
and 91.3 s for IWP heat sinks containing gallium and docosane respectively. When the heat flux
is increased to a value of 150 kW/m2, the PCM melting times are reduced to values of 97.9 s and
65.0 s for IWP heat sinks containing gallium and docosane respectively. It is also important to note
here that since the heat flux was increased by 1.5 times (from 100 kW/m2 to 150 kW/m2), the PCM
melting times were also reduced by nearly the same times (1.42 times for gallium and 1.40 times
for docosane). On the other hand, when the heat flux was reduced to 50 kW/m2 from the benchmark
value of 100 kW/m2, the PCM melting times increases to 262.1 s and 162.3 s for IWP heat sinks
containing gallium and docosane respectively. This again varies in near inverse proportion since
the heat flux was reduced by half (from 100 kW/m2 to 50 kW/m2), and the PCM melting times
were also nearly doubled (1.88 times for gallium and 1.77 times). This is also important from
design consideration since a ballpark value (in fact quite near to an actual value) for PCM melting
time can be simply gauged by taking the appropriate proportion from the benchmark case.
Similarly, Figure 14 represents the maximum heat sink temperatures for the range of heat
flux from 50-150 kW/m2 for IWP heat sinks containing gallium and docosane.
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Figure 14. Effect of heat flux on maximum heat sink temperature.
For the benchmark case, it is re-iterated that the maximum heat sink temperatures were
found to be 358.4 K (85.4 °C) and 535.5 K (262.5 °C) for IWP heat sinks containing gallium and
docosane respectively. When the heat flux is increased from 100 kW/m2 to 150 kW/m2, maximum
heat sink temperatures are expected to rise. Therefore, upon increment of heat flux, the maximum
heat sink temperature values came out to be 383.3 K (110.3 °C) and 634.9 K (361.9 °C) for IWP
heat sinks containing gallium and docosane respectively. Similarly, when the heat flux is reduced
to 50 kW/m2, the maximum heat sink temperatures are expected to decline. Therefore, maximum
heat sink temperature values of 332 K (59 °C) and 443.5 K (170.5 °C) for IWP heat sinks
containing gallium and docosane respectively. Similarly, trends were observed for PCM maximum
buoyancy velocity magnitudes i.e., it increased upon increasing the applied heat flux and reduced
with reduction of applied heat flux in both gallium and docosane cases as depicted in Error!
Reference source not found..
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Figure 15. Effect of heat flux on liquid PCM maximum velocity magnitude.
From an applied point of view, designers would set a maximum temperature limit for
electronic chip/device to be cooled using the heat sink. For example, assuming that a maximum
allowable temperature of the heat sink is set as 85 °C, the gallium-TPMS heat sink containing
gallium can operate safely up to a maximum heat flux of 100 kW/m2 and up to nearly 140 s (Figure
9). However, these two values are co related in several ways. For example, it was seen at 50 kW/m2
case that the heat sink did not go beyond 59 °C and took 262.1 s for complete gallium melting.
Therefore, a higher heat sink operation time can be achieved with a compromise on limiting the
applied heat flux at the base. Furthermore, such a configuration also allows for post-complete
melting operation of heat sink to an extent when the temperature reaches the maximum allowable
limit. However, it is also to be kept in mind that such a heat sink would be inherently overdesigned
since a smaller heat sink may still limit the temperature with weight savings. Hence, the results in
this study provide the operating envelope for TPMS heat sinks at high heat flux condition. The
heat sinks presented in this study can be further calibrated for porosity/unit cell size/fin thickness
to meet the electronics cooling requirements in an optimized manner.
4.5.

The Effect of Heat Sink Material
The last effect presented in this study is the effect of heat sink material. With the evolution

of AM, a number of candidate powder materials are becoming accessible for production thereby
giving more liberty to the designers to incorporate a range of printing materials. Therefore, a
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quantification of the effects of heat sink material becomes pivotal for designing more efficient heat
sinks. In this study, two heat sink materials are being considered i.e., AlSi10Mg powder (used for
Aluminum parts) and copper. The thermo-physical properties of the two candidate heat sink
materials are already stated in Table 1. It is again highlighted that only IWP heat sink cases were
re-run with copper properties and only 100 kW/m2 cases were run in order to avoid computational
load and in order to avoid redundancy of the obtained results. It is very straightforward and
intuitive to expect similar qualitative findings if the cases were re-run using Primitive structure
and under other heat flux values than the benchmark one.
Figure 16 and Figure 17 represent the PCM liquid fraction plotted against time for IWP
heat sink made up of aluminum and copper, using gallium and docosane PCMs respectively.

Figure 16. Effect of heat sink material on PCM melting time with gallium.
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Figure 17. Effect of heat sink material on PCM melting time with docosane.
As expected, the copper-based heat sink containing gallium decreased the PCM melting
time from an earlier value of 139.3 s with aluminum to a value of 135.8 s, representing a PCM
melting time reduction of 2.5 %. Similarly, for docosane PCM, the PCM melting time reduced
from a value of 91.3 s to a value of 90.3 s equating to a percentage reduction of 1.1 % in PCM
melting time. While PCM melting time (thus, the heat sink operating time with full utilization of
PCM latent heat of fusion) slightly decreases when copper in integrated as a heat sink material
instead of aluminum. However, this slight reduction in heat sink operating time should not be
looked as a downside because it comes with a major benefit of maximum heat sink temperature
reduction. Furthermore, by having a closer look at Figure 17, it can be seen that from time 40 s up
to end of PCM melting, the pace of melting when copper is used is clearly more pronounced than
what the overall percentage of difference amounting nearly 1 % communicates. The overall
melting time differing by 1 % between docosane cases using AlSi10Mg and copper therefore
should not overshadow the clear difference between the two cases over a wide time span during
the PCM melting process. This clear difference over a good portion of the melting time has its
impact on maximum temperatures attained as well as the maximum liquid PCM velocity
magnitudes attained during melting which are discussed in the following paragraphs.
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The maximum heat sink temperature evolution for gallium and docosane PCMs are plotted
in Figure 18 and Figure 19 respectively for IWP heat sinks made up of aluminum and copper
materials.

Figure 18. Effect of heat sink material on maximum heat sink temperature with gallium.

Figure 19. Effect of heat sink material on maximum heat sink temperature with docosane.
It becomes evident that the very small reduction of PCM melting time by incorporating
copper as a heat sink material is completely offset by a major benefit in peak temperature
mitigation. This can be readily observed from the diversion of the two lines representing peak
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temperature evolution in case of aluminum and copper in Figure 18. Quantitatively, in the case of
gallium, the maximum peak temperature is reduced to a value of 344.2 K (71.2 °C) by using copper
as heat sink material from an earlier relatively higher value of 358.4 K (85.4 °C). In the realm of
electronics cooling, a reduction of 14 °C is a remarkable feat. Similarly, the copper heat sink also
mitigates the maximum heat sink temperature in the case of docosane PCM, such that the peak
temperature reduces to a value of 527.2 K (254.2 °C) from a value of 535.5 K (262.5 °C) that was
noticed in aluminum case. However, even the presence of copper as TCE, docosane still does not
provide any favorable results for its utilization in the present heat sink design.
Further, the maximum liquid PCM velocity magnitudes for the comparison of AlSi10Mg
and copper are shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21 for the case of gallium and docosane respectively.

Figure 20. Effect of heat sink material on maximum liquid PCM velocity magnitude with
gallium PCM
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Figure 21. Effect of heat sink material on maximum liquid PCM velocity magnitude with
docosane PCM
In the case of gallium, not much appreciable differences can be seen in the liquid PCM
maximum velocity magnitudes over the PCM melting process due to addition of copper instead of
AlSi10Mg. This is owing to the fact that gallium is already thermally very conductive and
therefore, steeper gradients in temperature are not encountered that could promote buoyancy.
Hence, the improvement in maximum heat sink temperature is attributed to the improvement in
heat conduction due to addition of copper instead of aluminum. In the case of docosane however,
upto a liquid fraction value of 0.2, not much difference in noticed in the maximum liquid PCM
velocity magnitudes. But soon as the melting progresses, the addition of copper does not contribute
towards enhanced liquid PCM buoyant flow, but rather in improved overall heat transfer due to
enhanced heat conduction. In fact, the liquid PCM buoyancy is slightly reduced when compared
to the aluminum case. Therefore, it is again the superior heat conduction improvement due to
copper that aids in temperature mitigation as opposed to PCM buoyancy as visible from Figure 19
earlier.
However, one practical aspect pertaining to AM lies in the fact that 3D printing of copper
is still in a nascent stage and is evolving continuously. On the other hand, AM using AlSi10Mg
powder has matured in the recent years. The understanding of AM parameters effects and defect
mitigation is better understood for AlSi10Mg powder than copper. Furthermore, AlSi10Mg
powder is readily available that makes it less expensive to manufacture. Therefore, consideration
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of these vital aspects is also deemed appropriate to make a trade-off between performance and ease
of manufacturing/cost.
5. Summary of the Key Findings and Way Forward
In this numerical work, we reported for the first time to our best knowledge, the utilization
of architected lattices based on TPMS structures embedded with PCM for heat sink application. A
heat flux value of 100 kW/m2 was considered as the benchmark value with a parametrization of
50 kW/m2 and 150 kW/m2. Two PCMs i.e., an organic one (docosane) and a metallic one (gallium)
were considered as candidates for filling the TPMS finned heat sink. Similarly, two heat sink
materials were also tested i.e., aluminum powder and copper. The effects of these design variables
were studied on the heat transfer performance of the heat sink. The outputs of primary interest
were kept as PCM melting time and maximum heat sink temperature.
It was found that docosane could not be utilized under the given porosity and heat flux
conditions even for the lowest value of the heat flux considered in the study. This is due to poor
thermo-physical properties of docosane which led to overheating of the heat sink. This may not
hold true however, if the porosity of the TPMS structure is reduced to provide enhanced thermal
conduction. However, it needs a separate investigation and does not form part of this study. On
the other hand, gallium showed excellent performance at the benchmark heat flux value keeping
the sink under check. The findings pertaining to the effect of TPMS architecture are also
interesting. For the case of gallium, both TPMS architecture showed almost identical performance
with negligible differences in both PCM melting time as well as heat sink base maximum
temperature. Hence, a conduction dominant behavior was noticed in gallium based TPMS heat
sinks and negligible effect of PCM buoyancy was observed. On the contrary, in the case of
docosane, the effect of TPMS architecture was found to be clearly pronounced. Primitive based
heat sink outperformed the IWP based heat sink in terms of temperature mitigation. However, as
stated before, even the enhanced performance could not prevent the heat sink from overheating.
An increase in applied heat flux at the base results in faster PCM melting and higher heat sink
maximum base temperature as expected. Finally, a change in heat sink material from AlSi10Mg
powder to copper does result in better temperature mitigation owing to favorable thermo-physical
properties of copper as a heat sink material. However, careful design considerations must be kept
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into account as copper AM is much more expensive that AlSi10Mg powder. Therefore, a good
cost versus benefit analysis is suggested prior to selection of heat sink material.
A continuation of this study can be performed by considering the ambient effects into
account, or by changing the topological characteristics of TPMS structure embedded in the heat
sink (porosity, unit cell size, etc.). Regarding the applicability of this study, it may serve as a
guideline for a plethora of practical applications. Heat sinks are ubiquitous and therefore can be
found in essentially every electronic device generating heat. Be it computers, mobile phones,
radars, space applications, battery cooling etc. Since this study considered a range of heat flux
varying from 50-150 kW/m2, any application falling in this range can be targeted using the
proposed TPMS-PCM heat sinks in the study. Besides, an extension of this study may further
unravel the potential application of such heat sinks at even higher values of power so as to address
much higher power electronic cooling.
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This dissertation is aimed at studying the effects of incorporating Triply Periodic
Minimal Surface (TPMS) based lattices in Latent Heat Thermal Energy Storage
(LHTES) systems. The effect of TPMS cell type, porosity, configuration, and
functional grading have been investigated. The study unraveled that TPMS
lattices outperformed the conventional metal foam under both isothermal and
isoflux conditions. Therefore, this dissertation establishes the superiority of
TPMS structures over conventional metal foams and open doors for further
exploration of TPMS lattices in heat transfer applications.
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